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CHAPTER 1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Rationale 
 Fuel cells have been gaining attention as a means of sustainable energy conversion 
in recent years and are expected to grow much more in the near future.[1] This technology 
is an attractive option for both grid-level and automotive applications for a number of 
reasons including zero-carbon-emissions, high energy and power densities, and moderate 
operating temperature (80 – 110 °C).[2–4]  
 The limiting factor for sustainable energy usage at large and small scales is energy 
storage.[5] With the advent of renewable energy sources, the decentralization of electricity 
generation has brought about new challenges for electrical grids including the prevention 
of wasted electricity. Distributed electricity generation from solar, wind, and hydroelectric 
utility stations have caused variability and intermittency in power output and do not always 
match with demand. During peak output, power generation can be more than 60% over 
demand.[6] Without a storage solution, energy is wasted. An effective method for energy 
storage is through the generation of hydrogen via water-splitting and then recovery of that 
energy through the use of a fuel cell. The hydrogen generated from excess renewables may 
be utilized for either stationary (e.g. smart-grid) or portable power generation (e.g. electric 
vehicle). 
 In the process of decarbonizing the automotive industry, two primary 
electrochemical storage methods are being considered: fuel cells and batteries. While both 
have specific niches to fill, fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) offer several benefits over 
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traditional battery-driven electric vehicles including a fast refueling rate, and much lower 
operation cost at long ranges. The first commercial FCEV, the Toyota Mirai, was released 
in 2015 and as of December 2017, 5,300 Mirais have been sold globally.[7] Since then, 
automakers all over the world including Honda, Hyundai, General Motors, Ford, Nissan, 
and more, have been developing their own FCEVs for release. 
 Widespread adoption of this technology has not been realized for several reasons.[8] 
These reasons include the low power output while operating at low (~40%) relative 
humidity (RH), and degradation of the fuel cell’s membrane electrode assembly (MEA). 
The work included in this dissertation aims to mitigate these obstacles by designing fuel 
cell electrodes with electrospun nanofiber morphologies. Specifically, the studies 
presented herein will focus on improving power generation of nanofiber cathodes using 
platinum and platinum alloy catalysts and improving durability of nanofiber electrodes 
with platinum-free cathodes. 
1.2 Current Obstacles in Fuel Cell Technology 
1.2.1 Low Relative Humidity Operation  
 Conventional hydrogen/air fuel cells generate lower power at low relative humidity 
according to both modeling and experimental results.[9–12] This occurs for three reasons: 
(1) because of low ionic conductivity of the membrane and ionomer in the electrode 
binder[10,13–17], (2) reduced oxygen reduction activity at low RH[9,11,12,18], and (3) increased 
gas transport resistance through the ionomer in the binder[12,19]. Fuel cell MEAs require 
high ionic conductivity for optimal performance.[20] This ionic conductivity is highly 
dependent on the amount of water in the fuel cell electrode ionomer and membrane.[21–23] 
The ionomer and membrane used in fuel cells today are based on perfluorosulfonic acid 
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(PFSA) polymers such as Nafion®. The conductivity of Nafion varies significantly with 
water content which decreases with decreasing relative humidity at a given temperature.[21] 
For example, Nafion’s conductivity at 80 °C in air at near full humidification is 0.1 S/cm 
and at 40% RH, Nafion’s conductivity is 0.02 S/cm.[9] The operation of a fuel cell at low 
relative humidity has been shown to produce lower power at lower relative humidity due 
to the lower conductivity of the ionomer within the membrane electrode assembly 
(MEA).[13-17] In addition, the oxygen reduction kinetics at the cathode are also more 
sluggish at low relative humidity which can further reduce power generation.[11,12,18,19] 
Generally, for a proton exchange membrane fuel cell, several parameters are considered 
when evaluating the rate-limiting oxygen reduction reaction kinetics: open circuit voltage, 
exchange current density, and Tafel slope.[24] The relative humidity of a fuel cell will affect 
all of these parameters. As relative humidity decreases, open circuit voltage (OCV) 
increases due to its dependence on the concentration of oxygen at the catalyst sites; as water 
vapor in the feed is reduced, the partial pressure of oxygen is increased which increases 
OCV. Higher OCV generally improves the performance of a PEMFC MEA. This effect is 
overshadowed, however, by the effect of the exchange current density decreasing with 
relative humidity.[25]  
 Decreasing relative humidity not only affects ORR kinetics, but also impedes the 
mass transport of oxygen within a fuel cell electrode. The transport resistance of feed gas 
through the catalyst layer relative to moderate humidity is decreased because gas travels 
more quickly through hydrated ion clusters and channels in the polymer more quickly than 
through the polymer itself.[26] The effect of RH on mass transport properties is multifaceted 
and depends on the composition and structure of the fuel cell anode, membrane, and 
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cathode because at full humidification, water “flooding” may occur which can cause water 
to block catalyst sites in the cathode, causing sharp declines in voltage at high current.[24]  
1.2.2 Low Catalyst Loading 
 The overall cost of platinum catalyst has decreased in relation to the total fuel cell 
stack design[8], but the catalyst metal remains expensive. Because of this, there has been an 
emphasis on reducing the amount of platinum in the fuel cell. Research has focused on 
several approaches to reduce platinum including developments in Pt-alloy catalysts, 
Platinum- and Platinum-Group-Metal-free catalysts, and intelligent electrode design.[27–38] 
Highly active catalysts have been synthesized and a lower total loading of these catalysts 
produce the same amount of power. Several groups including work performed by 
Markovic[35], Stamenkovic[37], Strasser[36], and more have examined new electrocatalysts 
that are platinum-based, but contain another transition metal (e.g. Ni, or Co). These groups 
have also improved the intrinsic catalytic activity for the oxygen reduction reaction by 
controlling the shape of the metal nanoparticles (e.g. octahedral, hollow, core/shell or nano-
cage structures) rather than the conventional spherical nanoparticles.[39–41] Intrinsic 
catalytic activity in this case refers to the ability of a metal to adsorb the reactants (H2 or 
O2) strongly enough to facilitate a reaction but not so strongly that the catalyst becomes 
blocked by the reactant or product (H2O). Each of the aforementioned strategies have 
resulted in significant improvements in power generation when testing in a rotating-disk-
electrode (RDE) setup. While these experiments are valuable for screening materials for 
improved activity, RDE results often do not correlate with results in a real fuel cell 
membrane electrode assembly[42]. RDE results with PtCo nanoparticles suggest the current 
should be orders of magnitude larger than traditional Pt nanoparticles, but in an MEA, there 
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is a more modest ~30% improvement over conventional catalysts.[43,44] Nonetheless, this 
is a significant improvement. Incorporating PtCo/C into fuel cell MEAs will be discussed 
more in-depth in Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation. 
 A different strategy involving catalyst synthesis includes using a much less costly 
platinum-group-metal-free (PGM-free) catalyst.[27,28,31–33] This approach completely 
eliminates precious metal in a fuel cell cathode. PGM-free catalysts are typically pyrolyzed 
carbon based powders with metal/nitrogen/carbon (M-N-C) catalytic surface sites[27], 
where the metal ion is often cobalt or iron. In M-N-C catalysts, three types of active sites 
have been established – metal-nitrogen moieties embedded in carbon (MNxCy), nitrogen-
carbon moieties (CNx), and nitrogen doped carbon encapsulating inorganic metal species 
(M@NxCy). All three types of active sites co-exist in most pyrolyzed M-N-C materials. 
These types of catalysts have been developed by Atanassov[27], Dodelet[31,33], Zelenay[32], 
and Mukerjee[28]. This strategy creates a catalyst that has much lower mass activity (i.e. : 
~1 mA/mgPGM-free catalyst vs. ~100 mA/mgPt), but is much less expensive, so higher loadings 
of catalyst can be used to make up for the reduction in activity. One type of PGM-free 
catalyst (synthesized by Pajarito Powder LLC) will be discussed more in depth in Chapter 
3 of the dissertation.  
1.2.3 PEMFC Membrane Electrode Assembly Durability 
 The cathode must exhibit sufficient durability as defined by targets set by the 
United States Department of Energy (DOE)[45] and the Fuel Cell Commercialization 
Conference of Japan (FCCJ)[46]. The durability targets were developed in collaboration 
with auto-makers and have set a goal for PEMFC MEA performance loss after defined 
accelerated stress tests (ASTs). These ASTs were designed to simulate processes that 
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would naturally occur during the lifetime of a fuel cell electric vehicle. These include 
starting and stopping the vehicle (a voltage cycling protocol from 1.0 V to 1.5 V which 
induces carbon corrosion) and accelerating and decelerating the vehicle (a voltage cycling 
protocol  from 0.6 V to 0.95 V which induces metal dissolution).[46] The DOE durability 
performance targets for 2020 are that an MEA with >240 mA/cm2 at 0.8V, >800 mW/cm2 
at rated power will experience <50% drop in ORR mass activity after 30,000 voltage cycles 
of 0.6 V – 0.95 V and <20% drop in voltage at 1.2 A/cm2 after 5,000 voltage cycles from 
1.0 V - 1.5 V and <30% loss in rated power after drive cycle durability.[45] 
 The start/stop accelerated stress test causes oxidation of the carbon catalyst support 
to form CO2 or to partially oxidize the carbon surface. These effects result in a loss of 
surface area and catalyst layer collapse.[47] The metal dissolution AST will cause failure by 
dissolving catalyst metal and redepositing in the membrane, causing Pt to migrate and 
agglomerate forming larger particles, or dissolving and precipitate Pt onto larger metal 
particles (Ostwald ripening) which can decrease the electrochemically active surface area 
or decrease membrane conductivity.[41,48] These effects will increase the ionic resistance of 
the membrane and decrease the electrochemically active surface area which effectively 
reduces the ability of the cathode to catalyze the oxygen reduction reaction. If the catalyst 
metal is Pt alloyed with a transition metal (e.g. Cobalt or Nickel), transition metal leaching 
can occur which reduces catalyst activity and through deposition/interaction with the 
ionomeric binder and membrane, further reduces ionic conductivity of the MEA.[49]  
The next chapter will discuss the fundamentals of fuel cell MEA analysis, the strategies 
used in the literature to overcome obstacles to widespread fuel cell adoption, and the 
objectives of this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 2 
2. BACKGROUND 
 The term “fuel cell” refers to several types of electrochemical devices including but 
not limited to the proton exchange membrane fuel cell, the anion exchange membrane fuel 
cell, direct methanol fuel cells, the phosphoric acid fuel cell, and the solid-oxide fuel cell.[1] 
Each converts the chemical potential of incoming reactants into electrical potential which 
may be used to move electrons and perform work. The type of fuel cell that this dissertation 
will focus on is the proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) which utilizes hydrogen 
and oxygen as the incoming reactant species.[2] The PEMFC is chosen instead of the other 
types of fuel cells because of its low operating temperature, low weight/volume, and only 
needing a hydrogen storage tank and oxygen from the air to operate.[3] This chapter is 
organized into two parts where the first will outline the details regarding PEMFC operation, 
sources of performance loss, and analysis techniques. The second part of this chapter will 
summarize electrospinning as it pertains to PEMFCs as well as how this dissertation builds 
upon prior research performed by Pintauro and co-workers including Zhang and Brodt.  
2.1 Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell Theory 
2.1.1 Governing Reactions  
 There are two electrochemical half-cell reactions that take place within a PEMFC.[2] 
These are the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) (Reaction 1) and the oxygen reduction 
reaction (ORR) (Reaction 2) which take place at the anode and cathode respectively as is 
depicted in Figure 2.1  
H2 → 2H+ + 2e-     (Reaction 1)  
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½O2 + 2H
+ + 2e- → H2O    (Reaction 2) 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of a PEMFC MEA. Adapted from Reference [4]. 
 
 A schematic representation of a hydrogen/air PEMFC is shown in Figure 2.1. As 
feed-gases diffuse through the anode and cathode compartments, Reactions 1 and 2 take 
place. The protons generated from reaction 1 travel through the polymer electrolyte 
membrane and the electrons travel through an external circuit. 
 The kinetics of the ORR are several orders of magnitude slower than the HOR and 
so the majority of catalyst and electrode research has focused on the cathode.[5] There is 
some research, however, that points to the importance of anode hydration with regard to 
overall water management.[6–8] These studies have focused on increasing the hydration of 
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the anode to prevent anode drying which can lead to drying of the membrane and 
significant increases in resistance across the cell.[8] This topic will be covered in greater 
detail in Chapter 5 of this dissertation.  
 The coupling of Reaction 1 and Reaction 2 is spontaneous and has chemical 
potential energy associated with it.[9] This chemical potential is equal to the enthalpy of 
formation of water from its constituents (H2 and O2) minus a temperature dependent 
entropy term (Gibbs free energy).[10] At standard temperature, this energy is equal to 237.3 
kJ/mole of water for complete combustion.[9] Because free electrons are involved in this 
reaction, the chemical potential may be associated with a proportional electrical potential 
which is given by Equation 2.1.  
𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
𝑜 = −
∆𝐺𝑜
𝑛𝐹
    (Equation 2.1) 
 Where F is Faraday’s constant (96485 C/mol) and n is the number of electrons 
involved in the reaction per mole of water generated (n = 2e-/molH2O). Substituting all 
values into Equation 1 yields 𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
𝑜  equal to 1.23 V vs. the standard hydrogen electrode 
(SHE) which is equivalent to Reaction 1 and is defined as having a standard reduction 
potential of 0.0 V. This value is based off of the coupling of Reaction 1 and Reaction 2 vs 
SHE. This electrical potential is the driving force for current generation in a fuel cell.[11] 
As current is drawn, there are sources of voltage loss (also referred to as overpotential).[5] 
There are three primary sources of overpotential that correspond to three different physical 
phenomena which occur during fuel cell operation. These sources will be discussed in the 
following sections.  
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2.1.1 Overpotential  
 When a fuel cell membrane electrode assembly produces current, it is moving 
away from its equilibrium state.[12] The voltage of the cell may be expressed by Equation 
2.2. 
 𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝐸𝑇,𝑃
𝑂𝐶𝑉 − 𝜂
𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
− 𝜂
𝑜ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑐
− 𝜂
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡
 (Equation 2.2) 
In this equation, 𝐸𝑇,𝑃
𝑂𝐶𝑉 represents the cell’s open circuit voltage (OCV) at a given 
temperature and pressure. The OCV of a cell deviates from the theoretical value of 1.23 
for several reasons including hydrogen crossover from the anode to the cathode[13], mixed 
potential at the cathode caused by electrochemical side reactions[14], and the activation of 
Pt from PtO[15]. Each η value represents one of the three types of overpotential: activation, 
ohmic, and mass transport. Each of these sources of overpotential is dependent on the 
current drawn. Each source of overpotential may be expressed as a term that depends on 
current density. Equation 3 expresses the cell’s potential at a given current density.[9] 
 𝐸𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝐸𝑇,𝑃
𝑂𝐶𝑉 −
𝑅𝑇
𝛼𝐹
∙ ln (
𝑖
𝑖0
) − (𝑖) ∙ 𝑅𝑖 −
𝑅𝑇
𝑛𝐹
∙ ln (
𝑖𝐿
𝑖𝐿−𝑖
)   (Equation 3) 
In this equation, the expression for activation overpotential is derived from the Butler-
Volmer equation[16] where i = current density (mA/cm2), R = gas constant 8.314 J/(mol∙K), 
T = temperature (K), α = transfer coefficient, i0 = exchange current density (A/cm2), the 
ohmic overpotential is simply linear and is derived from Ohm’s law (Ri = total MEA 
resistance (Ω)), and finally the mass transport overpotential is derived from the Nernst 
equation (iL = limiting current density A/cm
2).[17]  The three sources of voltage loss are 
plotted in Figure 2.1 (a) and the curve resulting from the cumulative sum of the losses is 
plotted in Figure 2.1 (b).  
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Figure 2.1 (a) Example of overpotential sources as a function of current density (b) 
polarization curve with each region labeled. 
 
 The curve on the right is obtained by collecting and plotting current-voltage data in 
an operating fuel cell. The three labeled regions in Figure 2.1b designate where each of the 
voltage losses dominate, but as is seen in Figure 2.1a, there is some contribution of each 
overpotential at all current densities. The plot in Figure 2.1b is known as a polarization 
curve and is used to calculate power at a given current density or voltage (power density = 
voltage ∙ current density). 
2.2 Analysis Techniques 
 In addition to collecting polarization data as just described, there are a number of 
useful analysis techniques which provide additional diagnoses to characterize the MEA as 
a whole, only the membrane, or only the cathode or anode. These are useful in decoupling 
the impact of a particular MEA component on the power density at a given voltage or 
current density. The analyses are linear sweep voltammetry (LSV), mass activity 
a b 
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determination, cyclic voltammetry (CV, to determine electrochemically active surface 
area), and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).[18]  
Linear Sweep Voltammetry  
 Membranes that are used in hydrogen/air fuel cell MEAs ideally conduct protons 
and perfectly separate the anode and cathode compartments.[19] In reality, there is some 
degree of gas permeation through the membrane (crossover) that occurs during the 
operation of the fuel cell.[14] While both hydrogen and oxygen permeation occurs, the latter 
occurs at a much slower rate and therefore, hydrogen crossover is of primary interest.[20] 
When hydrogen gas is present at the cathode, the mixed potential of the reactants lowers 
the open circuit voltage. Efficiency is also lowered because no electrical work is captured 
even though the reactant is consumed by the chemical reaction of H2 and O2 at the cathode 
catalyst site.[9] Additionally, when hydrogen crosses over and reacts directly with oxygen 
at the cathode, locally generated heat may lead to the formation of membrane pin-holes.[21] 
For these reasons, hydrogen crossover must be minimized. Linear sweep voltammetry 
(LSV) is a method that is used to quantify the degree of hydrogen crossover from the anode 
to the cathode.[22] In this experiment, hydrogen gas is fed to the anode and the cathode 
(working electrode) is purged with an inert gas such as nitrogen. A potentiostat is then used 
to apply a voltage from low to high. This forward voltage scan will oxidize any hydrogen 
present. At high enough voltages, hydrogen will instantly oxidize at the mass-transfer 
limiting condition.[23] The current that is generated from the LSV may be correlated directly 
to the amount of hydrogen present in the cathode compartment by Equation 4. 
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝐻2
𝑠
=
𝐼𝐿
𝑛𝐹
      (Equation 4) 
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In this equation, IL is the measured current from the LSV, n is 2 mols of electrons per mol 
of hydrogen, and F is Faraday’s constant. The flux of hydrogen across the membrane will 
affect 𝐸𝑇,𝑃
𝑂𝐶𝑉 from Equation 3 by inducing a mixed potential.[14] 
Mass Activity 
 The electrocatalytic activity of a cathode in an MEA is specified by the US 
Department of Energy as the current generated at 0.9 V vs SHE, 80 °C and 100% RH, 
normalized by the mass of the active catalyst.[24] If the current is normalized by area, it is 
referred to as specific activity. The potential of 0.9 V is chosen as the standard for activity 
measurement because it is a sufficiently high voltage that activation overpotential 
dominates (i.e. ohmic and mass transport overpotentials only minimally interfere with the 
generated current). In a mass activity measurement the voltage is measured across two 
decades of current (i.e. from 1 A to 0.01 A). 
 To eliminate the influence of ohmic and mass transport overpotentials, several steps 
are taken. The effect of mass transport overpotential is accounted for by using pure oxygen 
as the cathode feed gas with a back pressure of 150 kPa absolute at the cathode, 100 sccm 
flow rates for both anode and cathode feeds, 80 °C, and full humidification. 150 kPa 
pressure is used to ensure that the partial pressure of oxygen at the cathode surface is near 
unit activity (since saturated water vapor at 80 °C has a partial pressure of 47.373 kPa ≅ 
50 kPa).  
 To account for the effect of ohmic overpotential losses, the measured current is first 
corrected by adding the current loss due to hydrogen crossover, as determined by LSV. 
Measured voltages are corrected by measuring the high frequency resistance (HFR) in an 
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electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) experiment and then using the HFR value 
to correct the voltage for ohmic overpotential at a given current (where the overpotential 
was found by multiplying the HFR and current). After obtaining both corrected current and 
corrected voltage, they are plotted against each other to yield Figure 2.2 (a) and (b). 
  
Figure 2.2 Corrected current and corrected voltage collected from a mass activity 
measurement plotted (a) on a linear x-axis and (b) on a log-scale x-axis. 
 
 This set of points is essentially the activation region of the polarization curve, but 
with corrected values of voltage and current. Plotting this data on a log scale yields a plot 
such as Figure 2.2 (b). Interpolation of this curve allows for an exact determination of the 
current produced at 0.9 V. Dividing this current by the mass of platinum in the electrode 
yields the final mass activity with units of (mA/mgPt). The slope obtained from Figure 2.2 
(b) is known as the Tafel slope and is indicative of the ORR kinetics. Tafel slopes that are 
steeper indicate a greater activation overpotential as is required to generate a given current 
density according to the Butler-Volmer equation.[25] 
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Electrochemical Surface Area 
 The actual surface area of platinum accessible to catalyze the HOR and ORR is 
usually less than the total theoretical surface area of the Pt nanoparticles due to poor contact 
between the ionomer, feed gases, and catalyst sites. The accessible catalyst surface area is 
known as the electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) and can be measured by cyclic 
voltammetry (CV). In a CV experiment, a PEMFC MEA is cycled between 0.05 V to 0.90 
V at a scan rate of 0.01 V/s. Hydrogen is oxidized as voltage increases during the forward 
scan and protons are reduced as the voltage is decreased during the reverse scan. The 
electroreduction of protons, the backwards direction of Reaction 3, occurs from 0.06V to 
0.4V of the reverse voltage scan (as depicted by the region between the vertical dotted lines 
in Figure 2.3) and is used to calculate the active electrochemical surface area. 
Pt–Hads ↔ Pt + H+ + e-    (Reaction 3) 
 
Figure 2.3 Example of Cyclic Voltammogram of PEM fuel cell catalyst layer for ECSA 
analysis. 
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 The shaded area in Figure 2.3 is equal to the hydrogen adsorption charge density 
(qPt). This shaded region neglects the charge associated with non-faradaic processes present 
in a fuel cell to avoid overestimating qPt – therefore, the reverse double layer charging 
current density (idl) is subtracted from this region.
[22] The voltage is scanned at a known 
rate v (0.04 Volts/second) across a known voltage range V1-V2 (0.06 Volts to 0.40 Volts). 
Therefore, the time to scan across the voltage range is equal to the following: t = (V1-V2)/v 
= 8.5 seconds in this example. Because of this, it would be equivalent to plot the shaded 
region between 0 and 8.5 seconds.  
 Integration of the current density (with units of: C/s·cm2) from 0.06V to 0.40V is 
equivalent to integrating with respect to time (s) which results in charge density (C/cm2). 
The electrochemical surface area (Equation 5) of an electrode is calculated from three 
values: the hydrogen adsorption charge density (qPt) (units of: C/cm
2), the charge required 
to reduce a monolayer of protons on Pt (designated as “Γ”, with a value of 210 μC/cm2), 
and the Pt loading in the electrode (designated as L) (with units of mgPt/cm
2). 
 𝐸𝐶𝑆𝐴 (𝑐𝑚𝑃𝑡
2 𝑔𝑃𝑡) =
𝑞𝑃𝑡
𝛤·𝐿
⁄     (Equation 5) 
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) 
 Another important metric for hydrogen/air PEMFC performance is the high 
frequency resistance (HFR) which provides a measure of the ohmic resistance of an MEA 
membrane and the contact resistance between the membrane and electrodes. This includes 
the ionic contributions to ohmic resistance. The HFR of an MEA is determined through 
EIS. This method applies a small sinusoidal perturbation to a fixed current within a 
specified range of frequencies (1 mHz to 10 kHz for the Scribner 850e test station). The 
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current used in this experiment is chosen to be in the ohmic-dominated region of the 
polarization curve, but the resistance generally does not deviate greatly between different 
current densities. Using frequency response analysis software, the resultant signal 
magnitude and phase shift are presented graphically, often as a Nyquist plot as shown in 
Figure 2.4, with real and imaginary impedances as the abscissa and ordinate, respectively. 
The characteristic shape of two overlapping semicircles can be observed.   
 
 
Figure 2.4 Typical Nyquist plot used to determine the high frequency resistance. 
 
2.3 Electrospinning and its use in PEMFCs 
 Electrospinning involves pumping a polymer solution or polymer melt out of a 
metal needle spinneret in the presence of a strong electric field between the needle tip and 
a grounded fiber collector surface. This setup is shown in Figure 2.6.  
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Figure 2.5 An image of the electrospinning setup that is used to generate nanofiber 
electrode mats. 
 
 The electric field overcomes the surface tension of the polymer solution and the 
“Taylor cone” forms. A jet emerges from the Taylor cone; as the jet dries, it rapidly 
accelerates toward the grounded collector where the resulting polymeric nanofibers 
deposit.  
  In the case of electrospinning PEMFC electrodes, the polymer solution will also 
contain catalyst particles, as has been demonstrated by Angela Zhang and Matthew 
Brodt.[26–29] The polymer/particle/solvent dispersion will henceforth be referred to as an 
electrode ink. An ink is composed of solvent, an ion conducting polymer (e.g. Nafion), a 
carrier polymer for electrospinning, such as poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) or polyvinylidene 
fluoride (PVDF), and catalyst particles; each of these components must be compatible with 
each other to successfully electrospin an electrode. A carrier polymer is added because 
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Nafion does not have sufficient polymer chain entanglements and thus cannot be 
electrospun alone in solution.  
 There are several conditions important for electrospinning a polymer-based 
solution which can affect the quality of the nanofibers or if the nanofibers form at all.[30] 
These conditions include the bias voltage, the distance from the spinneret to the collector 
surface, the relative humidity, the rate at which the ink is pumped out of the needle, the 
boiling point of the solvent system, the dielectric properties of the ink[31], the ratio of 
“carrier” polymer to other components[32], and the molecular weight of the polymers 
used.[33] Adjusting these parameters will result in changes in electrospin-ability of the 
solution (i.e. the wrong conditions and the result is electrosprayed droplets or bead-on-fiber 
structures) as well as the final fiber diameter and the uniformity of the fiber diameter.[30] 
 In 2011, Zhang and Pintauro fabricated and tested the first Nafion/catalyst 
nanofiber-structured cathodes for proton exchange membrane H2/air and H2/O2 fuel cell 
MEAs with poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) as the carrier polymer for Nafion electrospinning.[29] 
In this paper, the nanofiber structure was found to exhibit excellent beginning of life 
performance including high power (524 mW/cm2 at 0.6 V, 0.1 mgPt/cm
2, 80 °C, and 
ambient pressure) and high mass activity (0.23 A/mgPt) as well as improved durability. 
These results laid the groundwork for future studies to be performed in the Pintauro group 
by Matthew Brodt. In 2013, Brodt et al. showed that electrospun nanofiber cathodes 
provide high power at very low catalyst loading. With a Pt loading of 0.055 mg/cm2 the 
nanofiber cathode MEA produced a maximum power density of 906 mW/cm2 at 80 ᵒC and 
300 kPa pressure with fully humidified 500 standard cubic centimeters per minutes (sccm) 
H2 and 2000 sccm air.
[28] It was also shown that there was less carbon corrosion when using 
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the nanofiber electrode structure using Nafion/PAA as a binder compared to a standard 
sprayed electrode. Brodt et al. also showed that the addition of PAA to a conventional 
painted electrode significantly decreased the fuel cell power output due presumably to a 
decrease in ionic conductivity of the binder. After attempting to remove the PAA in boiling 
acid and peroxide, he concluded that it was not possible.[27] Brodt showed that nanofiber 
diameter between 250 nm and 520 nm does not affect power density and that the nanofiber 
electrode morphology can be used to improve the performance of commercial Pt/C 
powders.[27] Subsequently in 2016, Brodt et al. showed that Nafion-PVDF binders appear 
to suppress carbon corrosion in a hydrogen/air PEMFC by increasing the nanofiber 
hydrophobicity, thus decreasing the concentration of water at the Pt/C catalyst surface.[26] 
The work contained in this dissertation builds upon these prior nanofiber electrode works. 
2.4 Strategies in the Literature for Overcoming Current Obstacles 
As was stated in Chapter 1 of this dissertation, there are several key obstacles to 
overcome for widespread adoption of fuel cell technology in the market. Below is a brief 
discussion of work that has been done to improve power density at realistic operating 
conditions. 
2.4.1 Approaches to Improve Performance at Low RH 
 To combat the deleterious effects of low RH operation, several design principles 
have been utilized to create MEAs that perform better at low RH.[34] These include 
decreasing the membrane thickness[35,36], using a low equivalent weight (high ion exchange 
capacity) perfluorosulfonic acid polymer for the membrane [32,37–40], and the electrode 
binder[41,42], changing the composition of the gas diffusion layer[43], and fuel cell 
operational strategies (e.g. asymmetric humidification of the anode and cathode)[8]. These 
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strategies take into consideration the water flux through an MEA and try to mitigate 
unwanted drying in the anode and unwanted flooding in the cathode. Anode drying occurs 
because of electroosmotic drag which is the flux of water induced by the movement of 
protons across the polymer electrolyte membrane.[44] Electroosmotic drag delivers more 
water to the cathode than what is dictated by stoichiometry through the reduction of oxygen 
alone: between 1 and 2.5 water molecules are dragged across the membrane with each 
proton.[45] Thus, for every water molecule generated, there are between 2 and 5 water 
molecules dragged from the anode to the cathode.[45],[46,47] The electroosmotic drag of water 
is countered by the back-diffusion of water[44] where back diffusion is dependent on the 
concentration gradient of water from the cathode to the anode as well as the thickness of 
the membrane.[35] Operational considerations such as asymmetric humidification of the 
anode and cathode[8] and recirculation of the anode feed[48] to recover both H2 and water 
are other ways of improving performance at low relative humidity. Chapter 5 of this 
dissertation focuses on a nanofiber anode/cathode design that produces high power at low 
RH.  
2.4.2 Electrode Design for Lowered Pt Content and Improved Durability 
 Electrode design affects the performance of an MEA by affecting three phenomena: 
(1) the activation of the oxygen reduction reaction, (2) electronic and ionic conductivity, 
and (3) the transport of feed gasses to catalyst sites and the expulsion of water away from 
the catalyst sites.[49] This section will discuss several prominent electrode fabrication 
techniques and the benefits of each approach.  
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2.4.2.1 Electrosprayed Electrodes 
 Using a technique to electrospray the cathode catalyst layers to improve 
performance while using very low amounts of platinum has been utilized by several groups 
including Uchida[50,51], Elabd[52], and Castillo.[53] These groups observed an improvement 
in catalyst utilization, an improvement of electrochemically active surface areas over 
baseline air-sprayed catalyst layers, an increase in catalyst layer uniformity, and an increase 
in electrode porosity relative to slurry electrodes. Overall, the electrodes showed 
improvements in power generation over slurry electrodes. Uchida and coworkers observed 
that at full humidification, a very high max power of 1010 mW/cm2 was generated using a 
Pt loading of 0.056 mgPt/cm
2 with operating conditions of 100 kPa absolute, 80 °C. 
However, the electrosprayed cathodes’ current generation show a strong dependence on 
RH (decreasing by nearly 80% from 100% RH to 40% RH). In the work performed by 
Elabd and coworkers, they employ a technique of simultaneously electrospinning 
nanofibers of Nafion and poly(acrylic acid) and electrospraying droplets of Nafion and 
Pt/C. This combination nanofiber/nanospray electrodes, the maximum power obtained at 
0.052 mgPt/cm
2 was 656 mW/cm2 in H2/air feed gas at 80 °C, and 272 kPa absolute 
pressure.   
2.4.2.2 Nanostructured Thin Film (NSTF) 
 The nanostructured thin film (NSTF) catalyst electrodes developed by 3M 
Company are platinum “nano-whiskers” which contain no carbon or ionomer binder.[54]  
These structures exhibited more stable electrochemical surface area compared to their 
control electrode when an accelerated stress test of voltage cycling from 0.6 V – 1.2 V was 
applied.[54] The authors conclude that the absence of carbon in the catalyst layer is the 
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reason for the improved durability when being cycled at high voltages (> 1.0 V). While the 
stability improves, this structure struggles to generate high current densities due to an issue 
with water management. 
 The following table is a compilation of recent literature for new fuel cell MEA 
designs along with the power density, catalyst loading, and fuel cell operating conditions 
for each MEA. Kumaraguru et al.[55] use a high ion exchange capacity ionomer (825EW 
perfluorosulfonic acid) for the anode and cathode binder and a membrane that is 12 microns 
thick (half as thick as a standard Nafion 211 membrane) and a PtCo/C catalyst at the 
cathode to achieve 1.3 W/cm2 at fuel cell operating conditions listed in Table 1.1. 
Kongkanand et al.[56] achieve similarly high power by utilizing a new catalyst type with a 
Pt monolayer shell around a core of Pd supported on carbon. This paper used low catalyst 
loading (0.05 mgPt/cm
2) and observed very good power generation at high current densities. 
Table 1.1 List of competitive power densities obtained at given conditions and catalyst 
loadings. 
Reference Strategy Operating Conditions 
Cathode 
Catalyst 
loading 
(mgPt/cm2) 
Maximum 
Power Density 
(mW/cm2) 
Uchida[50] 
Electrosprayed electrodes 
Cathode: Pt/C 
Membrane: N/A 
Anode: Pt/C 
P = 100 kPa 
T = 80 C 
RH = 100% 
Flow Rates = (N/A) 
0.056 1010 
Kumaraguru[55] 
Optimized slurry cast electrodes 
Cathode: PtCo/HSC 
Membrane: 12 µm 825 PFSA  
Anode: Pt/C 
P = 250 kPa 
T = 80 C 
RH = 65% 
Flow Rates = Stoic. 
1.5/2.0 
0.1 1300 
Kongkanand[56] 
Pt-monolayer/Pd/C core−shell 
cathode 
Cathode ionomer: 900 EW 
PFSA 
Membrane: Nafion 211 
Anode: Pt/C 900 EW PFSA 
P = 150 kPa 
T = 80 C 
RH = 100% 
Flow Rates = Stoic. 
1.5/2.1 
0.05 1100 
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2.5 Objectives and Remaining Dissertation Format 
To improve the power density of previously reported fuel cell membrane electrode 
assemblies initially and/or after stress tests, this dissertation details the preparation and 
characterization of (1) nanofiber cathodes which incorporate platinum-free cathode 
catalysts and a Nafion/polyvinylidene fluoride binder (Chapter 3), (2) nanofiber cathodes 
which utilize PtCo/C as the catalyst with a Nafion/poly(acrylic acid) binder (Chapter 4), 
(3) nanofiber anodes and cathodes which are electrospun from a Nafion/polyethylene oxide 
ink and then the polyethylene oxide is removed (Chapter 5), (4) Nafion/PVDF binder 
nanofiber cathodes samples which are analyzed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory for 
thickness collapse and porosity after a carbon corrosion accelerated stress test (Chapter 6), 
and (5) a nanofiber cathode in which a sulfonated-silicate network is formed from a sol-
gel reaction that takes place before, during, and after electrospinning (Chapter 7). In each 
of these works, the nanofiber electrodes are compared to a conventional slurry or sprayed 
electrode from Nissan Technical Center of North America or Los Alamos National 
Laboratory. The remaining chapters of this dissertation will discuss in detail each of the 
numbered points above and provide physical and electrochemical characterization of 
nanofiber cathodes and anodes.  
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CHAPTER 3 
3. PGM-FREE CATALYST POWDER AND NAFION/PVDF BINDER 
3.1 PGM-free catalyst in Nanofibers with Nafion/PVDF 
 A variety of strategies are being pursued to lower the platinum content in proton 
exchange membrane fuel cells. These include the use of Pt-alloy, core-shell and shape-
controlled platinum catalysts which exhibit very high oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) 
activity. Another approach is focused on inexpensive platinum-group-metal-free (PGM-
free) powders as the cathode catalyst.  PGM-free catalysts are typically carbon based 
powders with metal/nitrogen/carbon (Me/Nx/Cy) catalytic surface sites, where the metal 
ion is often cobalt, or iron.[1-3] The ORR activity of these catalysts is lower than that of Pt, 
but they can be cost effectively used at higher loadings to compensate for slower oxygen 
reduction kinetics. Additionally, prior studies have reported poor durability of MEAs with 
non-PGM catalysts in hydrogen/air fuel cells due to several effects including loss of the 
carbon support material, loss of metal ions from the catalyst which lowers catalytic activity 
and binder conductivity, water flooding which impedes oxygen transport, and the 
generation of peroxide species which degrades the catalyst and binder.[4-6]  
 The present study was initiated to obtain preliminary fuel cell performance and 
durability data on one type of PGM-free catalyst powder in particle/polymer nanofiber mat 
cathodes. The catalyst used in this study was a metal organic framework (MOF)-derived 
Fe–N–C catalyst with 0.5 wt.% Fe, a BET surface area of 1362 m2/g, and a reported RDE 
mass based kinetic current density of 7.78 A/gcatalyst at 0.8 V.
[7] MEAs with electrospun and 
conventional sprayed cathodes were examined and their performance compared. Pintauro 
and coworkers[8-10] have shown that an electrospun nanofiber cathode with a conventional 
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Pt/C catalyst performs well in a hydrogen/air proton exchange membrane fuel cell with 
high power at low Pt loadings and good performance after accelerated carbon corrosion 
and Pt dissolution tests. Carbon corrosion was significantly suppressed by using a 
Nafion:PVDF mixture, with some degree of hydrophobicity depending on the 
Nafion:PVDF weight ratio, as the binder in cathode mat nanofibers.[10]  
 Top-down SEM images of electrospun nanofiber mats containing PGM-free 
catalyst, before and after hot-pressing at 4 MPa and 140 °C are shown in Figure 3.1 (a and 
b). The average fiber diameter, as determined by mapping digitized SEM images using 
ImageJ software, is ~750 nm. The porosity of the hot pressed fiber mat was estimated to 
be ~50%, as determined by comparing the measured density of the compressed mat (0.86 
g/cm3 from the fiber mat mass and volume) to the theoretical density based on the fiber 
composition and the known densities of catalyst and binder (1.75 g/cm3). 
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Figure 3.1 Top down SEM images of (a) the PGM-free catalyst particles after 
ultrasonicating to break up agglomerates (b) a nanofiber composed of PGM-free 
catalyst:Nafion:PVDF (70:10:20 weight ratio) (c) an electrospun mat of the same 
composition at 5,000x magnification (d) an electrospun mat of the same composition after 
hot pressing at 140 °C and 4 MPa.  
 
 Figure 3.2 (a and b) shows polarization curves taken immediately upon loading an 
MEA into the fuel cell test fixture and after 50 hours of operation at a constant voltage of 
0.5 V, for one nanofiber and two sprayed cathodes with humidified hydrogen and air feeds. 
The nanofiber cathode binder was a 1:1 weight ratio blend of Nafion:PVDF (a 
catalyst:Nafion:PVDF weight ratio of 70:15:15) and the sprayed cathodes employed either 
a neat Nafion binder or a 1:1 weight ratio Nafion:PVDF blend. The initial time data was 
collected with no MEA break-in protocol. The neat Nafion sprayed GDE initially 
(c) 
(b) (a) 
(d) 
200 nm 200 nm 
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outperformed the nanofiber MEA, with power densities that are comparable to data in the 
literature, e.g., 120 mW/cm2 at 0.5 V in Figure 3.2 a vs 100 mW/cm2 at 0.5 V from 
reference 5 and 150 mW/cm2 at 0.5 V in references 1, and 11. After 50 hours, the power 
output of the neat Nafion sprayed cathode decreased (as observed by previous 
literature[5,12]), whereas the performance of the nanofiber cathode MEA increased. The 
initial power output of the sprayed cathode MEA with a 1:1 Nafion/PVDF binder was very 
low, with a modest improvement in performance after 50 hours of constant voltage 
operation. Thus, the observed (unexpected) increase in power over 50 hours of operation 
for the two Nafion:PVDF binder MEAs is due to binder composition effects (a slow break 
in period for a Nafion:PVDF binder), whereas the high power of the nanofiber cathode 
MEA after 50 hours is attributed to the fiber morphology.   
 
Figure 3.2 H2/air fuel cell polarization curves for nanofiber and sprayed cathodes MEAs 
with a PGM-free cathode catalyst (3.0 mg/cm2), a Nafion 211 membrane, and a Pt/C 
sprayed anode (0.1 mg/cm2 with a neat Nafion binder). (a) Initial fuel cell performance 
and (b) Fuel cell performance after 50 hours of constant voltage operation at 0.5 V. Fuel 
cell operating conditions: 80ºC, 100% relative humidity, 1 atmg backpressure, and 125/500 
sccm H2/air feed gas flow rates. All MEAs have an anode of Johnson Matthey 40% 
Platinum on carbon with a loading of 0.1 mgPt/cm
2.  
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 The transient behavior of two nanofiber cathode MEAs (with 1:1 and 1:2 
Nafion:PVDF weight ratio binders) and two slurry cathode MEAs (neat Nafion and 1:1 
Nafion:PVDF binders) during 300 hours of fuel cell operation is summarized in Figure 3.3, 
where the power density at 0.5 V is plotted vs. time. The current was measured across the 
entire timespan at a rate of 1 point every 10 minutes. The results show the beneficial effects 
of both binder composition and electrode morphology on MEA performance. As expected, 
based on data in the literature,[5] the initial high performance from a slurry electrode MEA 
degraded over time, with a 63% decrease in power density at 0.5 V after 300 hours, due 
presumably to catalyst degradation.[4] The power output of the slurry electrode MEA with 
a 1:1 weight ratio Nafion:PVDF binder increased after start-up, reached a maximum power 
density at approximately 150 hours of operation, and then slowly declined for the 
remainder of the test, with a final power density of only 47 mW/cm2.  The low but stable 
power is associated with the hydrophobicity of the binder. Initially, there is insufficient 
water at the catalyst surface for fast oxygen reduction kinetics. During fuel cell operation 
the catalyst surface becomes more hydrated due to the generation of water during oxygen 
reduction and the power rises and then stabilizes. There is a slow increase in binder 
conductivity as the electrode becomes more hydrated. This is evidenced by a decrease in 
high frequency resistance (from an initial value of 225 mΩ∙cm2 to 115 mΩ∙cm2 after 150 
hours) throughout the voltage hold.  
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Figure 3.3 H2/air fuel cell power density at 0.5 V vs time for 300 hours with MEAs using 
PGM-free catalyst at 3.0 mg/cm2 and either a nanofiber cathode (with a 1:1 or 1:2 
Nafion:PVDF binder) or a sprayed cathode (with neat Nafion or a 1:1 Nafion:PVDF 
binder). All MEAs had a Nafion 211 membrane and a sprayed anode with Nafion binder 
and Johnson Matthey Pt/C HiSpec 4000 at 0.1 mgPt/cm2¬.  Fuel cell operating conditions: 
80ºC, 100% relative humidity, 1atmg backpressure, and 125/500 sccm H2/air feed gas 
flowrates. 
 
 The water content in the Nafion:PVDF binder remains lower than that in a Nafion 
cathode, which allows for better catalyst stability and constant power operation between 
150 and 300 hours. The benefits of a nanofiber cathode morphology is clearly seen in 
Figure 3.3, for the two Nafion:PVDF binder MEAs. Power output was essentially constant 
from 150-300 hours for the 1:1 Nafion:PVDF binder with a 72% improvement in power 
density at 0.5 V after 300 hours (86 mW/cm2 vs. 50 mW/cm2 comparing the nanofiber and 
slurry cathode MEAs with a 1:1 Nafion:PVDF binder). A similar power density 
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improvement for a nanofiber vs. sprayed cathode MEA was seen previously with a Pt/C 
catalyst,[8-10] which was attributed to intrafiber and/or interfiber voids in a fiber mat and 
good mixing of catalyst and binder with a thin and uniform coating of binder on all catalyst 
particles (which allows for facile O2 access to catalyst sites and water removal from the 
electrode). When the nanofiber cathode binder was made more hydrophobic by using a 1:2 
Nafion:PVDF binder, there was a slower rise in power during the initial stages of the test 
(the power did not stabilize until 100 hours of constant voltage operation) and a 15% 
decrease in the long-term power density (73 mW/cm2 vs. 86 mW/cm2  at 300 hours). This 
result suggests that there may be an optimum PVDF binder content (≤ 50 wt.% PVDF), 
where the beneficial effects of PVDF regarding catalyst stability are balanced by its adverse 
effects on power output (decreasing the concentration of water at the catalyst surface and 
lowering the proton conductivity of the binder). Further work is needed to optimize the 
Nafion:PVDF weight ratio of the binder for PGM-free ORR catalysts; such experiments 
were not part of the present study but they are being planned and will be the subject of a 
future publication. 
 Carbon corrosion voltage cycling (from 1.0 – 1.5 V vs. SHE) accelerated stress 
tests (ASTs) were performed on all MEAs after 300 hours of operation at 0.5 V. It is well 
known that exposing cathodes with PGM-free-based catalysts to potentials above 1.2 V vs. 
SHE results in extreme degradation.[13-14] The results of these experiments are summarized 
in Figure 3.4 a, where the maximum H2/air fuel cell power output at 80 °C, 1 atm back 
pressure, and 100% relative humidity, measured intermittently over the course of 500 
carbon corrosion voltage cycles is shown. The fuel cell polarization plots used to generate 
this data are shown in Figure 3.4 (b and c).  
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Figure 3.4 Results from the start/stop carbon corrosion voltage cycling accelerated stress 
test for MEAs with a nanofiber cathode (3.0 mg/cm2 with 1:1 or 1:2 Nafion:PVDF binders) 
a sprayed cathode (3.0 mg/cm2 with a 1:2 Nafion:PVDF binder), and a neat Nafion sprayed 
cathode with 3.0 mg/cm² cathode loading. (a) Change in the maximum power density with 
voltage cycle number. (b) fuel cell polarization curves during the stress test for the 
nanofiber cathode MEA with a 1:1 Nafion:PVDF binder. (c) Fuel cell polarization curves 
during stress test for the nanofiber cathode MEA with a 1:2 Nafion:PVDF binder. Voltage 
cycling was between 1.0 and 1.5 V in a triangular waveform at 500mV/s. Fuel cell 
operating conditions: 80 ºC, 100% relative humidity, 1 atmg backpressure, and 125/500 
sccm H2/air feed gas flow rates. All MEAs had a Nafion 211 membrane and a sprayed 
anode with Nafion binder and Johnson Matthey Pt/C HiSpec 4000 at 0.1 mgPt/cm
2.  
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 The results are significant in that all three PGM-free cathodes with PVDF survived 
the AST. I.e., each retained greater power after 500 voltage cycles compared to the neat 
Nafion sprayed cathode. For the neat Nafion sprayed cathode MEA, there was a sharp 
decline in maximum power with voltage cycling. In contrast, both nanofiber MEAs 
exhibited an increase in power output after 150 voltage cycles, followed by a gradual 
decrease in MEA performance for the duration of the test. The difference in results between 
the two binder compositions demonstrates the effect of hydrophilicity at the beginning of 
life (BOL) and end of life (EOL). At BOL, the MEA with more PVDF produces lower 
power compared to the 1:1 Nafion:PVDF and at EOL, the MEA with more PVDF produces 
higher power. The increase in power during the initial stages of the carbon corrosion AST 
is consistent with prior studies on the carbon corrosion durability of Pt/C-containing 
nanofiber cathodes, when the Nafion:PVDF binder weight ratio was < 0.5. As explained in 
reference 10, the presence of hydrophobic PVDF in a cathode binder with Nafion limits 
water contact with the catalyst surface, resulting in less carbon corrosion but poor/slow 
kinetics for the oxygen reduction reaction (a low ORR catalytic mass activity). With 
continued voltage cycling, hydrophilic carbon oxidation species (e.g., C=O and C-OH) are 
formed on the catalyst and result in an improvement in power output. Normally, for a 
conventional cathode structure, this increase in hydrophilicity results in cathode flooding 
and a loss in power which is observed in Figure 3.4a for the sprayed electrode with a 1:1 
weight ratio Nafion:PVDF binder. The nanofiber cathode mat morphology with the same 
composition, however, allows for the rapid expulsion of water from the sub-micron 
diameter fibers, so that power losses by cathode flooding are less significant. After 150 
voltage cycles, the benefits of further increasing cathode hydrophilicity and water content 
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at the catalyst surface are overwhelmed by carbon losses/oxidation and water flooding. 
This explanation of the sprayed and nanofiber cathode behavior in Figure 3.4a is further 
substantiated by the measured carbon loss from the cathode during the AST (as determined 
from the measured CO2 concentration and flow rate in the air exhaust).  Carbon corrosion 
was affected by binder composition (less carbon loss for a binder with more PVDF) and 
not by cathode morphology. Nanofiber vs sprayed cathodes with the same composition had 
nearly the same percent carbon loss after 500 voltage cycles (9% for the sprayed electrode 
with a 1:1 Nafion:PVDF binder and 8% for the nanofiber cathode with a 1:1 Nafion:PVDF 
binder). The nanofiber morphology, however, does play an important role in that it 
minimizes the deleterious effect of catalyst surface hydrophilicity on cathode flooding. 
 SEM images were taken of Nafion/PVDF fibers that were poorly electrospun as 
well and are shown in Figure 3.5. The importance of these images is to indicate the way 
this poor dispersion of particles on the nanofibers was resolved. The PGM-free catalyst 
had primary particle sizes that were quite large and with normal ink preparation resulted in 
large agglomerates of catalyst along the length of the fiber and large sections of fiber that 
were devoid of any catalyst particles at all. To solve the problem of large agglomerates of 
catalyst particles, the catalyst was first dispersed in a sufficient amount of DMF and then 
had to be ultra-sonicated in an ice bath using a sonication horn and not simply a sonication 
bath. The sonication horn was used for a period of 5 minutes and this process was repeated 
3 times for a total of 15 minutes of ultra-sonication. The process was broken into three 
separate events because otherwise the solution became quite hot and some of the solvent 
evaporated.  
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Figure 3.5 Poorly formed Nafion/PVDF nanofibers using Pajarito Powder PGM-free 
catalyst (a) 25kx magnification (b) 10kx magnification (c) particle of PGM-free catalyst at 
100,000 x magnification and (d) poorly formed fiber at 50,000 x magnification. 
 
Experimental Section 
 Non-PGM catalyst was synthesized at Pajarito Powder, LLC, using a method 
developed by Mukerjee and Dodelet.[7,15] Specifically, zinc oxide (calcinated 400 °C), 2-
methylimidazole, and ammonium sulfate were ball milled for one hour in the presence of 
isopropyl alcohol, water, and surfactant to form the metal organic framework (ZIF-8).  The 
addition of (NH4)2SO4 promotes the reaction between ZnO and 2-methylimidazole (the 
ligand which forms the ZIF-8 structure) via protonation of imidazolium groups. Further 
addition of iron sulfate and 1,10-phenanthroline monohydrate was followed by two hours 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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of ball mixing.  The resulting powder (FePhenMOF) was pyrolyzed at 1035 °C under 
flowing nitrogen for 60 minutes with a ramping rate of 15 °C per minute and then cooled 
to room temperature. The pyrolyzed powder was ball milled, heat treated in ammonia at 
950 °C for 30 minutes, and then allowed to cool down to room temperature before 
obtaining the final powder (FePhenMOF-ArNH3). 
 All anodes were prepared by spraying gas diffusion electrodes with an ink 
composed of  35 wt.% Nafion and 65 wt.% Johnson Matthey Pt/C powder (HiSpec4000) 
in a 2:1 (w:w) water:isopropanol mixture. For electrospun fiber cathodes, two inks were 
prepared with a catalyst:Nafion:PVDF wt.% composition of 70:15:15 and 70:10:20, where 
the solvent was a 7:3 (w:w) mixture of dimethylformamide (DMF) and acetone and the 
solvent content of the ink was 85 wt.%.  Electrospinning inks were prepared by the 
following three-step procedure: (1) a dispersion of PGM-free catalyst powder in a mixed 
solvent of 7:3 (w:w) DMF:acetone was mixed by ultrasonic agitation for 30 minutes 
(Sonics & Materials Inc. VibraCell ultrasonicator), (2) a Nafion/solvent dispersion (20 
wt.% 1100 EW Nafion resin, obtained by drying an Ion Power Liquion 115 solution, in 7:3 
(w:w) DMF:acetone solvent) was added to the catalyst solution followed by an additional 
30 minutes of sonication, and (3) a 10 wt.% PVDF solution was added to the ink mixture 
(Kynar® HSV 900 PVDF from Arkema, Inc. in 7:3 (w:w) DMF:acetone) followed by 12 
hours of mechanical stirring.  
 Two electrode inks for conventional sprayed cathodes were also prepared, with 
either 70:15:15 wt.% catalyst:Nafion:PVDF (same composition used in a nanofiber 
cathode) or 65:35 catalyst:Nafion in a 2:1 (w:w) water:isopropanol solvent. These inks 
were prepared in a similar way to the nanofiber inks, but the sprayed inks were much more 
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dilute (97.5 wt.% solvent) to facilitate spraying. Conventional sprayed cathodes were made 
by airbrush spraying ink directly onto a Sigracet® 29 BC series carbon paper gas diffusion 
layer (GDL), where the catalyst loading was fixed at 3.0 mg/cm2. 
 The apparatus and general procedure for electrospinning cathode mats with PGM-
free catalyst are similar to those reported previously for Pt/C catalyst powders.[8-10] Fiber 
mats were electrospun under controlled humidity conditions using a single needle syringe 
as the spinneret (22 gauge needle) and a rotating and laterally oscillating drum fiber 
collector. Electrospinning conditions for producing well-formed particle/polymer fibers 
with PGM-free catalyst and Nafion:PVDF binder were: 75% relative humidity air at 23 °C, 
a syringe pump flow rate of 0.2 mL/h, an applied voltage of 12 kV, and a spinneret-to-
collector distance of 8 cm. Fibers were electrospun on aluminum foil.  Sufficient ink was 
used to generate a fiber mat with a catalyst loading of 1.5 mg/cm2.  
 Electrospun nanofiber mats were cut into 5 cm2 free-standing cathodes. Two 
electrospun fiber mats (each at 1.5 mg/cm2) were stacked and pressed together during MEA 
fabrication to achieve a catalyst loading of 3.0 mg/cm2. Fiber cathodes were then hot-
pressed together with a Nafion 211 membrane, an anode (0.1 mgPt/cm
2), and two Sigracet® 
29 BC Series carbon paper GDLs at 140 ºC at 4 MPa for 10 minutes. The same membrane 
and hot pressing conditions were used for the sprayed cathode MEAs. 
 Fuel cell tests were performed using a Scribner Series 850e test station with mass 
flow, temperature, and backpressure control. The fuel cell test fixture housed a single MEA 
and contained a single serpentine flow channel for both the anode and cathode. Polarization 
curves in H2/air were collected at 80 ºC, 100% relative humidity, 1 atmg backpressure, and 
feed gas flow rates of 125 sccm for H2 and 500 sccm for air. The durability of MEAs was 
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evaluated in a sequence of two experiments: (1) measuring the H2/air fuel cell output 
current over a time period of 300 hours for a constant voltage of 0.5 V and then immediately 
thereafter (2) performing a carbon corrosion accelerated stress test using the DOE’s start-
stop potential cycling protocol (triangular wave voltage cycles between 1.0 and 1.5 V vs. 
SHE at a scan rate 500 mV/s). During the carbon corrosion cathode cycling test, the fuel 
cell test fixture was supplied with 100 sccm H2 at the anode and 100 sccm N2 at the cathode 
(both feed gases were fully humidified at ambient pressure). During the carbon corrosion 
test, CO2 in the air exhaust was monitored to gauge carbon loss. A non-dispersive infrared 
CO2 detector (CO2 Meter Inc. – Model No. CM-0152) in the air exhaust generated CO2 
(ppm) vs. time data, which was then integrated to yield the total carbon loss from the 
cathode.  
3.2 PGM-free Catalyst in Nanofibers with Nafion/Polyethylene Oxide 
 The catalyst obtained from Pajarito Powder LLC was also used to electrospin fibers 
that used a Nafion/PEO electrode binder. The power density observed from this electrode 
was higher at the beginning of life (before any voltage hold). An increase in power density 
was observed for this electrode structure as well, however, it was not as stable as the 
electrodes that contained Nafion/PVDF as the binder. The trend after 300 hours is shown 
in Figure 3.6. The fuel cell operating conditions during this voltage hold were 80 ºC, 100% 
relative humidity, 200 kPa backpressure, and 125/500 sccm H2/air feed gas flow rates. This 
MEA had a PGM-free catalyst cathode loading of 3.0 mg/cm2 and also had a Nafion 211 
membrane and a sprayed anode with Nafion binder and Johnson Matthey Pt/C HiSpec 4000 
at 0.1 mgPt/cm2.  
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 The results of this experiment show that the Nafion/PEO-based PGM-free catalyst 
electrode produces only slightly lower power after 300 hours than the BOL neat Nafion 
slurry electrode using the same PGM-free catalyst for the cathode. The results of the power 
density at BOL and EOL are summarized in Table 3.1.  
Table 3.1 Power densities of various PGM-free cathode MEAs 
 Neat Nafion 
Spray 
1/1 - Nafion/PVDF 
Spray 
1/1 - Nafion/PVDF 
Nanofibers 
Nafion/PEO 
Nanofibers 
Power at 0 hours 
(mW/cm²) 
120 37 37 159 
Power at 150 hours 
(mW/cm²) 
75 58 85 155 
Power at 300 hours 
(mW/cm²) 
45 48 85 106 
(Power 300h)/(Power 0h) 38% 130% 230% 67% 
 
 While the Nafion/PVDF nanofibers do show a greater relative improvement in 
power density after 300 hours compared to the other systems, the Nafion/PEO nanofibers 
show the greatest absolute power density at the end of the 300 hour voltage hold – more 
than two times the power density of the neat Nafion slurry at 300 hours.  
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Figure 3.6 Maximum Power vs. Time for an MEA containing Nafion/PEO as the binder. 
 
3.3 Conclusions 
 In summation, sprayed and nanofiber cathode MEAs with a MOF-derived Fe–N–
C PGM-free cathode catalyst (at 3.0 mg/cm2) were investigated in an H2/air fuel cell. The 
use of a Nafion:PVDF binder allowed for stable long-term (300 hour) power output for 
both nanofiber and sprayed cathode MEAs; this result is much different from that observed 
for a neat Nafion binder (sprayed cathode morphology) where there was a sharp decline in 
power. Thus, a particle/polymer nanofiber mat cathode with PGM-free catalyst and a 1:1 
weight ratio Nafion:PVDF binder exhibited a stable maximum power density of 153 
mW/cm2 at 80 °C and 1 atm backpressure for 300 hours. The nanofiber MEA cathode also 
exhibited excellent resistance to the deleterious effects of carbon corrosion, with a 
maximum power density increase from 150 to 186 mW/cm2 after 50 voltage cycles (from 
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1.0 to 1.5 V) followed by a slow but steady power loss  to 106 mW/cm2 after 500 cycles.  
The 1:1 weight ratio Nafion:PVDF binder produced more power after 300 hours of 
operation, but the power density decreased more rapidly during a carbon corrosion 
accelerated stress test, as compared to a nanofiber cathode with a binder of 1:2 
Nafion:PVDF. The excellent performance of the nanofiber cathode was attributed to the 
combined effects of the somewhat hydrophobic Nafion:PVDF binder, which minimized 
catalyst degradation, and the nanofiber morphology which allows for facile oxygen access 
to catalyst sites and the efficient expulsion of water, where the latter allowed for reasonable 
power output after a carbon corrosion test. Furthermore, the use of a Nafion/PEO binder 
has shown to yield the greatest absolute power after a 300 hour voltage hold.  
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CHAPTER 4 
4. NANOFIBER FUEL CELL CATHODES WITH PLATINUM COBALT AND A 
NAFION/PAA BINDER 
4.1 Introduction 
 The development of sustainable energy storage and conversion technologies is an 
important technological and societal challenge. The hydrogen/air proton-exchange 
membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is a promising energy conversion device due to its high 
power output, high-energy conversion efficiencies and moderate operating temperature.[1,2] 
These characteristics make the PEMFC well suited for automotive applications, but the 
cost and durability of Pt-based catalyst electrodes are still issues that require further 
attention.  
 In 2011, Zhang and Pintauro published the fabrication method and superior 
performance of a nanofiber electrode mat for a fuel cell cathode.[3]  In three following 
papers, Brodt et al. extended this work.[4–6] They showed that the nanofiber electrode 
morphology provides inter-fiber and intra-fiber void-space for facile oxygen access to 
cathode catalyst sites and for rapid product water removal. In Reference 6, the 
hydrophobicity of the cathode was altered by using a binder composed of Nafion and 
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), which lowered the rate of carbon corrosion in an 
accelerated stress test. 
 A variety of strategies are being pursued to lower the Pt content in proton exchange 
membrane fuel cell membrane-electrode-assemblies (MEAs), including the use of core-
shell and Pt-alloy catalysts which exhibit very high oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) 
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activity.[7,8] Recently, a number of studies have shown that PtCo/C catalysts are particularly 
attractive for use in a hydrogen/air fuel cell due to their very high mass activity.[8–11]  
 In the present study, commercial PtCo catalyst supported on porous carbon supplied 
by Tanaka Kikinzoku Kogyo (TKK) were incorporated into nanofiber cathode MEAs using 
a Nafion/poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) cathode binder. The performance and durability of these 
MEAs were assessed in a hydrogen/air fuel cell at a cathode catalyst loading of 0.1 
mgPt/cm
2.  The PtCo/C nanofiber cathode MEAs were compared to spray cathode MEAs 
with the same catalysts and with neat Nafion binder. 
4.2 Experimental 
4.2.1 Electrode Preparation 
 Electrospinning inks were prepared at Vanderbilt University by dispersing a carbon 
supported catalyst with Nafion dispersion (Liquion 1115 1100 EW) and 450 kDa PAA 
(Sigma Aldrich). The catalyst powder was either 40 wt.% Pt/Vulcan carbon (Johnson 
Matthey HiSPEC 4000) or a 52 wt.% PtCo on porous carbon (Tanaka Kikinzoku Group: 
TEC36E52). Inks were made with an isopropyl alcohol/water solvent. The solids content 
of the inks for nanofiber electrodes was 15 wt.% - much higher than the solids content for 
spray inks (4.6 wt.%).[4] Spray inks require low viscosity to achieve even distribution from 
atomization[12] and nanofiber inks require high viscosity for sufficient polymer chain 
entanglement during the electrospinning process described previously.[3] Electrospinning 
inks were prepared by the following steps. First, catalyst powder was added to water and 
sonicated for 30 minutes in an ice bath. Next, Nafion was added followed by an additional 
30 minutes of ice bath sonication. Finally, the carrier polymer, PAA, was added and the 
mixture was mechanically stirred for two days.  
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 Electrospinning was carried out using a single stainless steel needle tipped syringe 
as the spinneret, with a rotating and horizontally oscillating drum collector, as described in 
References 3–6. Nanofiber mats were electrospun by controlling the voltage bias between 
the needle tip and the grounded drum collector, the ink flow rate, relative humidity, and 
distance from needle tip to collection drum. The final platinum loading of the electrode 
was controlled by the duration of the electrospinning process. The conditions to electrospin 
with Nafion and PAA were: 12 kV, 0.75 mL/hr, 40% RH, and 8 cm from tip to collector. 
The Pt-alloy dry fiber mat composition was 65:23:12 catalyst:Nafion:PAA; this correlates 
to an ionomer to carbon (I/C) ratio of 1.108 where the ionomer in this case is defined as 
(Nafion + PAA). 
 Spray inks were prepared at Nissan Technical Center of North America (NTCNA). 
Typically, the catalyst inks were made by mixing water, n-proponol and Nafion ionomer 
dispersion (20 wt.%). The mass-based ionomer/carbon (I/C) ratio in the ink was kept 
constant at 1.2, and the water/alcohol weight ratio was 1/1. The obtained ink was well-
mixed using a homogenizer (Ika T25) for 4 hours. Then, the electrocatalyst cathode layer 
was sprayed onto gas diffusion layers (GDLs) using an automated robotic spray system 
(Asymtek, Nordson). The spray electrodes from Nissan also had a layer of Nafion sprayed 
onto their surface (at 0.5 mgNafion/cm
2) in order to facilitate hot pressing of the electrode 
and membrane.  
Membrane-Electrode-Assembly (MEA) Preparation 
 A series of different nanofiber and spray electrode MEAs were prepared.  The 
anode and cathode Pt loadings for all nanofiber MEAs were 0.1 ± 0.01 mgPt/cm
2. Therefore, 
the total MEA platinum loading was 0.2 ± 0.02 mgPt/cm
2. All MEAs with a nanofiber 
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cathode also had a nanofiber anode. Nanofiber anodes contained Johnson Matthey 40% 
Pt/C on HiSpec 4000 catalyst and a catalyst:Nafion:PAA wt. ratio of 65:23:12. For 
anode/cathode spray electrode MEAs, the binder was neat Nafion (no PAA). The spray 
cathode loading was ~0.1 mgPt/cm
2 and the sprayed anode loading was 0.4 mgPt/cm
2, 
resulting in a total MEA loading of ~0.5 mg/cm2. The sprayed anode loading above 0.1 
mgPt/cm
2 should not affect MEA performance. 
 All nanofiber MEAs were prepared at Vanderbilt University by hot pressing the 
anode and cathode onto opposing sides of a Nafion NR211 membrane, with Sigracet 29 
BC anode and cathode gas diffusion layers. Nanofiber electrodes were hot pressed at 2 
MPa and 140 °C for 5 minutes. Sprayed electrode MEAs were prepared at Nissan Technical 
Center of North America (NTCNA) by hot pressing gas diffusion electrodes at 2 MPa and 
130 °C for 10 minutes. 
4.2.2 Procedures for Fuel Cell Testing 
 All Nanofiber and spray electrode MEAs that were studied at NTCNA had an active 
area of 10 cm2 and used parallel channel flow fields. Hydrogen/air fuel cell polarization 
data were collected at 80 °C, 200 kPa absolute and either 40% or 90% relative humidity. 
H2/air feed flow rates were 4000/8000 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm). 
Oxygen reduction reaction mass activities were obtained using methodologies in the 
literature[13] at 80 °C and 0.9 V, under fully humidified hydrogen/oxygen at 150 kPa 
absolute with anode and cathode flow rates of 4000/8000 sccm H2/O2, respectively. The 
electrochemical surface area (ECSA) of cathodes was determined from cyclic 
voltammograms of H2 generation/stripping with stagnant H2 gas at ambient pressure and 
30 °C as is standard procedure.[14] Oxygen gas transport resistance in cathodes was 
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determined using a limiting current method described in reference [15]. Limiting currents 
were measured under the conditions shown in Table 4.1 
Table 4.1. Oxygen limiting current experimental conditions used to determine the gas 
transport resistance (GTR). 
Experimental Parameter Condition 
Anode Gas / Flow Rate (sccm) H2 / 4000 
Cathode Gas / Flow Rate (sccm) Diluted O2 with balanced N2 / 8000 
Pressure (kPa absolute) 100, 150, 200, 250 
Cell Temperature (°C) 80 
Anode Dew Point (°C) 77.4 
Cathode Dew Point (°C) 77.4 
 
 PtCo/C nanofiber cathode MEAs were subject to additional testing at Los Alamos 
National Lab in a 5 cm2 differential cell following the procedure reported by Baker et al.[16] 
This cell was subjected to a repeated recovery protocol[17] in order to maximize mass 
activity and fuel cell performance.  The recovery protocol was applied four times after 
conditioning at 0.6 V for 16 hours in order to achieve the maximum initial performance 
and then to recover the performance after 15,000 and 30,000 square wave (0.6 V and 0.95 
V for 3 seconds) accelerated stress test (AST) voltage cycles. The specific recovery 
protocol consisted of a 1.0 hour hold at 0.1 V in H2/air with the cell at 35 °C and the 
humidifier bottles for H2 and air at 40 °C, which provides sufficient water to wash out 
impurities from the catalyst. Next, the MEA was subjected to a pumping current of 0.1 
A/cm² for 1.0 hour with H2 anode gas and N2 cathode feed gas resulting in a zero or mildly 
negative voltage to desorb impurities from the catalyst surface.  
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To determine the gas transport resistance of Nafion on catalyst particles, the limiting 
O2 reduction current must be obtained at varying oxygen concentrations and varying total 
pressures. The limiting currents were obtained by linear sweep voltammetry using an 
external potentiostat in the potential window of 0.1 V – 0.95 V at a scan rate of 10 mV/s 
for 4 cycles while supplying diluted oxygen to the working electrode (cathode) and pure 
hydrogen to the counter electrode (anode). The experiments were conducted with a cathode 
feed gas at five different concentrations of oxygen balanced with nitrogen: 0.000%, 
0.525%, 0.787%, 1.838% and 2.625% O2. The gases were supplied at a high flow rate to 
minimize the in-plane reactant gas concentration differential. The reactant gas (O2) 
concentration was controlled by mixing it with N2 gas by means of mass flow controllers. 
The relative humidity (RH) of inlet gases (O2 mixtures and H2) was set at 90%. At higher 
RH conditions (RH 100%), a decrease in the limiting current due to flooding was observed. 
In contrast, at lower RH conditions (~70%), the limiting current was not clearly obtained 
due to an increase in the IR drop across the membrane and the catalyst layer. As a result, 
90% was considered as the optimal RH condition for this study. This procedure is similar 
to that performed in previous studies.[18–20]  
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were performed at 0.45 
V (DC) from 15 kHz to 0.1 Hz with an AC amplitude of 10 mV, and a cell temperature of 
80 °C at 100% RH, where the fuel cell was supplied with H2 at the anode and N2 at the 
cathode (both at 500 sccm). 
4.2.3 Accelerated Stress Tests 
 To simulate acceleration/deceleration events in an automotive setting, the Fuel Cell 
Commercialization Conference of Japan (FCCJ) established a square-wave voltage cycling 
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protocol of 0.6 V to 0.95 V.[21] This subjects catalyst particles to electrochemical 
degradation such as formation of platinum oxide species, agglomeration of particles in the 
catalyst layer by Ostwald ripening, and dissolution/migration/isolation of particles into the 
membrane.  
 The protocol utilizes fully humidified feed gases of hydrogen/nitrogen. An external 
potentiostat was used to apply 0.6 V for three seconds, then 0.95 V for three seconds, 
constituting one cycle. Tests were carried out using a Gamry Instruments Reference 3000 
Potentiostat. To meet the standards of the United States Department of Energy, this 
accelerated stress test (AST) was applied for 30,000 square wave voltage cycles. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 PtCo/C Nanofiber Structure 
 Nanofiber mats were imaged using a Zeiss Merlin scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) at the Vanderbilt Institute of Nanoscale Science and Engineering, with an 
accelerating voltage of 10 kV (as was used in the past to analyze this type of sample)[3] and 
a working distance of 8 mm. Figure 4.1 shows scanning electron micrographs of 
(PtCo/C)/Nafion/PAA fiber mats where the carbon support is high surface area carbon. The 
surface of the fibers is uniformly roughened due to the high catalyst particle content and 
there are no large electro-spray droplets. The average diameter of the fibers is 
approximately 600 nm, as determined by Fiji/ImageJ analysis of digitized micrographs. 
Typically, uniform, roughened fibers are thought to give rise to improved access to active 
sites and improved durability. The SEM image in Figure 4.1a is similar to those observed 
by both Brodt et al. (shown in Figure 4.1c)[4,5] and Zhang et al. (shown in Figure 4.1d)[3] 
These SEM images provides evidence that the use of PtCo alloy supported on high surface 
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area carbon does not significantly alter the fiber structure from the perspective of the 
electrode as a whole.  
  
  
Figure 4.1 SEM images of nanofiber mat with a binder of Nafion/PAA containing PtCo/C 
at (a) (5000x), and (b) PtCo/C (100,000x) (c) Pt/C (3000x) nanofiber mat with a binder of 
Nafion/PAA from reference [5] and (d) Pt/C (6000x) nanofiber mat with a binder of 
Nafion/PAA from reference [3]. 
 
Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 
Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) tomography was performed 
using a 200kV FEI Talos F200X STEM at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) with 
a Gatan High Tilt tomography holder for FEI instruments. The holder was plasma-cleaned 
for 5 minutes prior to use, after which the sample was loaded and a 20 minute ozone 
(a) (b) 
 5 µm 
 
 500 nm 
 
 5 µm 
 
(c) (d) 
 10 µm 
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cleaning treatment (10 minutes/side) was used to reduce possible hydrocarbon deposition 
(contamination). Bright field (BF) and high angle annular dark field (HAADF) image pairs 
(1024 by 1024 pixels) were acquired in 5° tilt increments over a tilt range of ±75° (150° 
total). This results in a series of STEM images referred to as a “tilt series”. Tilt series 
alignment and tilt-axis corrections were performed manually for each image stack using 
computer software (Fiji/ImageJ and Tomviz (tomviz.org)). A 3D reconstruction of a 2 
micron length of a single nanofiber was performed for the bright field tilt series using a 
bright-field model-based iterative reconstruction algorithm (MBIR) which accounts for 
diffraction contrast. Figure 4.2 shows images relating to the STEM analysis of the 
nanofiber structure including an example of the STEM dark field image of the nanofiber 
during the tilt-series (4.2a), the length-wise fiber cross section generated from these images 
(4.2b) and the resultant reconstruction (4.2c) 
  
Figure 4.2 (a) The STEM-image of the 2 micron length of nanofiber at the beginning of 
the tilt series (75° from perpendicular) (b) The length-wise cross-section of the nanofiber 
a b c 
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generated from the 3D reconstruction. The bright spots are metal particles, the gray areas 
are Nafion, PAA, or carbon, and the black is void-space (c) the total 3D reconstruction 
showing PtCo particles in blue, Nafion/PAA/C in gray, and void space in white. 
 
 The results of the reconstruction from STEM imaging show that there is a uniform 
distribution of the catalyst along the length of the fiber. Additionally, a significant portion 
of the nanofiber was void-space, as can be seen in Figure 4.2 b.  
Next, the total amount of surface area generated by the internal void-space and 
surface roughness of the nanofiber was visualized and quantified. Visualizations of the 3D 
reconstructed single nanofiber, 2 microns in length, are shown in Figure 4.3. These 
visualizations were obtained using FEI’s Aviso (v. 9.1.1) software.  Figure 4.3a is the fiber 
reconstruction that includes the internal void-spaces and outer roughness. Figure 4.3b is 
the fiber reconstruction where the software filled the internal void-spaces. Figure 4.3c is 
the fiber reconstruction where the software filled the internal void-spaces and smoothed 
the outer roughness of the fiber length. 
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Figure 4.3 Three-dimensional reconstructions of nanofibers with TKK PtCo/C. (a) 
reconstructed nanofiber with void-spaces and surface roughness, (b) reconstructed 
nanofiber with void-spaces filled, (c) reconstructed nanofiber with void-spaces filled and 
surface roughness smoothed. 
 
The Aviso software also computed the total surface area that resulted from Figure 
4.3a, 4.3b, and 4.3c. These surface areas are provided in Table 4.2.  
Table 4.2. Surface area per micron of nanofiber calculated from the 3D reconstructions 
obtained from Avisio software. 
  Calculated Surface Area (nm2)/micron length of fiber 
Figure 4.3a  
(nanofiber reconstruction) 5.10 x 106 
Figure 4.3b  
(void space filled) 3.51 x 106 
Figure 4.3c  
(void space filled & outer roughness smoothed) 2.99 x 106 
 
The surface area generated from Figure 4.3b is 31% lower than the surface area 
calculated from Figure 4.3a. This indicates that the intra-fiber voids contribute 31% to the 
a b c 
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total fiber surface area. Comparing the surface areas generated from 4.3b and 4.3c, it was 
determined that an additional 15% of the fiber’s surface area comes from the outer-fiber’s 
roughness. Therefore, if the nanofiber was completely dense and smooth, it would have 
41% less surface area than it does being rough and filled with void-spaces.  
This STEM reconstruction provides information regarding total surface area from 
all components (including platinum, carbon, Nafion, and PAA). However, not all of this 
surface area can be used to facilitate the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). Catalyst sites 
must be accessible to oxygen, protons, and electrons in order to facilitate the ORR. This 
requires a close proximity of catalyst particles and Nafion binder.[22] For this reason, in 
addition to the nanofiber’s total surface area, it is also beneficial to determine the 
distribution of Nafion and platinum in the electrode. 
The FEI Talos STEM microscope also has the capability to perform energy-
dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) which was used to analyze the Nafion and platinum 
distribution across a fiber cross-section and along a fiber segment. EDS analysis results in 
an image that differentiates the signals of fluorine and platinum by color as is seen in Figure 
4.4a and Figure 4.4b. The fluorine signals (green) indicate the locations of Nafion (since 
this is the only component that contains fluorine) and the platinum signals (red) indicate 
the location of the catalyst particles.  
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Figure 4.4 Fluorine and Pt signals from energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy for (a) the 
length of the nanofiber and (b) the fiber cross section. 
 
The images in Figure 4.4 show elemental maps that come from the EDS 
experiment. As is seen in Figure 4.4a, the Nafion and Pt are evenly distributed throughout 
the nanofiber length and as seen in Figure 4.4b the Nafion and Pt are evenly distributed 
across the diameter of the fiber. Any yellow pixels are due to overlap of the green and red 
signals indicating that Nafion and catalyst are co-located.  
To quantify the platinum and fluorine signals, part of the elemental map may be 
selected with the FEI Talos’ software, to create “line scan” across a fiber selection. Line 
scans report the x-ray counts associated with each element as a function of position across 
the sample selection. An example of this type of selection and resultant line scan is shown 
in Figure 4.5. For a single nanofiber roughly 3 microns in length. The area selected is 
denoted by the yellow box around the fiber with the center of the box having a thin yellow 
horizontal line.  
 250 nm 
 
a b 
 250 nm 
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Figure 4.5 EDS analysis results showing (a) elemental map of platinum and fluorine and 
(b) the line scan result showing the Pt and F signals as a function of position. 
 
4.3.2 Electrochemical Characterization 
 Polarization data was collected for cathode catalysts of PtCo/C from TKK 
(TECE3652) and Pt/C from TKK (TEC10E50E). This was done for both painted electrodes 
(shown in Figure 4.6a) and nanofiber electrodes (shown in Figure 4.6b) All MEAs had a 
loading of 0.1 mgPt/cm
2, used a Nafion 211 membrane, and Sigracet 29BC gas diffusion 
layers. For the painted slurry electrodes, the composition was 65/35 wt.% catalyst/Nafion. 
MEAs that had painted slurry cathodes also had a painted slurry anode with a composition 
of 65/35 wt.% (Pt/C)/Nafion. For the nanofiber electrodes shown in Figure 4.6b, the 
composition was 65/20/15 wt.% – catalyst/Nafion/PAA. Both nanofiber cathode MEAs 
had nanofiber anodes that were 65/20/15 wt.% (Pt/C)/Nafion/PAA. The PtCo/C cathode 
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catalyst MEA in both painted slurry electrode MEAs and nanofiber electrode MEAs 
generated >30% higher power density at 0.65V compared to Pt/C cathode catalyst MEAs. 
In the literature[11,23,24] PtCo/C also generate ~30% higher power in sprayed cathodes with 
neat Nafion binder compared to Pt/C cathode catalysts. The high frequency resistance 
(HFR), which measures the resistance of the membrane and contact resistance of the 
electrodes, was near ~60 (mΩcm²) for all MEAs indicating that the contact resistance was 
not significantly different.  
 
Figure 4.6 H2/air fuel cell polarization data comparing two types of cathode catalysts using 
nanofiber electrode MEAs (PtCo/C and Pt/C) at 100% RH, 80 °C and 200 kPa absolute 
with  125/500 sccm H2/air. MEAs with a nanofiber cathode used a nanofiber anode. MEAs 
with a slurry cathode used a slurry anode. All MEAs had an active area of 5 cm2. 
Polarization data was collected at Vanderbilt University.  
 
Changing catalyst from Pt/C to PtCo/C in both a painted slurry electrode and a 
nanofiber electrode results in higher power at higher voltages (0.8 V – 0.65 V). The 
nanofiber electrode MEA with PtCo/C maintained this increased power density vs. Pt/C. 
This is likely due to improved transport properties of the nanofiber vs. painted slurry 
electrodes.  
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The accessible catalyst surface area to protons, electrons, and feed gas is known as 
the electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) and can be measured by cyclic 
voltammetry (CV). As was explained in more detail in Chapter 1 of this dissertation, the 
charge density associated with hydrogen adsorption onto a Pt surface can be obtained from 
a CV experiment. From this value (in C/cm2), the loading of Pt used (in mgPt/cm
2) and the 
known he charge required to reduce a monolayer of protons on Pt (210 μC/cm2), ECSA is 
determined. The CV curve is shown in Figure 4.7 for a painted slurry electrode MEA 
(dashed line) and a nanofiber electrode MEA (solid line) using Pt/C catalyst. The area 
associated with hydrogen adsorption onto Pt is greater for a nanofiber electrode (as 
represented by the shaded region in Figure 4.7) than for a painted slurry electrode.  
 
Figure 4.7. Cyclic voltammogram for a nanofiber cathode MEA and a painted slurry MEA 
used in calculating the electrochemically active surface area (ECSA). Both MEAs use a 
Pt/C catalyst at a loading of 0.1 mgPt/cm
2. The integration area for the nanofiber cathode 
MEA is shaded. 
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A quantitative comparison of ECSA and mass activity for nanofiber electrode 
MEAs and painted slurry electrode MEAs is shown in Figure 4.8 for both PtCo/C and Pt/C 
catalysts. 
  
Figure 4.8. Mass Activity and Electrochemically active surface area measured at 
Vanderbilt University. All electrodes use a catalyst loading of 0.1 mgPt/cm
2, have a Nafion 
211 membrane, and use 29BC Sigracet GDLs. MEAs with a painted slurry cathode have a 
painted slurry anode of 65/35 – (Pt/C)/Nafion. MEAs with a nanofiber cathode have a 
nanofiber anode of 65/20/15 – (Pt/C)/Nafion/PAA. 
 
5. These measurements show that ECSA does not depend on the catalyst type, but 
instead depends on the morphology (i.e. whether the electrode is a painted slurry or 
nanofiber). However, mass activity depends both of catalyst type and the morphology. In 
a nanofiber mat structure, the measured PtCo/C mass activity of 297 mA/mgPt was 130% 
higher than that of Pt/C in a slurry electrode with Nafion. The relative increase from Pt/C 
to PtCo/C in a slurry and a nanofiber is the same (~45% increase from Pt/C to PtCo/C). 
However, the absolute increase in mass activity is greater for nanofibers which gained 110 
mA/mgPt from Pt/C to PtCo/C, compared to a painted slurry electrode MEA which gained 
50 mA/mgPt mgPt increase from Pt/C to PtCo/C. This means that changing both catalyst 
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and morphology is more beneficial than changing catalyst alone. The percentage increase 
in mass activity (for both slurry and nanofiber electrode MEAs) is also consistent with the 
observations that the PtCo metal exhibits significantly higher intrinsic catalytic activity as 
measured by RDE.[8,25]  
The mass activity does not correlate 1:1 to an increase in power density throughout 
the polarization curve; this is observed in MEAs in the literature as well.[11,26] The mass 
activity measured for the PtCo/C catalyst falls within the range of MEA mass activities 
reported in the literature.[7,8,26]  Table 4.3 summarizes the results of mass activity and ECSA 
measurements from Brodt et al.[4] and this dissertation. Brodt et al. used Johnson Matthey 
Pt/C catalyst and in this dissertation, TKK Pt/C and TKK PtCo/C were used. Brodt et al. 
used a 63/22/15 (Pt/C)/Nafion/PAA wt. ratio composition and this dissertation used a 
65/20/15 wt.% (Pt/C)/Nafion/PAA. The average fiber diameter was 589 nm for Brodt et 
al. while the fiber diameter was similar (552 nm) in this dissertation. In a separate 
publication, Brodt et al.[5] varied the diameter of the nanofibers in the electrode mat from 
250 nm to 520nm and found that the diameter had little impact on the fuel cell performance 
as determined by nearly identical polarization data. These data substantiate that using the 
same type of catalyst in a nanofiber structure is reproducible and also shows that changing 
the catalyst to PtCo/C in a nanofiber structure is approaching the 2020 DOE mass activity 
target. 
 
Table 4.3. Electrochemical surface area and mass activity for nanofiber electrode MEAs 
where the cathode loading for all MEAs is 0.1 mgPt/cm
2 and the anode catalyst is Pt/C at a 
loading of 0.1 mgPt/cm
2. 
Catalyst Type – (Measured by) ECSA (m²/gPt) Mass Activity (mA/mgPt) 
JM Pt/C – (Brodt et al.)[4]  41 160 
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TKK Pt/C – (this dissertation) 45 160 
TKK PtCo/C – (this dissertation) 48 340 
DOE 2020 Target[27] – 440 
 
 In addition to painted slurry electrode MEAs made at Vanderbilt, sprayed electrode 
MEAs were made and tested at Nissan Technical Center of North America (NTCNA). 
These electrodes were prepared by spraying catalyst ink onto a gas diffusion layer to form 
a gas diffusion electrode (GDE). Anode and cathode GDEs were sprayed with a layer of 
Nafion (at 0.5 mgNafion/cm
2) and were hot-pressed onto a Nafion 211 membrane. The 
cathode catalyst used was TKK PtCo/C at a loading of 0.1 mgPt/cm
2 and the anode catalyst 
was TKK Pt/C at a loading of 0.4 mg/cm2. All MEAs tested at NTCNA had an active area 
of 10 cm2. When testing an MEA at NTCNA, the operating conditions were 80 °C, 200 
kPa absolute, and 4000/8000 sccm H2/air.  
 Polarization data from PtCo/C cathode MEAs for both Nissan spray and nanofiber 
electrode morphologies are shown in Figure 4.9 and summarized in Table 4.4. This data 
was collected at NTCNA. The PtCo/C nanofiber cathode MEAs generated higher power, 
as compared to spray MEAs at 100% relative humidity, but slightly underperformed the 
sprayed electrode MEA at 40% relative humidity.  
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Figure 4.9. Measured at NTCNA, 10 cm2 MEAs. H2/air fuel cell polarization data for 
nanofiber electrode MEAs using PtCo/C cathodes and Pt/C anodes at 80 °C and 200 kPa 
absolute with feed gas flow rates of 4000/8000 sccm H2/air. 
 
The improved power densities of the nanofiber electrode MEA at high RH are 
attributed to the high inter-fiber void-space which allows for fast removal of product water. 
Water removal is particularly important at maximum power where the current density is 
high and flooding can occur. The effect of relative humidity will be discussed in the next 
chapter of this dissertation (Chapter 5) more thoroughly. 
Table 4.4. Comparison of power densities at 40% RH and 100% RH for PtCo/C in spray 
and nanofiber electrode MEAs. Power data was collected at 200 kPaabs and 80 °C and 
4000/8000 sccm H2/air. Cathode loadings in both cases were 0.1 mgPt/cm
2. Anode loading 
for nanofiber electrode MEA was 0.1 mgPt/cm
2. Anode loading for sprayed electrode MEA 
was 0.4 mgPt/cm
2. 
  40% RH  
Power Density (mW/cm²) 
100% RH 
Power Density (mW/cm²) 
  Maximum  0.65 V  Maximum 0.65 V 
Spray TKK PtCo/C 597 388 835 715 
Fiber TKK PtCo/C 590 255 1026 751 
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 Brodt et al. showed that MEAs with Pt/C nanofiber cathode MEAs (with a Nafion 
211 membrane and a conventional painted slurry anode) generated 52% less power at 0.65 
V and 40% RH compared to spray.[5] In the present work, the PtCo/C nanofibers generated 
35% less power at 0.65V and 40% RH as compared to a sprayed electrode MEA. This 
indicates that the nanofiber morphology affects performance similarly for Pt/C and PtCo/C 
catalyst. The high gas flow rates used by NTCNA (4000/8000 sccm H2/air) dry out the 
nanofiber electrodes with Nafion/PAA at low relative humidity as was previously 
observed.[5]  
In addition to testing 10 cm2 MEAs at NTCNA, 25 cm2 MEAs were fabricated and 
tested at Vanderbilt using a triple serpentine flow field channel. These results are shown in 
Figure 4.10. 
 
Figure 4.10. 25cm2 nanofiber MEAs tested at Vanderbilt University using Johnson Matthey 
Platinum supported on HiSPEC4000. 500/2000 standard cubic centimeters per minute 
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H2/air, 80 °C, ambient pressure, 100% relative humidity. The loading was 0.1mgPt/cm2 
loading and the membrane was Nafion 211.  
 
The purpose of this experiment was to reproducibly prepare 25 cm2 Pt/C nanofiber 
cathode MEAs with a Nafion/PAA binder as well as to show that 5 cm2 MEAs generated 
the same polarization curves. This is important because industry generally uses larger 
MEAs (e.g. 25 cm2 or 50 cm2).[15,28–30] Figure 4.10 shows that MEAs produced a maximum 
power density that was within 5% of each other and provides evidence that results obtained 
from 5cm2 MEAs scale well to larger MEAs. 
A fuel cell electrode contains a catalyst on carbon support and ionomer. The relative 
amount of ionomer to carbon is important to fuel cell power generation as this ratio impacts 
(1) contact between the ionomer and Pt particles which promotes proton transport, (2) 
electron resistance, and (3) gas transport resistance.[31,32] The effect of ionomer to carbon 
ratio on power density generation was studied in nanofiber electrodes containing PtCo/C 
and Nafion. The initial results are shown in Figure 4.11. In the present study, “ionomer” is 
defined as the total binder content (i.e. Nafion+PAA). Two ionomer/carbon (I/C) ratios 
were examined, I/C = 1.0 and I/C = 1.6. 
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Figure 4.11. Polarization data for two different ionomer/carbon ratios in nanofiber 
electrodes containing (PtCo/C)/Nafion/PAA. Both MEAs have 5 cm2 electrodes that use a 
catalyst loading of 0.1 mgPt/cm
2, have a Nafion 211 membrane, and use 29BC Sigracet 
GDLs. Both MEAs have an anode of 65/20/15 – (Pt/C)/Nafion/PAA. Polarization 
conditions for this experiment were 80 °C, 200 kPa, and 500/2000 sccm H2/air. 
 
The difference in performance between these two I/C ratio electrode MEAs suggests that 
at a low I/C ratio, the ionic resistance of the electrode hinders the power generation above 
~1000 mA/cm2 as seen in the polarization data. This is in agreement with Gasteiger and 
coworkers.[32] With only two I/C ratios, future work is needed to determine if an optimal 
amount of ionomer in a nanofiber electrode will produce more power than presented in this 
dissertation. 
The effect of cathode flowrate and cathode/anode backpressure on PtCo/C nanofiber 
electrode MEA power density with Nafion/PAA was also investigated. Figure 4.12 shows 
the effect of increasing cathode feed gas flow rate on the measured power density where 
the total back pressured was set to 300 kPa absolute. Power density increases with 
increasing air flow rate. Flow rates above 2.0 L/min were not tested because this was the 
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limit of the Scribner fuel cell test station. The anode flow rates were always one fourth the 
rate of the cathode flow rate. 
 
Figure 4.12. The effect of flow rate on power density for 5 cm2 MEAs in a single serpentine 
flow channel. The nanofiber MEA had a composition of 65/20/15 – (PtCo/C)/Nafion/PAA. 
The painted slurry electrode had a composition of 65/35 catalyst/Nafion. All MEAs had a 
loading of 0.1 mgPt/cm
2 and a Nafion 211 membrane. Operating conditions were 100% 
RH, 80 °C, and 300 kPa absolute. 
 
It should be noted that the pressure may have been above 300 kPa at high flow rates 
due to the use of a test fixture with a serpentine flow channel. Since the pressure was not 
measured, the results above 500 sccm are showing the effects of both flow rate and cathode 
back pressure on cathode performance. This backpressure effect applies to both the painted 
slurry electrode MEA and the nanofiber electrode MEA. The data, thus, show that inter 
and intra fiber porosity can be exploited in a nanofiber mat cathode to increase power at 
higher flow rates and backpressures.  
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 Rated Power: In a fuel cell, the chemical potentials of H2 and O2 are converted into 
electricity and heat. The deviation of the V-i curve from a voltage of 1.23 V is a measure 
of the losses when converting chemical potential into electricity. As more power is drawn 
from a fuel cell, more heat is produced. In a vehicle, this heat must be expelled using a 
water-cooled radiator. The size of the radiator is limited and is governed by the amount of 
heat to be removed (Q) and the temperature difference (ΔT) during heat transfer.  
According to automotive industry standards, the U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE)[33] has generated a correlation equation for H2/air fuel cells where the heat expulsion 
(Q) and ΔT of the radiator is related to the power, the operating voltage, and temperature 
of a fuel cell stack. It has been established that the radiator size will be acceptable for a 
Q/ΔT of 1.45 kW/°C.[34,35] Thus, from Equation 1 and this value of Q/ΔT, one can relate 
the operating voltage to the stack power, stack temperature, and ambient temperature. This 
calculated voltage is defined as the stack voltage at “rated power”.  
)()(
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       (Equation 4.1) 
 Using Equation 4.1 where the stack power is 90 kW and the ambient temperature 
is 40 °C (values agreed upon by the automotive industry and the DOE)[36], Figure 4.13 
shows the relationship between voltage at rated power and cell operating temperature. 
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Figure 4.13. Cell voltage at rated power vs. temperature according to Equation 1 for a stack 
power of 90 kW, an ambient temperature of 40 °C, and a Q/ΔT of 1.45 kW/°C. 
 
The rated power of an MEA with a PtCo/C:Nafion:PAA nanofiber cathode is shown in 
Table 4.5 for three different temperatures. The rated power increases with increasing 
temperature. Higher temperature allows for a lower fuel cell operating voltage to be utilized 
(according to Equation 4.1) which improves the rated power. Fuel cell operating 
temperature was set to either 80°C, 95°C, or 99°C. Polarization curves for these 
experiments are shown in Figure 4.14. Dotted lines show the associated rated power 
voltage/current data points at a given temperature.  
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Table 4.5.  Rated power at three different operating temperatures for a nanofiber electrode 
MEA with a TKK PtCo/C cathode. Anode and cathode loadings were both 0.1mgPt/cm
2. 
Feed gas flow rates: 500 sccm H2, 2000 sccm air; Membrane: Nafion 211, Relative 
Humidity: 100%, pressure: 150 kPa (absolute). Voltage was calculated from Equation 1.  
Temperature (°C) Potential (V) Performance at Rated Power (mW/cm²) 
80 0.771 667 
95 0.674 784 
99 0.652 908 
 
 
Figure 4.14. Rated Power polarization curves at 80 °C, 95 °C, and 99 °C. For ease of 
viewing, the voltage and current calculated from each of these curves is identified by a 
dotted line. 
 
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) – EIS data were collected at LANL for 
cathode gas feeds of air and HelOx (21%O2, Bal: Helium), in order to quantify kinetic and 
mass transport losses. Figure 4.15(a) illustrates the EIS spectra (1 Hz to 5000 Hz) obtained 
at a low current density (0.2 A/cm2, representative of the kinetic region) and high current 
density data (2.0 A/cm2, representative of the mass transport region) are shown in Figure 
4.15(b). The measured EIS data is represented by the filled (BOL) and open (30,000 cycles) 
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symbols whereas the equivalent circuit fit is represented by the solid (BOL) and dashed 
(30,000 cycles) lines. A simple equivalent circuit model reported earlier[28] was used to fit 
the data and quantify a high frequency resistance (HFR) and a kinetic and mass transport 
resistance. The HFR is constant throughout the experiment at a value of ≈ 0.55 ∙cm2 
indicating no changes to the conductivity of the membrane. In the kinetic region, the 
performance is identical in Air and HelOx with the kinetic resistance increasing after 
30,000 cycles. This increased kinetic resistance is due to both loss in electrocatalyst active 
surface area and leaching of Co, resulting in a reduced mass activity. After 30,000 cycles 
this resistance increases to 0.35 ∙cm2 at 0.2 A/cm2), reaching a constant value of around 
0.18 ∙cm2 at a current density > 0.8 A/cm2. The mass transport component of the 
resistance develops near 1 A/cm2 and increases with increasing current.  The resistance is 
significantly lower in HelOx than in Air with the BOL mass transport resistance at 2 A/cm2 
of 0.14.cm2 in Air and only 0.04 ∙cm2 HelOx. Moreover, the mass transport loss also 
increases with cycling and is 0.31 .cm2 and 0.08 .cm2 in Air and HelOx respectively 
after 30,000 cycles. The amount of mass transport losses that can be recovered in HelOx is 
indicative of the pressure dependent transport term and still dominates the transport 
resistance (≈ 70% of the total transport resistance). The pressure independent transport 
resistance (as evidenced by GTR) also increases with cycling but is only a small portion of 
the overall transport resistance as indicated by the HelOx measurements. Therefore, in 
addition to the increases in local O2 transport resistance caused by decreased catalyst 
surface area, molecular diffusion resistance also increases with catalyst cycling AST.  
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Figure 4.15. Electrochemical Impedance Spectra (EIS) of a 5 cm2 nanofiber electrode 
MEAs with a PtCo/C cathode in Air and HelOx before and after 30,000 cycles of catalyst 
AST. (a) 0.2 A/cm2 and (b) 2A/cm2. The equivalent circuit fit is given by the solid and 
lines; experimental data is shown by the markers. 
 
4.3.3 Metal Dissolution Accelerated Stress Tests 
Square wave voltage cycling metal dissolution accelerated stress tests (ASTs) were 
performed at NTCNA with nanofiber electrode and sprayed electrode MEAs.  The metal 
dissolution AST voltage cycling protocol is shown in Figure 4.16 
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Figure 4.16. Metal dissolution accelerated stress test protocol. Anode/cathode feed gas are 
H2/N2 – 500/500 sccm at 80 °C and 100% RH. 
 
Fuel cell polarization curves for nanofiber electrode MEAs and spray electrode MEAs with 
PtCo/C cathode catalyst at Beginning of Life (BOL) and after 30,000 metal dissolution 
voltage cycles are shown in Figure 4.17. The spray electrode lost 32% of its maximum 
power, as compared to less than 10% power loss for the nanofiber cathode MEA. The 
nanofiber electrode generated 1034 mW/cm2 max power density at BOL and 955 mW/cm2 
max power density at EOL. Brodt et al.[5] showed that a spray and a nanofiber MEAs with 
Pt/C cathode catalyst exhibited similar durability after a metal dissolution voltage cycling 
AST to 10,000 cycles.[5] Brodt et al. observed a 5% loss in power at 0.65 V after 10,000 
cycles. In the present study, the power density loss at 0.65 V after 30,000 cycles was 32% 
for the sprayed electrode MEA and 8% for the nanofiber electrode MEA.  
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Figure 4.17. H2/air fuel cell polarization data before and after metal dissolution of nanofiber 
and spray MEAs (EOL after 30,000 voltage cycles, 0.6 V to 0.95 V) at 100% RH, 80 °C 
and 200 kPa absolute, 4000/8000 sccm. 
 
Table 4.6 presents beginning of life and end of life mass activity and electrochemically 
active surface area (ECSA) for MEAs. Beginning of life ECSA was similar between the 
spray and nanofiber morphologies, but after 30,000 voltage cycles the nanofiber electrodes 
retained more area (15% loss vs. 25% loss). The nanofiber EOL mass activity was 50% 
greater compared to spray due to the agglomeration and growth of catalyst particles as 
shown above.  
Table 4.6. Electrochemically active surface area and mass activity of nanofiber and spray 
electrode MEAs at beginning and end of life (after 30,000 metal dissolution cycles). 
 
BOL ECSA 
(m2/gPt) 
EOL ECSA 
(m2/gPt) 
BOL Mass Activity 
(mA/mgPt) 
EOL Mass Activity 
(mA/mgPt) 
PtCo/C Spray 44 33 248 144 
PtCo/C Nanofibers 48 41 270 219 
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Table 4.7 shows a comparison of the results found in the literature regarding metal 
dissolution durability for MEAs containing PtCo/C cathode catalysts. These results suggest 
that a standard sprayed electrode MEA loses ~20% of the initial power density at 0.65 V 
after 30,000 cycles. This is less than what was observed in the present study with a NTCNA 
sprayed electrode MEA.   
Table 4.7. Literature values comparing performance and durability after a metal dissolution 
AST. 
Reference 
EOL/BOL Power density 
at 0.65V (mW/cm2) 
AST conditions 
Yu et al.[11] 83% 
24000 square wave cycles 
30 seconds per cycle. 
0.84 V - 1.2 V 
Myers et al.[42] 82% 
30,000 square wave cycles 
(20s / cycle) 
0.4V - 0.95V  
Ahluwalia et al.[43] 78% 
30,000 square wave cycles 
(6s / cycle) 
0.6V - 0.95V  
This study 
(Nissan sprayed GDEs w/ Nafion coating) 
68% 
30,000 square wave cycles 
(6s / cycle) 
0.6V - 0.95V 
This study 
(nanofiber electrodes) 
92% 
30,000 square wave cycles 
(6s / cycle) 
0.6V - 0.95V  
 
 To explain the small (<10%) loss of electrochemical performance after 30,000 
metal dissolution cycles, post-mortem analyses of both sprayed electrode and nanofiber 
electrode MEAs were performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory using Scanning 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) and Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 
(EDS).  
 The goal of this analysis is to determine the size and composition of the metal PtCo 
nanoparticles in the catalyst layer before and after the metal dissolution AST. First, STEM 
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images of the metal PtCo nanoparticles, such as in Figure 4.18a, are obtained. These 
contain 20 to 50 nanoparticles per image; enough are taken so that there is sample size of 
~200 nanoparticles. Next, these images must be binarized in ImageJ, such as in Figure 
4.18b. Each particle is then numbered and the software determines an area for each particle. 
From this area, an effective radius of the particle is determined assuming each particle is 
spherical. Figure 4.18 is an example of end of life catalyst particles in a sprayed electrode. 
From these types of images, particle diameter was obtained. 
 
Figure 4.18. STEM image converted to a “binary” image that only contains white and black 
pixels such that imageJ can calculate an area for each particle. These metal nanoparticles 
of PtCo are within a sprayed electrode at EOL. Particle agglomeration is observed. 
 
To obtain the relative amount of Pt and Co in each nanoparticle, energy dispersive 
x-ray spectra was taken simultaneously with the STEM image (as in Figure 4.18a). This 
EDS spectra is then interpreted by Bruker® software and each individual metal 
nanoparticle has a Pt and Co percentage ascribed to it. From this combined analysis, it is 
possible to determine the amount of cobalt loss and particle growth after the metal 
dissolution AST. Figure 4.19 shows that there was (1) a greater retention of cobalt in 
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individual nanoparticles and (2) less particle growth in a nanofiber cathode MEA relative 
to the sprayed cathode MEA.  
 
Figure 4.19. Cobalt content of individual nanoparticles with respect to the nanoparticle size 
for both NTCNA sprayed GDE and electrospun nanofiber electrode MEAs before and after 
metal dissolution AST. 
 
 The cobalt percentage measured in Figure 4.19 is directly linked to the platinum 
percentage (i.e. the Pt% = 1 – Co%). The average percentage of cobalt retained in a 
nanoparticle found within the nanofiber electrode is 61% ± 4% while for the sprayed 
electrode, that average percentage is 49% ± 5%. At EOL, the sprayed electrode showed a 
higher number of particles that had increased in size (due to Ostwald ripening and/or 
agglomeration).[37] Thus, the retention of power observed in the nanofiber MEA at EOL is 
in part due to the retention of cobalt in the PtCo nanoparticles. The increase in nanoparticle 
diameter in the sprayed electrode is significantly greater than in the nanofiber electrode. 
When cobalt is retained, the higher intrinsic catalytic activity of the PtCo nanoparticle is 
maintained[11] and cobalt ions do not leech into the surrounding ionomer which causes a 
decrease in the ionic conductivity of the binder.[38] This activity retention may be explained 
by first understanding why PtCo nanoparticles initially have a higher activity than Pt 
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nanoparticles of the same size. In reference [40], the origin of the enhancement in ORR 
activity of a PtCo/C catalyst was attributed to the chemical surface structures that arise 
from the alloying of Pt and Co. The exact reason for the activity enhancement associated 
with PtCo/C catalysts is still a subject of debate regarding the electronic and geometric 
structures for Pt-based bimetallic catalysts. However, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
experiments have been performed to probe the binding energies of the catalyst metal and 
oxygen; these experiments have determined that PtCo nanoparticles have a more optimal 
binding energy (compared to Pt) with oxygen to both promote the ORR and release the 
product (water).[40] This concept is referred to as the Sabatier principle and simply suggests 
that an ideal catalyst does not bind the reactant too weakly so that the reaction can take 
place or the product too strongly so that surface-reactant dissociation can take place.[41] As 
the cobalt content leaches out of the PtCo nanoparticles, the binding energy of the 
nanoparticles’ surface sites becomes more and more “platinum-like”, which partially 
explains the loss in current density observed in the polarization data presented earlier. The 
growth and agglomeration of particles will decrease the available surface area, further 
reducing the activity of the electrode. Additionally, the leached cobalt ions can affect the 
conductivity of the electrode ionomer and membrane.[38] This happens by cobalt cations 
binding to sulfonic anions, reducing sites for protons to dissociate, reducing the acidity of 
the surrounding water in the electrode, and therefore reducing the conductivity. With less 
Co leaching, the ionomer retains conductivity due to the prevention of transition metal 
poisoning. Figure 4.19 shows that there is a narrower distribution of nanoparticle sizes at 
EOL in the nanofiber MEA compared to the sprayed GDE. This means there was less 
growth of nanoparticles due to Ostwald ripening or agglomeration and gives a physical 
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explanation for why a higher ECSA was observed at EOL in the nanofiber electrode 
structure. Myers et al. from Argonne National Laboratory showed that after 30,000 square 
wave voltage cycles in a metal dissolution AST, the mass activity of a sprayed MEA using 
PtCo/C catalyst dropped by approximately 50% and the particle size increased from ~4 nm 
to ~14 nm.[42] This is in line with the data from spray MEAs observed in this study (mass 
activity in NTCNA MEAs dropped from 248 to 144 mA/mgPt and catalyst particles 
increased from ~5 to ~15 nm at EOL). 
Recovery Protocol: General Motors has developed a protocol which is designed to recover 
voltage losses after a stress test.[46] This protocol involves setting the voltage to 0.1 V vs. 
SHE in oversaturated H2/air feed gases. While this recovery protocol was being performed, 
the cathode outlet water was collected and sulfate ions were detected. The authors claim 
that sulfonic acid chain scission after an open circuit stress test adsorb to catalyst sites and 
are in part responsible for the loss in power after a stress test. The recovery protocol 
removes these adsorbed sulfate ions which increases the number of available catalyst sites 
and has been shown to increase mass activity. 
The effect of the recovery protocol on fuel cell performance in nanofiber electrode 
MEAs and sprayed electrode MEAs was determined at Los Alamos National Laboratory 
(LANL). The maximum power density of a nanofiber electrode MEA using PtCo/C at BOL 
increased from 836 mW/cm² to 1020 mW/cm2 at 150 kPa absolute after the 4 recovery 
processes as shown in Figure 4.20. After one recovery protocol, there was minimal 
improvement in power density. 
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Figure 4.20. Polarization data before and after a given number of recovery protocols for a 
(PtCo/C)/Nafion/PAA nanofiber electrode MEA. Anode/cathode loading area each 0.1 
mgPt/cm
2. Membrane is Nafion 211. GDLs are Sigracet 29BC. Fuel cell operating 
conditions are 80 C, 150 kPa absolute, and 1000/3000 sccm H2/air flow rates measured in 
a differential flow field at LANL. 
 
In addition to improving power density the mass activity increased from 270 
mA/mgpt a maximum of 464 mA/mgpt after 4 recovery cycles (above the 2020 DOE target). 
According to reference [47], this indicates that there were adsorbed sulfate ions on Pt 
surfaces even before the MEA was subjected to a stress test. LANL also shows that after 
30,000 cycles and the recovery protocol, the mass activity was essentially the same as the 
BOL mass activity before recovery. This indicates that there were adsorbed sulfate ions on 
the catalyst sites even initially and that this protocol can help to remove those. The results 
of the mass activity measurements after 15,000 or 30,000 metal dissolution voltage cycles 
are shown in Table 4.8. 
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Table 4.8. Mass activity and GTR at BOL and after either 15,000 or 30,000 metal 
dissolution voltage cycles with and without recovery measured at LANL. 
 Nanofiber Mass 
Activity (mA/mgPt) 
Nanofiber 
GTR (s/m) 
Spray Mass 
activity (mA/mgPt) 
Spray GTR 
(s/m) 
BOL 270 35 N/A N/A 
BOL + 4 Recovery cycles 464 21 431 29 
15k voltage cycles 236 35 121 41 
15k voltage cycles + 4 Recovery 496 28 231 37 
30k voltage cycles 202 37 147 59 
30k voltage cycles + 4 Recovery 296 35 189 52 
 
Oxygen Gas Transport Resistance (GTR): Within an electrode, the GTR is the local 
transport resistance of O2 to catalyst sites through the ionomer thin film.
[44] It is established 
that high gas transport resistance leads to significant voltage loss in the high current density 
region of a polarization curve.[44],[45] The resistance of oxygen transport through the 
electrode is thought to be controlled by Knudsen diffusion (Non-Fickian) as the oxygen 
diffuses through the Nafion thin-films to catalyst sites.[15] The morphology of the electrode 
can affect the GTR; NTCNA and LANL measured the GTR for sprayed electrode MEAs 
and nanofiber electrode MEAs with PtCo/C catalyst. NTCNA observed a sprayed electrode 
MEA to have a GTR of 52 s/m and a nanofiber electrode MEA to have a GTR of 35 s/m. 
Since GTR measures oxygen diffusion through the ionomer thin film, this evidence 
suggests that the way Nafion is dispersed in nanofiber electrodes allows for better access 
of oxygen to the catalyst sites compared to sprayed electrodes.  
The recovery process at LANL improved the GTR for both nanofiber and spray 
electrode MEAs at BOL and after a metal dissolution AST (see Table 4.9). After 15,000 
cycles, the recovery protocol significantly improved both mass activity and GTR, but after 
30,000 cycles the effect was less pronounced.  
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Table 4.9. GTR at BOL and after either 15,000 or 30,000 metal dissolution voltage cycles 
with and without recovery measured at LANL. 
 Nanofiber GTR (s/m) Spray GTR (s/m) 
BOL 35 N/A 
BOL + 4 Recovery cycles 21 29 
15k voltage cycles 35 41 
15k voltage cycles + 4 Recovery cycles 28 37 
30k voltage cycles 37 59 
30k voltage cycles + 4 Recovery cycles 35 52 
 
After 30,000 metal dissolution cycles, GTR for the nanofiber cathodes was lower than 
that for a spray at BOL. This indicates that the nanofibers offer both lower BOL resistance 
to oxygen transport as well as higher retention of gas transport properties.  
 General Motors published a summary of GTR vs. the product of an MEA’s Pt 
loading and ECSA (known as the “roughness factor”), presented in Figure 4.21, adapted 
from reference [44]. A PtCo/C/Nafion/PAA nanofiber has a roughness factor of ~45 
cm2Pt/cm2MEA and a GTR of 35 (before the recovery protocol) and 21 s/m (after the 
recovery protocol) which is among the lowest values on the curve generated from 
Kongkandan et al.  
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Figure 4.21. Adapted from Reference [44], the O2 transport resistance as a function of the 
electrode roughness factor. Black squares represent the GTR and roughness factor of the 
(PtCo/C)/Nafion/PAA nanofiber electrode MEAs before and after the recovery protocol. 
 
The Effect of RH during Metal Dissolution AST on MEA performance: Metal dissolution 
accelerated stress tests were performed on a PtCo/C (TKK36F52 catalyst) nanofiber 
cathode MEA with Nafion/PAA as the binder at 100% RH and 40% RH. The cathode and 
anode catalyst loading for each MEA was 0.1 mgPt/cm
2, the membrane was Nafion 211, 
the GDLs were Sigracet 29BC. The results are shown in Figure 4.22.  
 The metal dissolution AST performed at 40% RH resulted in EOL performance 
closer to that of the BOL performance compared to the results when the AST was 
performed at 100%RH.  
(PtCo/C)/Nafion/PAA 
Nanofiber Electrode MEA 
Before Recovery Protocol 
After Recovery Protocol 
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Figure 4.22. BOL and EOL polarization data for a metal dissolution accelerated stress test 
performed at (a) 100% RH and (b) 40% RH. Polarization conditions are: 80 °C, 200 kPa 
absolute pressure, and 125/500 sccm H2/air. Cathode catalyst was PtCo/C and had a loading 
of 0.1 mgPt/cm
2 for both MEAs. Membrane was Nafion 211. GDLs are Sigracet 29BC 
 
 The metal dissolution AST affects the catalyst by inducing the formation of metal 
oxides and subsequent dissolution of the metal; this process is hastened by the acidic water 
in the Nafion channels of the electrode structure.[48]  As the relative humidity decreases, 
the conductivity of the ionomer decreases and there are fewer mobile protons (i.e. less 
acidity). Fewer mobile protons at low RH conditions during the voltage cycling AST would 
be expected to result in less dissolution of the metal catalyst sites. This is especially true 
for the transition metal, cobalt, within the catalyst nanoparticles, as cobalt is soluble in low 
pH media.[49] The data in Table 4.10 shows that there essentially no change in power at 
0.65V after 30,000 cycles at 40% RH within experimental error. The values for EOL after 
the 100% metal dissolution experiment are also slightly different from the measurements 
taken at Nissan, within experimental error. 
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Table 4.10. Power densities for ASTs and polarization curves run at 100%RH or 40%RH 
  
AST/polarization run at 40% 
RH 
AST/polarization run at 100% 
RH 
BOL Max Power Density (mW/cm²) 489 718 
EOL Max Power Density (mW/cm²) 481 588 
EOL/BOL Max Power Density x 100 98% 82% 
   
BOL Power Density at 0.65 V 
(mW/cm²) 276 679 
EOL Power Density at 0.65 V 
(mW/cm²) 296 570 
EOL/BOL Power Density at 0.65 V x 100 107% 86% 
 
Carbon Corrosion AST 
 In addition to the metal dissolution accelerated stress test, the nanofiber MEA was 
subjected to the United States Department of Energy (DOE) carbon corrosion accelerated 
stress test which involves using a start-stop potential cycling protocol (triangular wave 
voltage cycles between 1.0 and 1.5 V vs. SHE at a scan rate 500 mV/s as shown in Figure 
4.23).  
 
Figure 4.23. Accelerated carbon corrosion durability testing. Conditions during test: 80 °C, 
H2/N2 – 500/500 sccm, 100% RH, 100 kPa absolute. 
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One of the 2020 DOE durability targets is <20% drop in voltage at 1.2 A/cm2 after 
5,000 voltage cycles from 1.0 V - 1.5 V. As shown in Figure 4.24, after 1000 voltage 
cycles, the loss in voltage at 1.2 A/cm2 was 19%. This meets the target for durability, but 
not after 5000 cycles. The EOL/BOL power densities measured were consistent with the 
Pt/C data that was collected by Brodt et al.[5] (17% decrease in maximum power density 
after 1000 voltage cycles).  
 
Figure 4.24. H2/air fuel cell polarization curves before/after a start-stop accelerated stress 
test (AST). Nanofiber cathode:  PtCo/C (TEC36E52), 0.1 mg
Pt
/cm
2,
 Nafion 211 membrane, 
Nanofiber anode: 0.1 mg
Pt
/cm
2 
Johnson Matthey Pt/C. GDL: Sigracet 29BC. Fuel Cell 
Operating Conditions: 80 °C, 200 kPa absolute, 125/500 sccm H2/air, 100% RH;  
 
4.4 Conclusions 
TKK PtCo/C was successfully electrospun into a nanofiber cathode with Nafion/PAA 
as the binder. This fiber structure was analyzed at Oak Ridge National Lab and it was 
determined that there is a uniform distribution of Nafion, catalyst particles, and void 
spaces. The intra-fiber porosity contributed 30% of the overall fiber surface area and the 
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surface roughness of the fiber contributed another 20%. PtCo/C as a cathode catalyst in 
nanofiber electrode MEAs significantly improved the power density as compared to a 
nanofiber MEA with a Pt/C catalyst. A sprayed electrode MEA using PtCo/C with an 
additional Nafion coating was compared and found to have slightly lower power density 
compared to nanofibers at BOL, and significantly lower power density after metal 
dissolution. This behavior was consistent with observations made in previous nanofiber 
and spray electrode MEAs that used a cathode catalyst of Pt/C.[5]  Thus, it appears that the 
nanofiber cathode architecture will improve the performance of any new cathode catalyst 
powder, relative to a conventional spray electrode design. The gas transport resistance was 
measured and both were found to be superior in the nanofibers relative to the spray at both 
BOL and after a metal dissolution AST. The EOL GTR and mass activity measured at Los 
Alamos National Laboratory after 4 recovery cycles for a nanofiber cathode was superior 
to that of a conventional sprayed cathode. 
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CHAPTER 5 
5. POLYETHYLENEOXIDE AS A CARRIER FOR PEMFC ELECTRODES 
 
5.1 Introduction  
To successfully electrospin nanofiber electrodes with catalyst and ionomer (e.g. 
Nafion®), a carrier polymer such as poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) is required.[1,2] Nafion forms 
a micellar dispersion in electrode inks and attempting to electrospin this dispersion will 
result in only electrosprayed droplets. A. Weber from Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory and Y. S. Kim Los Alamos National Laboratory have shown that Nafion does 
not form a true solution in most solvents and instead forms highly solvated micelles due to 
the differences in main chain and side chain properties.[3,4] The chains of Nafion are not 
entangled sufficiently for electrospinning [1,2] and require the use of an additional high 
molecular weight polymer to electrospin. These polymers are referred to as “carrier” 
polymers because they help to carry Nafion and catalyst particles into a nanofiber structure 
during the process of electrospinning. To electrospin Nafion or Aquivion ionomer fibers 
(with no catalyst), the preferred carrier polymer is polyethylene oxide (PEO) because it is 
effective at low concentrations (<5 wt.%) and it can easily be removed after electrospinning 
by soaking in hot water.[5] PEO, however, appears to decompose in a cathode ink mixture 
containing Nafion ionomer and Pt catalyst powder as noted by a significant drop in the 
viscosity of the ink after mechanical mixing. Thus, PEO was thought to be an ineffective 
carrier polymer for nanofiber cathodes. For this reason, PAA has been used in most prior 
cathode fiber studies. PAA, however has drawbacks: (i) it is known from previous slurry 
electrode studies[6] that the addition of PAA to Nafion lowers the proton conductivity of 
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the binder and makes the binder more hydrophilic, which promotes electrode flooding, (ii) 
it has also been shown by Pintauro and coworkers in prior publications that one cannot 
remove PAA from a fiber mat cathode after electrospinning even after soaking in peroxide 
and boiling in acid and water[7], and (iii) the long-term stability of PAA in a fuel cell 
cathode is suspect since hydrocarbon binders are known to be susceptible to oxidation by 
peroxide and hydroxyl radicals. Despite the presence of PAA carrier polymer, an overall 
increase in initial power density was observed when utilizing a nanofiber electrode 
morphology.[1]  
 Membranes composed of a perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) such as Nafion and a 
carrier polymer have a lower conductivity than that expected from a linear mixing rule. For 
example, Choi et al. found in 2010 that the conductivity of a 99/1 wt.% PFSA/PEO 
membrane was 0.036 S/cm compared to 0.055 S/cm without the addition of PEO.[8] 
However, after boiling in acid and water to remove the PEO carrier polymer, the 
conductivity returned to 0.054 S/cm. For this reason, it was hypothesized that if the carrier 
polymer could be removed from electrospun nanofiber cathodes, then power generation 
would increase due to improved ionic conductivity of the electrode. In the present study, 
experiments were carried out to replace the PAA carrier electrospun fiber cathodes with 
PEO.  
5.2 Experimental 
5.2.1 Ink Preparation 
When Nafion/PEO and catalyst (Nafion in acid form) is prepared as an ink, 
viscosity decreases due presumably to PEO degradation in the presence of catalyst and H+ 
(from Nafion). To avoid this degradation, the protons in Nafion were exchanged with 
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sodium ions (i.e. Nafion in the sodium form was used). The hypothesis was that PEO 
decomposition in the presence of Pt/C powder was acid-catalyzed. Sodium exchange was 
accomplished by soaking dry Nafion powder in an aqueous 1.0 M NaCl solution for 24 
hours followed by numerous washings with deionized water during filtration, and then 
polymer drying. 
Ink preparation was carried out using the mixing steps previously described with 
PAA[1,9]: catalyst and water were mixed and sonicated, then Nafion stock solution was 
added and sonicated. Finally the carrier polymer was added with mechanical mixing 
overnight. An ink prepared with Na+ Nafion and PEO did not show any signs of 
degradation. After several hours, the viscosity was still high and nanofibers were produced 
during electrospinning. Conditions for successful electrospinning were as follows. 
Distance from tip to collection drum: 22 cm, applied voltage: 8.16 kV, pump flow rate: 
0.75 mL/hour, relative humidity: 20% RH, Temperature: 23 °C. These conditions are 
significantly different from those required to form nanofibers when using PAA as a carrier 
(e.g. the distance from the collection drum is more than double and the applied voltage is 
weaker). Several ink compositions were attempted before finding an appropriate solvent 
system and ratio of components. The composition of the cathode inks examined and are 
shown in Table 5.1. Inks 1-4 and 7 only produced spray droplets or a mixture of nanofibers 
and droplets for a range of applied voltages (1 kV – 12 kV), flow rates (0.25 mL/hr – 1.5 
mL/hr) and spin-to-collector distances (4 cm – 22 cm). When sprayed droplets formed, the 
mat was adhered to the collection drum and was unable to be removed to form free-standing 
electrode materials.  
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Table 5.1. Ink composition, dry component weight ratios and the results during 
electrospinning for the attempts leading up to successful nanofiber formation. 
Cathode Inks 
Ink Ink composition (g) 
Dry component mass 
ratios 
(Catalyst/Nafion/PEO) 
Mixing time for 
PEO 
Result during 
electrospinning 
1 
0.20 g Pt/C, 0.80 g 
water, 0.53 g IPA, 
0.37 g stock solution 
A1, 0.25 g stock 
solution C3 
64/24/12 24 hours Spray only 
2 
0.15 g Pt/C, 0.45 g 
water, 0.20 g n-
propanol, 0.11 g  dry 
Nafion Na+, 0.37 g 
stock solution D4 
55/41/4 24 hours Spray only 
3 
0.18 g Pt/C,  0.51 g 
water, 0.19 g n-
propanol, 0.36 g 
stock solution B2,  
0.077 g Stock 
Solution C3 
69/28/3 6 hours 
Spray with some 
fibers 
4 
0.2 g Pt/C, 0.567 g 
water, 0.567 g n-
propanol, 0.615 g 
stock solution B2, 
0.205 g stock 
solution C3 
58/36/6 6 hours 
Spray with some 
fibers. 
5 
0.19 g Pt/C, 0.63 g 
water, 0.63 g 
methanol, 0.70 g 
stock solution B2, 0.8 
g stock solution D4 
52/37/11 4 hours Nanofibers only 
6 
0.19 g PtCo/C, 0.63 g 
water, 0.63 g 
methanol, 0.70 g 
stock solution B2, 0.8 
g stock solution D4 
52/37/11 4 hours Nanofibers only 
7 
0.19 g PtCo/C, 0.63 g 
water, 0.63 g 
methanol, 0.70 g 
stock solution B2, 0.8 
g stock solution D4 
52/37/11 24 hours Spray only. 
Stock Solution A: 20% Nafion H+ in 1:1 water:n-propanol w:w 
Stock Solution B: 20% Nafion Na+ in 1:1 water:n-propanol  w:w 
Stock Solution C: 10% Polyethylene Oxide (600 kDa MW) in 1:1 water:n-propanol w:w 
Stock Solution D: 5% Polyethylene Oxide (600 kDa MW) in 1:1 water:n-propanol  w:w 
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 The inks in Table 5.1 show that the time of mixing for the PEO is important as well 
as the total composition of the fiber. The sodium form of Nafion may be slowing the 
degradation of PEO in the ink as it mixes, but the “electrospinability” of ink is still time 
sensitive. After 24 hours, nanofibers cannot be produced as is shown in ink 7 in Table 5.1.  
5.2.2 MEA Preparation and Carrier Removal Confirmation via NMR 
After the nanofiber mat was electrospun it was annealed at 140 °C for 30 minutes 
under vacuum. Then, 5 cm² MEAs were prepared by hot-pressing a nanofiber cathode and 
nanofiber anode onto a Nafion 211 membrane. Anodes used in this study were electrospun 
from either Nafion/PAA or Nafion/PEO inks. Anode inks always used Pt/C catalyst. The 
composition of the anode nanofiber ink was 65/20/15 (Pt/C)/Nafion/PAA, or 52/37/11 
(Pt/C)/Nafion/PEO. MEAs containing Nafion/PEO as a binder underwent a hot water soak 
in order to remove the PEO carrier polymer. This treatment involved submerging the MEA 
in 80 °C water for 1 hour. To determine if the PEO was actually removed, an NMR 
experiment was performed on the soak water used to remove the carrier. First, a reference 
solution was prepared: a known quantity of 600 kDa molecular weight PEO material (8 
mg) was dissolved into 0.4 mL of deuterium oxide (D2O) with 4 mg of mesitylene as an 
internal standard. Next, an MEA containing Nafion/PEO nanofiber electrodes was soaked 
for 1 hour in 3 mL D2O for 1 hour at 80 °C and then 0.4 mL of this soak water was placed 
into an NMR tube with 4 mg of mesitylene as an internal standard. Both samples were then 
analyzed with a 400 MHz Bruker NMR spectrometer. Using the area under the peak of the 
NMR signal for PEO found in the electrode sample and correlating this to both the area 
under the mesitylene peak and the peak from the known quantity of PEO, a rough estimate 
of PEO removed was determined. 
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 NMR spectra are shown in Figure 5.1. This is a qualitative measurement and shows 
that there is some PEO that has been removed. There are further studies that must be 
performed to determine the exact amount of PEO that is removed.  
 
  
Figure 5.1. NMR results of the electrode soak water after a 1 hour, 80 °C water soak. 
 
To provide additional evidence of PEO removal in a single water wash, a second water 
(D2O) soak was performed on the same electrode material for 1 hr at 80 °C. The water from 
this second soak was then analyzed in the same manner as described above. This time, only 
a trace amount of PEO was detected. These results are shown in Figure 5.2. This suggests 
that either a majority of the PEO came out, but this is still not 100% certain because some 
PEO may be strongly entangled and would not show up in the soak water.  
H2O 
H2O 
Qualitative 
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Figure 5.2. NMR results after the first 1 hour soak and a second water soak at 80 °C for 1 
hour.  
 These results suggest that PEO was not trapped in the membrane during the soak. 
Only a one hour 80 °C water soak was tested with this method. One hour may not be 
necessary; Ballengee showed that adding PEO to a Nafion membrane reduces its 
conductivity and that after 5 minutes of 80 °C acid soak and 5 minutes of 80°C water soak, 
the Nafion/PEO membrane’s conductivity was fully recovered.  
 
5.2.3 Electrochemical Characterization and Durability Protocols for MEAs 
After the hot water treatment, MEAs were taken out and allowed to dry under 
vacuum at room temperature for 15 minutes. MEAs were then placed into a Scribner 850e 
fuel cell test station using a single-serpentine flow channel, with fiberglass reinforced 
NMR Results for the first and second water soak 
H2O 
H2O 
H2O 
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Teflon gaskets and Sigracet 29BC gas diffusion layers. The torque applied to these cells 
was 75 inch-pounds. Some MEAs were soaked in 80 C water for 1 hour prior to 
electrochemical measurements to remove PEO from the electrodes while others did not 
have the PEO removed. MEAs were then broken-in using the following procedure. The 
voltage is held for 1 minute at 0.6 V, followed by 1 minute at 0.2 V; this process is repeated 
until measured current densities stabilize. After MEA break-in, polarization data were 
collected at 80 °C, 100% RH, 125/500 sccm H2/air, and 200/200 kPa absolute pressure 
(anode/cathode). MEAs were also prepared with a slurry cathode where the binder was 
either neat Nafion or a Nafion/PEO mixture (the same ink composition as the electrospun 
nanofibers i.e., 52/37/11 wt.% (Pt/C)/Nafion/PEO). Electrochemical analyses included 
collecting mass activity data and electrochemical surface area. Mass activity was 
determined by plotting voltage and current collected from 1 A to 0.01 A under pure oxygen 
at 150 kPa absolute.[10] The current-voltage data were corrected for both hydrogen 
crossover and high frequency resistance; the mass activity was determined as the current 
generated at 0.9 V normalized to platinum loading. Electrochemically active surface area 
(ECSA) was determined by utilizing cyclic voltammetry under H2/N2 with 100/100 sccm 
flow rates on anode/cathode. ECSA was then calculated from the hydrogen desorption area 
of the cyclic voltammogram between 100 mV and 400 mV after correcting for non-faradaic 
currents and the loading of Pt used in the electrode of interest.  
MEA durability was tested by utilizing the Department of Energy accelerated stress 
tests (ASTs) which were designed to simulate processes that would naturally occur during 
the lifetime of a fuel cell electric vehicle. These include starting and stopping the vehicle 
(a voltage cycling protocol from 1.0 V to 1.5 V which induces carbon corrosion as is shown 
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in Figure 4.23 from Chapter 4) and accelerating and decelerating the vehicle (a voltage 
cycling protocol from 0.6 V – 0.95 V which induces metal dissolution as shown in Figure 
4.13 from Chapter 4).[11] The carbon corrosion AST was performed for 1,000 voltage 
cycles which was sufficient to study the differences in durability between MEAs while the 
metal dissolution AST was performed for 30,000 voltage cycles.  
5.2.4 Physical Characterization 
Electron microscopy was carried out at both the Vanderbilt Institute of Nanoscale 
Science and Engineering and Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Microscopy techniques 
included the use of a Zeiss Merlin scanning electron microscope (SEM) with a 10 kV 
accelerating voltage at Vanderbilt and a 200kV FEI Talos F200X scanning transmission 
electron microscope (STEM) with energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) for 
elemental analysis at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
All samples for SEM images were gold sputter coated. Samples for STEM imaging 
were carbon sputter coated. Carbon coating was used to not interfere with the elemental 
analysis of samples. Both types of sputter coatings were used to increase the conductivity 
of the sample which inhibits unwanted image artifacts, reduces thermal damage and 
improves the secondary electron signal required for topographic examination.  
Nanofiber samples were prepped for STEM/EDS imaging by first cutting a small 
rectangle of electrospun mat (2 x 4 mm) and placing into a wet epoxy resin which was then 
allowed to dry in an oven overnight. These samples were then microtomed using a 
diamond-tipped blade (cut into sections that were roughly 75 nm thick). These microtomed 
sections were placed onto TEM grids containing glassy carbon.  
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5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Physical Characterization of Nanofibers Spun from Nafion/PEO Inks 
As a quick test of the structural integrity of fiber mat cathodes, a mat sample was 
placed in a beaker containing 80 °C water; after several hours the fiber mat was intact, i.e., 
after removing water-soluble PEO, the fibers were structurally sound and did not 
disintegrate. To provide further evidence that the fiber structure is retained after the 1 hour 
80 °C water soak, scanning electron microscopy was performed on a section of electrode 
material before and after water soaking. Figure 5.3 shows SEM images of polymer/particle 
nanofibers electrospun from an ink containing (Pt/C)/(Nafion Na+)/PEO before and after 
the hot water soak. Figure 5.3(a) shows fibers before the soak and Figure 5.3(b) shows the 
fibers after the soak. The fiber composition before pre-treatment is 52/37/11 weight ratio 
of catalyst/Nafion/PEO. After the removal of the PEO, the composition of the fiber is 62/38 
catalyst/Nafion. The fiber structure is essentailly unchanged and soaking does not 
structurally damage the fibers. The catalyst used is Johnson Matthey Pt/C, which has a 
carbon loading of 60%, so the pre-treated fibers have a carbon content that is 37% (62% of 
60% of a fiber). Therefore, the I/C ratio is 38 / 37 = 1.03.  
  
Figure 5.3. SEM analysis of electrospun (Pt/C)/Nafion/PEO fibers (a) before pre-treatment 
at (30,000x magnification (b) after pre-treatment (30,000x magnification) 
(b) (a) 
 2 µm 
 
 2 µm 
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 The dispersion of catalyst and Nafion in a nanofiber was analyzed by mapping 
elements Pt and F in nanofiber cross sections using energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 
(EDS). The cross sections used were from microtomed Nafion(H+)/PAA nanofibers and 
Nafion(Na+)/PEO nanofibers. The results of the Nafion/PAA nanofibers are shown in 
Figure 5.4. This EDS data is also presented in Figure 4.4 of Chapter 4 of this dissertation 
and is presented again here for comparative purposes.  
 
Figure 5.4. Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy mapping of Nafion/PAA nanofiber 
cross sections (a) and (b) are two different nanofiber cross sections which show that there 
is no drastic variation in the distribution within the cross section.  
 
 The results of Nafion/PEO nanofiber cross sections after removal by soaking with 
water are shown in Figure 5.5 (a, b, and c) where Figure 5.5 (c) is an entire electrode 
cross section. The results show that there is a stark difference between the two types of 
nanofiber electrode materials. In the Nafion/PEO nanofibers, there is a core-shell 
structure (more Nafion binder on the nanofiber’s surface) which is in contrast to 
Nafion/PAA fiber cross sections which show a more uniform distribution of Nafion and 
Pt throughout the fiber diameter. Nanofibers electrospun with PEO show Nafion 
(b) (a) 
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enrichment toward the surfaces of the fibers. To quantify the amount of catalyst vs 
Nafion in each section, the EDS data was analyzed.  
  
 
Figure 5.5. EDS mapping of Nafion/PEO nanofibers of (a and b) two fiber cross sections 
and (c) an electrode cross section. 
  
(b) (a) 
(c) 
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 The I/C ratio of the ink was 1.15 based on the known composition of Pt/C and 
Nafion added to the ink. The average I/C across five fiber cross sections was found from 
Pt and F EDS analyses to be 1.07 ± 0.07. This is in good agreement with the I/C calculated 
from ink composition. The average I/C in the center of the nanofiber (the “core”) was 0.46 
± 0.1 and the average I/C in the “shell” was 1.93. Table A.1 shows the detailed percentages 
measured from the energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy analysis. There is a significant 
range of I/C content in the core (between I/C = 0.26 to I/C = 0.73). This indicates that the 
actual amount of Nafion near catalyst particles varies along the length of the nanofiber. 
This effect is not understood and tuning the nanofiber to have a more uniform I/C ratio 
along the length of the fiber may have an effect on performance.  
Table 5.1 Pt%, F%, and I/C for the core and entire nanofiber cross section for 5 different 
cross sectional areas. 
Sample # Section Pt wt% F wt% Measured I/C 
1 
Core 64% 36% 0.73 
Entire Cross Section 50% 50% 1.32 
2 
Core 82% 18% 0.28 
Entire Cross Section 58% 42% 0.96 
3 
Core 64% 36% 0.73 
Entire Cross Section 54% 46% 1.13 
4 
Core 82% 18% 0.28 
Entire Cross Section 57% 43% 1.01 
5 
Core 83% 17% 0.26 
Entire Cross Section 59% 41% 0.90 
 
This variation in I/C across the fiber diameter was never seen in Nafion/PAA fibers. As 
shown in Figure 5.6, where Pt and F EDS signals are decoupled, there is still some Nafion 
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that is present in the core and still some platinum in the shell. Of note is that the Pt 
distribution appears to be radially uniform, whereas the Nafion is the component that is 
non-uniform across the diameter of the fiber. This structure is highly unusual.  
 
Figure 5.6. EDS maps of a cross sectional image with its Pt and F signals de-coupled to 
more clearly show the distinct distributions. 
 
 SEM images of fiber mats generally confirm the results from the EDS analysis. 
There are some sections of the fiber that show particles on the outside of the fiber, but 
upon further inspection, many of the fibers have a smooth coating of polymer on the 
outside of the fiber-length. This is shown in Figure 5.7. In previous studies, this was 
thought to be undesirable due to electrical isolation of Pt/C across the fiber. However, in 
the nanofibers resulting from a Nafion/PEO ink, the catalyst is not isolated, even when 
fibers do not show particles on their surface.  
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Figure 5.7. SEM images of Nafion(Na+)/PEO nanofibers indicating the coating of polymer 
on the outside of the fiber. 
 
5.3.2 Initial Performance of Nafion/PEO Electrode MEAs Before/After PEO Removal 
Brodt et al. showed that in an MEA with a slurry gas diffusion electrode (GDE), 
the presence of PAA with Nafion reduces the power generation at all voltages as shown in 
Figure 5.8 (adapted from reference [2]). Specifically, the H2/air polarization data with 
Nafion/PAA appears to show a high ohmic-overpotential (steeper slope in the ohmic 
region) which is consistent with the notion of reduced ionic conductivity in a Nafion/PAA 
binder.[6]  
 500 nm 
 
 500 nm 
 750 nm 
 
 3 µm 
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Figure 5.8. Fuel cell polarization curves for 5 cm2 painted MEAs with TKK-Pt(HSAC) 
catalyst and a Nafion 211 membrane operated at 80°C with fully humidified H2 (125 sccm) 
and air (500 sccm) at ambient pressure.  Cathodes and anodes have a Pt loading of 0.10 ± 
0.005 mg/cm2 and are: painted GDE with no PAA and painted GDE with PAA. From 
reference[2] 
 
To reproduce the result in Figure 5.8 and further investigate the effects of carrier 
polymers on MEA polarization data, three slurry-cathode MEAs were fabricated and 
tested. Two carrier polymers were used: polyethylene oxide (PEO) and poly(acrylic acid) 
(PAA) in addition to a neat Nafion binder MEA. The fuel cell results of these experiments 
are summarized in Figure 5.9. Each MEA had a neat Nafion anode and a Nafion 211 
membrane. The loadings of all electrodes were 0.1 mgPt/cm². The fuel cell operating 
conditions are 80 °C, 200 kPa absolute, and 125/500 sccm H2/air. The slurry electrode 
MEAs with neat Nafion and Nafion/PEO binder (with no hot water soak) worked equally 
well. Both are better than the MEA with a Nafion/PAA cathode binder (which did not 
undergo a hot water soak), due presumably to the reduction in ionic conductivity of the 
binder in the presence of PAA as was seen in references 5 and 6. In these initial 
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experiments, the cathode fiber mats were not pre-treated in water to remove PEO, nor was 
there any attempt to exchange Na+ counter-ions with H+.   
 
Figure 5.9. Polarization data for painted slurry electrodes with varying cathodes noted in 
the legend and in all cases, the anode is a neat Nafion pained GDE. (There was no removal 
of PEO from the MEA.) 
 
 The maximum power density attained in the PEO slurry MEA of Figure 5.9 was 
594 mW/cm2 vs. the neat Nafion electrode MEA which was 564 mW/cm2. The 
Nafion/PAA electrode slurry MEA produced 502 mW/cm2, nearly 20% less than the 
Nafion/PEO electrode MEA. The results from the Nafion/PEO binder slurry show that 
there is no detrimental effect from this binder on fuel cell performance. It is unclear if the 
PEO washes out in the product water during the fuel cell operation.  
 Next, PEO was removed from MEAs with painted/slurry cathodes where the Pt/C 
catalyst binder was Nafion/PEO.  Hydrogen/air fuel cell polarization data were collected 
before and after a  1.0 hour 80 °C water soak to remove water soluble PEO from the 
electrode. The purpose of these experiemnts was to determine if PEO removal improved 
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MEA performance as compared to an MEA with Nafion/PEO and a neat Nafion binder 
MEA. MEAs were made with Johnson Matthey Pt/C catalyst and  Nafion 211 membrane, 
where the anode and cathode loadings were each 0.1 mg/cm2. Hot-pressing condtions for 
attachement of electrodes to the membrane were 140 °C and 4 MPa for 5 minutes.  
Fuel cell polariztion data from three MEAs (80 oC and 100% RH) are presented in 
Figure 5.10: (i) a control MEA with neat Nafion as the binder for the anode and cathode, 
(ii) an MEA with Nafion/PEO as the cathode binder and a neat Nafion anode that had no 
water soak pre-treatment before break-in, and (iii) a hot water soaked MEA with 
Nafion/PEO as the cathode binder and a neat Nafion anode binder. The fuel cell 
polarization in Figure 5.10 show that MEAs work equally well before/after a water soak, 
and after PEO removal the Nafion/PEO binder works equally well as a neat Nafion binder 
MEA. It is possible that the PEO is decomposing and exiting the binder/MEA during MEA 
break-in.  The MEA with a Nafion/PEO slurry cathode was flipped (so that the neat Nafion 
anode became the cathode). This MEA was also tested and there was also essentially no 
difference (<5% max power density and power density at 0.65V). 
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Figure 5.10. Polarization data showing the effect of Nafion/PEO as a binder and either no 
pre-treatment or a water pre-treatment. Polarization conditions are 100% relative humidity, 
80 °C, 200 kPa (absolute), 125/500 sccm H2/air. All MEAs have a neat Nafion anode 
binder, a 0.1 mg/cm2 loading, a Nafion 211 membrane, and Sigracet 29BC gas diffusion 
layers. 
 
Nanofiber cathode MEAs with Nafion/PEO or Nafion (after PEO removal) 
 Nanofiber electrode mats made from a Nafion(Na+)/PEO binder using either a Pt/C 
(Johnson Matthey on HiSpec 4000 carbon) or a PtCo/C (Tanaka Kikinzoku Kogyo: TKK 
TEC36E52) catalyst were tested and compared to MEAs with Nafion/PAA cathode and 
anode binders. After using a standard break-in procedure, polarization data were collected.  
In Figure 5.11, the MEAs have a (Pt/C)/Nafion/PAA nanofiber anode. For these 
MEAs, the cathode fiber mats were not pre-treated in any way to remove PEO, nor was 
there any attempt to exchange Na+ counter-ions with H+ in the Nafion binder. The Nafion 
nanofiber cathode results show an increase in power density as compared to an MEA with 
Nafion/PAA using Pt/C and PtCo/C fiber cathodes. The catalyst/binder ratio in both Nafion 
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nanofiber cathodes was 52/48 on a weight basis, which corresponds to an I/C ratio of 1.15. 
The ORR mass activity and ECSA are higher for nanofiber cathodes that employ Nafion 
as the binder.  
  
Figure 5.11. Polarization data for (a) Johnson Matthey Pt/C and (b) TKK PtCo/C. The 
loading of the cathodes are 0.1 mg/cm2 in both cases. The anode for both MEAs is a 
nanofiber Johnson Matthey Pt/C anode at 0.1 mg/cm2. The operating conditions are 80 °C, 
200 kPa (absolute), 125/500 sccm H2/air, and 100% RH. 
 
 The improvements in maximum power density and the power density at 0.65 V 
shown in Table 5.1 were all significantly above the painted slurry electrodes with the same 
binder composition. A slurry electrode MEA with Nafion/PEO as the binder generated a 
maximum power density of 590 mW/cm2 whereas the MEA with a Nafion nanofiber 
electrode using the same catalyst generated a maximum power of 779 mW/cm2. While the 
Nafion/PEO composition in the slurry did not significantly improve/change the 
polarization data compared to a neat Nafion slurry, the Nafion nanofiber did significantly 
improve compared to a neat Nafion slurry (40% higher maximum power in a Nafion 
nanofiber).  
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Table 5.2 Summary of Power Density, ORR Mass Activity, and electrochemical surface 
area for nanofiber electrode MEAs with Pt/C and PtCo/C using the Nafion/PAA or Nafion 
as the cathode fiber binder with a Nafion/PAA nanofiber anode in all cases. 
Nanofiber cathode catalyst & binder. 
(All anodes are Pt/C, Nafion, PAA) 
Max Power 
(mW/cm2) 
Power at 0.65V 
(mW/cm2) 
Cathode Mass 
Activity 
(mA/mgPt) 
Cathode 
ECSA  
(m2/g) 
PtCo/C Binder: (Nafion (H+)/PAA) 718 679 298 62 
PtCo/C Binder: (Nafion) 840 793 350 69 
Pt/C Binder: (Nafion (H+)/PAA) 650 510 160 59 
Pt/C Binder: (Nafion) 779 703 191 67 
  
 
 The power density of an MEA containing a nanofiber Nafion/PEO binder was 
improved by a water soak pre-treatment of 80 °C for 1 hour before inserting into the fuel 
cell test station as shown in Figure 5.12. In an MEA containing a (PtCo/C)/Nafion/PEO 
cathode and a (Pt/C)/Nafion/PAA anode, this pre-treatment improved the power density 
over an MEA whose cathode and anode were both (PtCo/C)/Nafion/PAA. The power 
density increase was approximately 15% greater at 0.65 V. There was a difference in 
behavior between the nanofiber electrode with PEO and a slurry electrode with PEO in that 
water soaking the slurry electrode did not have a large impact on power density.  
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Figure 5.12. (a) Polarization curves for a nanofiber PtCo/C Nafion(Na+)/PEO MEA using 
a Nafion/PAA-based anode before and after PEO removal. (b) Polarization curves for 
Nafion/PEO nanofibers vs. Nafion/PAA nanofibers. Cathode/anode loadings are each 0.1 
mg/cm2, with a Nafion 211 membrane. Operating conditions are: 80 °C, 200 kPa absolute 
pressure, and 125/500 sccm H2/air.  
 
The results in Figure 5.12(b) show that Nafion/PAA and Nafion/PEO (before 
removal) behave similarly. Brodt et al.[5] showed that after boiling in water and boiling in 
hydrogen peroxide, there was no change in the performance of a Nafion/PAA nanofiber 
cathode MEA. For that reason, Nafion/PEO is preferred since it has been shown to improve 
power output.  
The polarization plots in Figure 5.12(a) shows that the slope in the ohmic region is 
lower for the nanofiber electrodes that had PEO removed from them compared to 
Nafion/PAA nanofibers. This result suggests that the ionic resistance of the electrode is 
lower for Nafion nanofibers without a carrier polymer which is consistent with what Elabd 
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and Ballengee reported.[5,6] To confirm this, Nissan Technical Center of North America 
performed EIS experiments to measure the ionic resistance of only the nanofiber electrodes 
(excluding the contribution of the Nafion 211 membrane or the contact resistance of the 
membrane+electrode). These experiments were performed on two MEAs: one with a 
cathode and anode using a Nafion/PAA binder and one MEA with a cathode and anode 
using Nafion (after PEO was removed). The results showed that the MEA with 
Nafion/PAA nanofiber electrodes had an ionomer resistance of 140 mΩ∙cm² whereas the 
MEA with Nafion nanofiber electrodes had an ionomer resistance of 90 mΩ∙cm². 
Henceforth in this dissertation, nanofiber electrode MEAs electrospun from a Nafion/PEO 
ink after PEO removal will simply be referred to as nanofiber electrodes with a Nafion 
binder. 
Another possible reason for the improvement in power density observed when 
using an electrode electrospun from a Nafion/PEO ink compared to a Nafion/PAA ink may 
be reduced catalyst poisoning via sulfonate adsorption as described by Kongkanand et al 
and Kodama et al.[12,13] who showed that adsorption of the ionomer onto catalyst sites can 
stiffen the ionomer chain and increase gas transport resistance and inhibit both the 
conductivity of the ionomer and catalytic activity of the metal. As was shown in the EDS 
elemental maps for the Nafion binder nanofibers, a majority of the catalyst has reduced 
contact with Nafion near the center of the fiber (see Figures 5.5 and 5.6).  
Nafion nanofiber electrode MEA with Low Pt-loading  
 An MEA with a total loading of 0.115 mgPt/cm
2 (0.096 mgPt/cm² for the cathode 
and 0.019 mgPt/cm² for the anode, as determined by X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy at 
NTCNA) was fabricated. The anode was made by electrospinning a TKK 20% Pt/C 
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catalyst with Nafion binder. With the lower Pt content catalyst, a thicker and more uniform 
anode could be electrospun vs. the use of 40% Pt on carbon. The membrane was Nafion 
211 and the gas diffusion layers were Sigracet 29BC. Figure 5.13(a and b) show the effect 
of three different backpressures at 80 C and 100% RH on this low loading MEA. The effect 
of backpressure on maximum power is linear for both high (0.2 mgPt/cm
2 and low (0.115 
mgPt/cm
2) loading (Figure 5.13b) with 10% less power for the MEA with 42.5% less Pt.   
 
  
Figure 5.13. Pressure effects for an MEA with 0.115 mgPt/cm² total loading as determined 
by XRF measurements performed at Nissan Technical Center of North America. (0.96 
mgPt/cm² cathode loading and 0.019 mgPt/cm² anode loading). Nafion 211 was the 
membrane. The cell was fully humidified, at 80°C with 125/500 sccm H2/air feed gas flow 
rates. 
 
 
5.3.3 Accelerated Stress Tests with Nafion nanofiber electrodes 
 Durability studies with nanofiber cathode MEAs containing Nafion binder (spun 
from a Nafion/PEO ink) were conducted. After a metal dissolution AST (30,000 square 
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wave voltage cycles from 0.6 V – 0.95 V vs SHE), the Nafion nanofiber electrode MEA 
loses a larger percentage of power, vs. a Nafion/PAA binder; but the actual power at both 
BOL and EOL were higher for a Nafion binder vs. a Nafion/PAA binder as is shown in 
Figure 5.14 and Table 5.3 
 
Figure 5.14. Metal Dissolution AST for 30,000 cycles using a TKK PtCo/C catalyst. The 
loading on both MEAs is 0.1 mg/cm2 on the cathode and 0.1 mg/cm2 on the anode. 
Polarization conditions are: 125/500 sccm H2/air, 80 °C, 200 kPa absolute. 
 
Table 5.3 Power density comparison between MEAs with cathode/anode binders of either 
Nafion or Nafion/PAA before and after metal dissolution AST. 
Nanofiber electrode binder (for cathode 
and anode) 
80oC, 100% RH, 200 kPa (abs) 
Max Power (mW/cm2) 
Power at 0.65 V 
(mW/cm2) 
Nafion – BOL/EOL 935/741 897/643 
Nafion/PAA – BOL/EOL 711/645 679/546 
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The Nafion binder nanofiber electrode MEA produces more power at BOL than a 
Nafion/PAA cathode, but it also loses more power after the AST (a 21% drop in maximum 
power for a Nafion binder vs. a 9% drop for a Nafion/PAA binder).  
The better durability for Nafion/PAA nanofibers is due presumably to a decrease 
in the Nafion binder’s ion exchange capacity, a consequence of the presence of PAA. This 
has been shown by prior membrane experiments with Nafion/PAA which showed a 
decrease in proton conductivity.[35] With fewer mobile protons in the binder of a 
Nafion/PAA electrode, the dissolution of catalyst metal is lessened. The nanofiber mat 
electrospun from a Nafion/PEO ink (which then has the PEO removed) has a higher IEC, 
more mobile protons, and therefore it is expected that the EOL/BOL power density ratio 
would be lower.  
In addition to the metal dissolution AST, a carbon corrosion AST of was performed 
using the same voltage cycling protocol shown in Figure 4.16 of Chapter 4. For this 
experiment, the MEA contained a Johnson Matthey Pt/C nanofiber cathode and nanofiber 
anode with a Nafion binder. This experiment ran for 1000 cycles. The results are shown in 
Figure 5.15. The polarization curve for the MEA with a Nafion nanofiber electrode begins 
and ends above the BOL curve for a Nafion/PAA cathode fiber MEA.  The percentage 
power density loss was greater using a Nafion binder vs. a Nafion/PAA binder. The results 
show nanofiber cathode MEAs have both improved metal dissolution and carbon corrosion 
durability. The EOL/BOL maximum power ratio for the MEA using a Nafion binder was 
579/804 (i.e., a power density loss of 28%), whereas the same ratio for Nafion/PAA was 
533/665 (a 20% loss).  
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Figure 5.15. Polarization data for nanofiber electrode MEAs at BOL and EOL after a 
carbon corrosion AST for 1000 cycles using a Johnson Matthey 40% Pt supported on 
HiSPEC carbon. The loading on both MEAs was 0.1 mg/cm2 on the cathode and 0.1 
mg/cm2 on the anode. Polarization conditions are: 125/500 sccm H2/air, 80 °C, 100% RH 
200 kPa absolute. 
 
5.3.4 Relative Humidity Effects on MEA Power Output 
Several strategies have been examined to improve H2/air fuel cell power densities 
at low relative humidity conditions. These include reducing the membrane thickness[14,15] 
to promote water back diffusion from the cathode to the anode, using more hydrophilic 
materials in the anode (e.g. silica or low equivalent weight PFSA ionomer binders)[8,16–19], 
and using asymmetric anode/cathode humidification[20]. These strategies are intended to 
mitigate unwanted drying in the anode.  The results of these experiments have been 
moderately successful – but still only producing 450 mW/cm2 at 30% RH with 0.5 
mgPt/cm
2, as was achieved by Xin et al. as an example.[21]  
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 The BOL power density of nanofiber cathode MEAs with Nafion/PAA or 
Nafion/PEO binder (before removal of PEO) with a (Pt/C)/Nafion/PAA nanofiber anode 
were examined across a range of relative humidities, where the cathode catalyst was TKK 
PtCo/C. These results are shown in Figure 5.16. Both MEAs have the same catalyst/binder 
ratio and both have a Pt loading of 0.1 mg/cm2. The Nafion/PEO nanofiber cathode MEA 
outperformed the standard Nafion/PAA nanofiber cathode MEA over the entire humidity 
range. The MEAs with Nafion/PAA as a binder show power densities that are lower with 
a markedly different RH dependence because: (i) the presence of PAA adversely affects 
the conductivity of Nafion in the cathode fibers and (ii) the presence of hydrophilic PAA 
causes some flooding of the cathode at high RH (the optimum power density was achieved 
at 80% RH). The trend in power density with RH for the Nafion/PEO nanofiber cathode 
binder (with a Nafion/PAA nanofiber anode) is consistent with prior studies with 
slurry/sprayed cathodes, i.e., there is a monotonic decrease in power with RH due to less 
water and a lower proton conductivity in the binder/membrane.[1]  
 
Figure 5.16. Maximum power vs relative humidity for nanofiber electrode MEAs with a 
PtCo/C catalyst cathode electrode using a binder of either Nafion/PAA or 
Nafion(Na+)/PEO. Operating conditions are 80 °C, 200 kPa (absolute), 125/500 sccm 
H2/air. 
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Effect of using a spray anode vs a nanofiber anode electrospun from a Nafion/PEO ink 
The effect of RH on sprayed electrode MEAs was examined at NTCNA. The results of 
these experiments are shown in Figure 5.17. When the anode is changed from a spray GDE 
to a Nafion nanofiber electrode, the power density at low relative humidity improved.  
 
Figure 5.17. (a) Polarization data for showing the effect of changing only the anode, using 
a Nafion nanofiber cathode at 100% RH and (b) at 40% RH and (c) power density vs RH 
for 40% RH to 100% RH. In all cases, the cathode catalyst was PtCo/C, the loading was 
0.1 mgPt/cm², the membrane was Nafion 211, the diffusion media was Sigracet 29 BC, and 
the feed gas inlets were parallel flow channels. The operating conditions were 80 °C, 200 
kPa absolute pressure, and 4000/8000 sccm H2/air flow-rates. Experiments were run at 
NTCNA.  
 
a b 
c 
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Effect of RH on Nanofiber Electrode MEAs with a Nafion/PAA binder or a Nafion Binder 
as the Anode  
 Experiments were conducted to determine the effect of utilizing a Nafion nanofiber 
at the anode and cathode in an H2/air fuel cell MEA. In each electrode that was electrospun 
from a Nafion/PEO ink (for the anode, cathode, or both), the MEA was soaked in hot water 
as described above. The results indicate that power density varies depending on anode and 
cathode binders (i.e. if the Nafion binder nanofiber electrode was present in the anode, 
cathode or both electrodes). Johnson Matthey 40% Pt/C was used as the cathode and anode 
catalyst. The anode and cathode loadings were each 0.1 mg/cm2, the membrane was Nafion 
211, temperature was 80 °C, the pressure was 200 kPa absolute, and the hydrogen/air flow 
rates were 125/500 sccm.  A summary of the results of the RH tests are shown in Figure 
5.18 where max power is plotted against the cell RH.   
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Figure 5.18. Effect of anode/cathode carrier on maximum power density and relative 
humidity using a Pt/C anode/cathode with a PAA or PEO carrier with Nafion. Cathode and 
anode are both 0.1 mgPt/cm
2, membrane is Nafion 211, and GDLs are Sigracet 29 BC. 
Operating conditions: 80 °C, 200 kPa absolute, 125/500 sccm H2/air. 
 
 These results suggest that the nanofibers electrospun from a Nafion/PEO ink helps 
hold onto water better at 200 kPa absolute and 80 °C after PEO removal.  This is not the 
first time that the anode composition has been reported to affect the power density of an 
MEA at both high and low relative humidity. In the literature, Zenyuk and Weber suggest 
that water management in a PEMFC MEA may be controlled by altering the relative 
hydrophilicity of the anode compartment.[22] Figure 5.18 suggests that the nanofibers 
electrospun from a Nafion/PEO ink improve the power density at low RH by decreasing 
the harmful effects of anode drying (i.e. by holding onto water better in the anode catalyst 
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layer). The original hypothesis of creating a nanofiber structure with a removable carrier 
was that the power density may increase due to an increase in the conductivity of the binder. 
It now appears that a Nafion binder (from a Nafion/PEO ink) has an added benefit of better 
water retention at low RH. 
The results in Figure 5.18 also show that PEO as the anode carrier had a greater 
impact on power density than having PEO as the cathode carrier. The best result was 
obtained when PEO was the carrier in the anode and cathode, with a maximum power of 
835 mW/cm² at 40% RH and 827 mW/cm² at 100% RH. At 100% RH, the high frequency 
resistance (HFR) for all MEAs was essentially the same (55-65 mohm-cm²). However, at 
40% RH, the HFR for a Nafion/PAA anode/cathode binder MEA was 250 mohm-cm² vs. 
70 mohm-cm² when PEO was used as anode/cathode carrier. The effect of PEO on power 
density was more dramatic at 40% RH due in part to this large difference in HFR. The high 
frequency resistance (HFR) value is the sum of membrane resistance plus the 
membrane/electrode contact resistance. As relative humidity decreases from 100% RH to 
40% RH, previous studies have shown that the HFR of an MEA increases[23] e.g. the 
resistance of a slurry electrode MEA with a Nafion binder and a Nafion membrane ranges 
from 50-90 mΩ∙cm² at 100% RH to 175 – 250 mΩ∙cm² at low (≤ 40% RH).[24–26] 
 High power at low relative humidity was also achieved with a Nafion nanofiber 
anode and cathode using the TKK PtCo/C (TEC36E52) catalyst. These results are shown 
in Figure 5.19 and Table 5.4. 
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Figure 5.19. (a) Polarization data at 100%RH for PtCo/C with a Nafion binder and 
Nafion/PAA binder. (b) Polarization data at 40%RH for PtCo/C with a Nafion binder and 
a Nafion/PAA binder. (c) Maximum Power vs RH for the same MEAs. Fuel cell operating 
conditions were 80 °C, 200 kPa, 125/500 sccm H2/air. Cathode/anode loading was 0.1 
mgPt/cm
2. Membrane was Nafion 211. GDLs were Sigracet 29 BC. 
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Table 5.4 Power and HFR at 100% and 40% RH for MEAs using a PtCo/C cathode catalyst 
with PEO or PAA as the cathode/anode carriers. 
Nanofiber electrodes: 100% RH 40% RH 
Binders tested: 
Max Power 
(mW/cm2) 
Power at 0.65  
(mW/cm2) 
HFR 
(mΩ∙cm²) 
Max Power 
(mW/cm2) 
Power at 0.65  
(mW/cm2) 
HFR 
(mΩ∙cm²) 
Nafion cathode  
Nafion anode 
935 897 61 940 832 71 
Nafion/PAA cathode  
Nafion/PAA anode 
718 679 65 513 379 205 
  
 In Figure 5.19, the maximum power of the Nafion nanofiber MEA as the anode and 
cathode binder remains above 900 mW/cm² for relative humidities between 40% and 
100%. The maximum power density of the (PtCo/C)/Nafion nanofiber electrode MEA was 
nearly double that of the (PtCo/C)/Nafion/PAA MEA at 40% RH. This effect was also 
observed with a Pt/C catalyst.  
This experiment was repeated for the low platinum loaded MEA (PtCo/C cathode 
and Pt/C anode) with a total loading of 0.115 mgPt/cm
2 shown earlier. The effect of RH at 
200 kPa and 80 °C is shown in Figure 5.20. The same trend of consistent power density 
generation across the RH range is observed in the low-loading anode MEA, but shifted 
down by ~10%. This suggests that the reason the nanofiber electrodes perform better at 
low RH is independent of the loading that is utilized.   
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Figure 5.20. Relative humidity effects with 0.2 mgPt/cm
2 total loading MEA and a 0.115 
mgPt/cm² total loading MEA. Membrane was Nafion 211. 80°C, 200 kPa absolute, and 
125/500 sccm H2/air are the feed gas flow rates. 
 
 To verify the high power density at low relative humidity with a 0.2 mgPt/cm
2 
loaded MEA with a Nafion binder, a PtCo/C cathode and a Pt/C anode, several samples of 
10 cm2 MEAs were shipped to Nissan Technical Center of North America (NTCNA) where 
they verified that a Nafion nanofiber electrode MEA outperform a sprayed Nafion 
electrode MEA at both 100% RH and 40% RH. These results are shown in Figure 5.21. 
These results are consistent with data collected at Vanderbilt University; the Nafion binder 
nanofibers produce significantly greater power at 40% RH compared to a Nafion slurry or 
Nafion sprayed electrode.   
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Figure 5.21. Polarization curves for Nafion nanofibers vs Nafion spray. MEAs are both 10 
cm2. Cathode catalysts were PtCo/C, the loading was 0.1 mgPt/cm², the membrane was 
Nafion 211, the diffusion media was Sigracet 29 BC, and the feed gas inlets were parallel 
flow channels. The operating conditions were 80 °C, 200 kPa absolute pressure, and 
4000/8000 sccm H2/air flow-rates. Experiments were run at NTCNA. 
 
 MEAs were also sent to Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) for additional 
testing. The RH results from Vanderbilt, NTCNA, and LANL are summarized in Figure 
5.22. There is a slight downward trend with RH in both the LANL and Nissan test station 
that is attributed to the high gas flow rates used by these groups. The high frequency 
resistance (HFR) measured by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) for both the 
Nafion nanofibers and a Nissan sprayed electrode is presented in Table 5.5. The decrease 
in the HFR suggests that the Nafion binder nanofiber electrodes are helping the membrane 
retain more water at low relative humidities.  
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Figure 5.22. Max Power generated from Nafion nanofiber electrode MEAs tested at three 
independent laboratories. All MEAs have a 0.1 mg/cm2 cathode catalyst loading and a 
Nafion 211 membrane. Test conditions for Vanderbilt are: 80 °C, 200 kPa absolute, and 
125/500 sccm H2/air. Test conditions for NTCNA are: 80 °C, 200 kPa absolute, and 
4000/8000 sccm H2/air. Test conditions for LANL are: 80 °C, 200 kPa absolute, and 
500/2000 sccm H2/air. 
 
Table 5.2 High frequency resistance of a Nafion nanofiber electrode MEAs vs a slurry 
baseline as measured by Nissan, Vanderbilt, and Los Alamos National Lab. 
 
HFR (mΩ∙cm²) 
Nafion Nanofibers Nissan Spray 
100% RH 40% RH 100% RH 40% RH 
Vanderbilt 60 77 N/A N/A 
NTCNA 56 95 47 208 
LANL 58 74 N/A N/A 
 
Fully Electrospun MEA with 725 PFSA and PEO carrier: A fully electrospun nanofiber 
MEA was created using PEO as the electrode carrier for both the cathode and anode. The 
membrane was a dual fiber electrospun nanofiber composite film with a composition of 
80/20 (725 EW perfluorosulfonic acid)/PVDF with a final thickness of ~20 μm. The 
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cathode was electrospun from an ink that contained PtCo/C, Nafion, and PEO. The anode 
was electrospun from an ink that contained Pt/C, 725 EW PFSA, and PEO.  
 This MEA was different in three primary ways compared to the MEAs tested in the 
previous sections of this chapter: (1) The composition of the membrane was different 
(made from reinforced 725EW PFSA ionomer) (2) The membrane was thinner than the 
standard Nafion 211 membrane. Finally, (3) the ionomer in the anode binder was 725 EW 
PFSA. The motivation to utilize a lower equivalent weight ionomer in the binder and 
membrane was because it has been shown to perform better at low relative humidity.[29] In 
addition, a thinner membrane (20 microns) was chosen to increase the back-diffusion of 
water from the cathode to the anode which should improve the fuel cell power generation 
at low RH.[30] 
 Polarization data compared to Nafion nanofibers is shown in Figure 5.23a, and the 
high current density at 20% RH is shown in Figure 5.23b. The performance of this MEA 
at varying RH is shown in Figure 5.23c.   
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Figure 5.23. Power vs RH for a fully electrospun MEA containing Nafion as the cathode 
binder, 725 EW PFSA as the membrane and anode ionomer. Operating conditions are 200 
kPa (abs), 125/500 sccm H2/air, 80 °C PtCo/C. Cathode: anode/cathode loading: 0.1 
mg/cm² ± 0.005. Square symbols represent the fully electrospun MEA with a 725 EW 
PFSA anode binder and Nafion cathode binder with an 80/20 725EW PFSA/ PVDF 20 
micron membrane. Triangular symbols represent the Nafion binder nanofiber electrode 
MEA with a Nafion 211 membrane. 
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 This MEA produced over 800 mW/cm2 at 20% RH, and over 1000 mW/cm2 at 40% 
RH. More work must be done to reproduce these results and to determine a number of 
factors including SEM images of the electrode, STEM cross sectional images of the 
electrode material with 725 PFSA to see if there is still a core/shell structure, determine the 
optimal ratios of 725 PFSA to catalyst in the electrode, and to alter the membrane thickness 
(i.e. create a thinner membrane).  
RH dependence after a metal dissolution AST 
After a metal dissolution voltage cycling AST at 100% RH, the power density remains 
invariant with RH, just as before the AST. This is shown in Figure 5.24 for both the 
maximum power and the power at 0.65 V. As expected, the power density at 0.65 V is less 
than maximum power and the power at EOL is less than the power at BOL.  
 
Figure 5.24. Maximum Power vs RH for a (PtCo/C)/Nafion nanofiber cathode MEA before 
and after a metal dissolution AST Experiment: square wave potential cycle between 0.60 
V and 0.95 V for 30,000 cycles. Operating conditions: 80 °C, 200 kPa, 125/500 sccm. AST 
was run at 80 °C, 100% RH in H2/N2 at 100/100 sccm. 
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ORR kinetics at low RH: The kinetics of the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at a Pt/C 
cathode in a fuel cell MEA are slower as the relative humidity (RH) of the cell is decreased; 
an empirical model has been developed to fit the Tafel slope for the oxygen reduction 
reaction kinetic data as a function of RH.[31,32] 
  (Equation 5.1) 
   (Equation 5.2) 
Where R is the ideal gas constant (8.314 J/mol∙K), T is temperature (K), αo is the transfer 
coefficient, the nαo is the number of electrons in the reaction, and F is Faraday’s constant 
(96485 C/mol). The Tafel slope of a slurry cathode with Pt/C catalyst and neat Nafion 
binder at various values of RH was determined at Vanderbilt University by collecting 
current/voltage data with pure oxygen at unit activity O2 and plotting the potential and the 
current on a semi-log plot. The temperature of the experiment was 80 °C. To maintain unit 
activity O2 (100 kPa oxygen pressure), the total pressure was changed to match the vapor 
pressure of water, e.g., at 100% RH and 80 °C, the vapor pressure of water is 47 kPa, so 
the total pressure was set at 147 kPa. Table 5.6 shows the vapor pressure of water at 
different RH values and the corresponding back pressure that was applied in a Tafel Slope 
experiment. The relative humidity for the anode and cathode was the same for each Tafel 
slope determination and the gas flow rates were fixed at 100/100 sccm H2/O2. Measured 
currents were corrected for the hydrogen crossover current, where crossover was measured 
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in a separate linear sweep voltammetry experiment at each RH (total pressure) condition 
using H2 at the anode and N2 at the cathode where the two cases are humidified and with 
back pressure according to Table 5.6. Measured voltages were corrected by first measuring 
the high frequency resistance (HFR) in an EIS experiment at a given relative humidity and 
then using the HFR values to correct the voltage for ohmic overpotential at a given current 
(where the overpotential was found by multiplying the HFR and current).   
 
 
Figure 5.25. (a) Measured ORR Tafel slopes collected at unit activity O2 for a painted 
slurry electrode MEA and (b) ORR Tafel slopes for a nanofiber electrode MEA with a 
Nafion binder spun from a Nafion/PEO ink. (c) Tafel slopes of a baseline slurry MEA, a 
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nanofiber MEA and the predicted values plotted against relative humidity. ORR data was 
collected at 80 C, 100/100 sccm H2/O2, and the pressures given in Table 5.6. 
 
Table 5.6 vapor pressure of water at different relative humidity and the corresponding 
back pressure applied during the measurement of the Tafel slope 
RH 
Water vapor 
pressure (kPa) 
Back pressure 
applied (kPa) 
100% 47 147 
80% 38 138 
60% 28 128 
40% 19 119 
 
For the Tafel slope experiments, 5 cm² MEAs were used, where the cathode and anode 
catalyst loading was 0.1 mgPt/cm
2, the membrane was Nafion 211, the GDLs were Sigracet 
29BC, and the gasket material was silicon reinforced Teflon. Current-voltage Tafel plots 
for the baseline slurry cathode MEA and a nanofiber MEA with a Nafion binder (fibers 
prepared from a Nafion/PEO ink) at four different relative humidities are shown in Figures 
5.25a and 5.25b, respectively. A comparison of the resulting Tafel slopes as a function of 
RH and a comparison of the measured data with those predicted from Equations 5.1 and 
5.2 are shown in Figure 5.25c.  There are two important conclusions from this study: (1) 
The ORR Tafel slopes from the slurry cathode MEA match those predicted from the 
correlations developed in reference [33] for the relative humidities between 40% and 100% 
and (2) the Nafion nanofiber electrodes exhibited a lower Tafel slope, indicating faster 
ORR kinetics. The implication is that the Nafion fiber cathode retains water better at lower 
RH. This hypothesis is explored further in the next section. 
Pore Size Distribution in Nanofiber Electrodes: Using scanning transmission electron 
microscopy, the cross sections of both a Nafion/PAA nanofiber and a Nafion nanofiber 
were analyzed for porosity. In total, 8 cross sections were analyzed for each type of 
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nanofiber (16 total images were analyzed). An example of each type of nanofiber cross 
section is provided in Figure 5.26. Porosity was determined using ImageJ and binarizing 
the image to return void-space or solid space. From these areas, void-space porosity was 
calculated. These images were collected at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) using 
the FEI Talos scanning transmission electron microscope. The overall measured porosity 
for the Nafion/PAA nanofibers was 29% ± 1% while the overall porosity of the Nafion 
nanofibers was 31% ± 1%. Therefore, there was essentially the same overall porosity for 
the two fiber types. This result is in agreement with the STEM 3D reconstruction analysis 
of the Nafion/PAA tomography images which suggested that 30% of the surface area is 
due to internal porosity (as previously discussed in Figure 4.3 of Chapter 4 of this 
dissertation). The catalyst/binder composition for each fiber was 55% catalyst 45% binder 
for the Nafion/PAA fibers (I/C = 1.08) and 52% catalyst, 48% binder for the Nafion fibers 
(I/C = 1.15). If all of the PEO is removed, the resultant composition is 62% catalyst and 
38% binder. The ratio of the Nafion/PAA was 2/1 whereas the ratio of the Nafion/PEO was 
3.5/1. The catalyst used in each case was PtCo/C.  
               
 
Figure 5.26. STEM imaging of nanofiber cross sections that generated the porosity data 
with a PtCo/C catalyst for (a) a Nafion/PAA nanofiber and (b) a Nafion binder nanofiber. 
b a 
 300 nm 
 
 300 nm 
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 The size of pores in digitized STEM fiber cross sections was estimated using 
ImageJ software. The resulting pore-size distributions are plotted in Figure 5.27(a). The 
results show that the Nafion cathode nanofibers prepared from a Nafion/PEO ink contain 
smaller pores, on average, than the Nafion/PAA cathode nanofibers. A portion of the pores 
in both fibers could be small enough for water condensation where the maximum (critical) 
pore size for water condensation was estimated from the Kelvin Equation[34], 
    (Equation 5.3) 
In Equation 5.3,  γ is the surface tension of water at 80 °C (0.0626 N/m), Vm is the partial 
molar volume of water at 80 °C (0.0185 L/mol), R is the ideal gas constant 8314.4 (L Pa 
K−1 mol−1), r is radius (m), and T is the temperature of interest in Kelvin 353 (80 °C).  A 
plot of critical pore size for water condensation vs. pressure at 80 °C, from Equation 5.3 is 
shown in Figure 5.27(b).  According to this analysis, water will condense in pores smaller 
than 1.2 nm in dimeter at 200 kPa pressure.  
 
Figure 5.27. (a) Pore size distribution for a Nafion/PAA nanofiber and a Nafion nanofiber. 
(b) The maximum pore size to condense water via capillary condensation at 80 C according 
to the Kelvin equation. 
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 As shown in Figure 5.27a, at 200 kPa absolute, ~25% of the pores within the carrier-
free Nafion nanofiber cathode and are sufficiently small to condense water whereas water 
will condense in only 5% of the pores in a Nafion/PAA cathode fiber. This analysis 
provides one possible explanation as to why nanofiber MEAs with Nafion binder 
(electrospun from Nafion/PEO inks) have high power and fast ORR kinetics at low RH; 
they simply hold water via capillary condensation at low RH.  This analysis assumes that 
the size distribution of pores in dry fibers (under vacuum) is the same as that in a hydrated 
fiber mat electrode.  This may be the case because catalyst particles in a fiber (at a very 
high concentration of 50-70 wt.%) will act as physical cross-linkers and minimize/limit 
Nafion swelling. Additionally, the Kelvin equation assumes that the surface tension of 
water is equivalent to that of bulk water which may not be the case in pores where there 
may be interactions of water with sulfonic acid sites of Nafion. For these reasons, this 
analysis is a first approximation and more experiments are necessary to further explore the 
capillary condensation effect in electrospun fibers. 
Figure 5.28a confirms this behavior; there is a significant drop in current density at 
any given voltage comparing 100 kPa to 200 kPa absolute pressure at 40% RH. This 
dramatic difference is not seen at 100% RH in Figure 5.28b where there is ample water to 
provide hydration to keep the ionomer conductive. The hypothesis is as follows: power 
density is improved at low relative humidity in Nafion nanofibers because these nanofibers 
are holding onto water better than Nafion/PAA due to capillary condensation. This 
capillary condensation depends on the pressure being elevated according to the Kelvin 
equation. At ambient pressure, the predicted pore size for capillary condensation is ~0.6 
nm; this value is smaller than the measured pore sizes in the Nafion nanofiber cross section. 
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Based on this analysis, the current generation at low RH should be significantly worse at 
ambient pressure conditions (where minimal capillary condensation can occur).  As is 
observed in Figure 5.28a, there is a larger difference between 100 kPa and 200 kPa at 40% 
RH due (presumably) to the increased condensation of water and improved Ohmic region. 
  
 
Figure 5.28 (a) Polarization data showing pressure effects at 40%RH, (b) Polarization data 
showing pressure effects at 100%RH for Nafion/PAA nanofibers and Nafion nanofibers. 
(c) Max power vs RH at ambient pressure for a PtCo/C cathode catalyst and a Nafion binder 
at both the anode and cathode for 100 kPa (ambient) pressure and 200 kPa pressure. For 
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all parts: anode/cathode catalyst loading is 0.1 mg/cm2, operating conditions are 125/500 
sccm H2/air, 80 °C.  
 
 Finally, there is a stark difference in the measured MEA HFR at 40% for 100 kPa 
and 200 kPa back pressure. At 40% RH, the Nafion MEA under ambient pressure (100 
kPa) exhibits an HFR of 161 mΩ∙cm2 whereas under 200 kPa pressure, the same MEA 
exhibits 71 mΩ∙cm2. That is to say the HFR decreases by more than half when increasing 
pressure from 100 kPa to 200 kPa at 40% RH whereas MEAs with Nafion/PAA do not 
show a change in HFR for 100 kPa and 200 kPa. This indicates that the MEA is 
significantly more hydrated at 200 kPa compared to 100 kPa. 
5.4 Conclusions 
A new electrospinning ink was used to prepare Pt/C and PtCo/C fiber electrodes where the 
spinning solution contained Nafion and polyethylene oxide as the carrier. The carrier 
polymer for these nanofiber electrode was successfully removed. This was proven using 
NMR to directly observe PEO in an electrode soak water after 1 hour at 80 °C. Slurries 
made from Nafion/PEO inks did not drastically improve power density over neat Nafion 
slurries, but there was an improvement in MEA power when PEO was removed from 
nanofibers. The resulting nanofibers exhibited a drastically different radial distribution of 
Nafion and catalyst as compared to a Nafion/PAA nanofiber with an enrichment of Nafion 
toward the outer fiber surface. There was an improvement in power density with Nafion 
binder nanofiber electrode MEAs as compared to Nafion/PAA nanofiber electrode MEAs. 
The best performing MEAs used as Nafion nanofiber electrodes obtained from a 
Nafion/PEO ink at both the anode and the cathode. Nanofiber electrodes with Nafion also 
showed lower ionomer resistance compared to Nafion/PAA nanofiber electrode MEAs. 
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The Nafion binder nanofibers electrode MEA showed faster ORR kinetics at low RH 
compared to a slurry electrode MEA due presumably to better water retention. STEM 
imaging also shows a smaller average pore size in the interior of the Nafion nanofiber 
compared to a Nafion/PAA nanofiber. The pore sizes measured in vacuum appear to be 
small enough for capillary condensation of water at elevated pressures.  
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CHAPTER 6 
6. RELATING THE STRUCTURE OF NAFION/PVDF-BASED ELECTRODE MEAS TO 
THEIR INCREASED DURABILITY 
6.1 Introduction 
Durability is an important consideration in the design of new materials and structures for 
proton exchange membrane fuel cell membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs). The 
methods of characterizing durability include electrochemical analyses[1–3], morphological 
observations[2,4,5], elemental analysis[6], and atomic structure analysis[7]. Factors that 
influence degradation include the type of catalyst used, the support material of the catalyst, 
and the ionomer/interfacial contact.[8] Durability has improved in recent years by utilizing 
a number of strategies including modifying/altering the catalyst support material[9], 
eliminating the carbon support[10], using a nanofiber cathode structure[11–13], and 
incorporating a highly hydrophobic component to the electrode binder.[14] Each of these 
strategies has improved the retention of beginning of life (BOL) power density at the end 
of life (EOL).  In previous work, Pintauro and coworkers showed that adding 
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) to a traditional slurry or nanofiber electrode drastically 
improved the durability of the electrodes during a carbon corrosion accelerated stress 
test.[14]   
 The purpose of the present investigation is to more clearly explain the improved 
durability of membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) with binders containing PVDF. 
Previous studies regarding the structure of catalyst layers after a carbon corrosion voltage 
cycling accelerated stress test (AST) have focused on catalyst coarsening/agglomeration, 
loss of hydrophobic character, generation of carbon-oxygen moieties, a decrease in 
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electrical conductivity of the catalyst support, a decrease in graphitic content, decrease in 
the size of large electrode pores, and a decrease in overall catalyst layer thickness.[15–18] 
Uchida et al. described PEMFC catalyst layers as having two distinctive pore size 
distributions – primary pores with a diameter smaller than 0.1 μm and secondary pores 
larger than 0.1 μm.[19] Pore size decrease resulting from catalyst layer collapse after a 
carbon corrosion AST refers to secondary pores. This phenomenon is addressed in the 
current study on a series of nanofiber and slurry cathode MEAs which contain either neat 
Nafion, Nafion/PAA, or Nafion/PVDF as the cathode catalyst binder.  
One method of electrode analysis is to image a cathode structure before and after the 
carbon corrosion accelerated stress test protocols as defined by the U.S. Department of 
Energy.[20] In the present study, SEM and TEM images are related to polarization data, 
electrochemically active surface area (ECSA), and mass activity to demonstrate the impact 
of PVDF on retaining the cathode structure and performance after a carbon corrosion 
voltage cycling accelerated stress test (AST).  
6.2 Experimental  
6.2.1 MEA Preparation and Degradation 
MEAs were used from the previously published study by Brodt et al.[14] All cathodes 
were prepared by Brodt using Johnson Matthey Pt-supported on HiSPEC 4000 carbon. 
Nanofiber inks contained a solids content (catalyst and binder) of 15wt.%. Slurry inks 
contained solids content of 5wt.%. The dry components of the ink for each MEA are given 
in Table 1.  For inks containing PVDF, the solvent system was either dimethylformamide 
(DMF)/acetone or DMF/tetrahydrofuran (THF)/acetone. Otherwise, the ink solvent system 
was alcohol/water. Catalyst and high-boiling solvent (either DMF or water) were combined 
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and the mixture was sonicated for 30 minutes. Then additional solvent and the polymer 
components were added and sonicated again for 1 hour. Finally, the ink was allowed to 
mix overnight using a mechanical stirrer. Inks intended for electrospinning were drawn 
into a 3 mL syringe, capped with a 22 gauge metal needle, and placed into a syringe pump 
as part of the electrospinning apparatus (described previously.[11,14,21]) The electrospinning 
conditions for inks prepared with PVDF require an environment of high relative humidity 
(50%-70% RH at ambient temperature), a needle-to-collector distance of 10 cm, a syringe 
pump flow rate of 1.0 mL/hr and a voltage bias in the range of 12–15 kV. Once electrospun, 
the free-standing nanofiber electrode material was cut into 5 cm2 pieces and hot-pressed 
onto a Nafion 211 membrane to form the final MEA for testing. The anode for all MEAs 
was an electrospun nanofiber electrode with Nafion/PAA binder with a composition of 
64/24/12 wt.% (Pt/C)/Nafion/PAA, corresponding to an ionomer to carbon ratio of 1.16. 
Cathodes with PVDF contained 70% catalyst content corresponding to an ionomer to 
carbon ratio of 0.88. The cathode and anode catalyst loading was always 0.1 mgPt/cm
2.  
Table 6.1. Membrane electrode assemblies prepared for characterization (two of each was 
prepared to analyze the beginning of life (BOL) structure and end of life (EOL) structure). 
MEA Dry Cathode Composition (weight 
%) 
Cathode 
Type Ink solvents 
1. BOL 
2. EOL 
70 catalyst / 30 PVDF nanofiber DMF/acetone 
3. BOL 
4. EOL 
70 catalyst / 10 Nafion / 20 PVDF nanofiber DMF/THF/acetone 
5. BOL 
6. EOL 
70 catalyst / 15 Nafion / 15 PVDF nanofiber DMF/THF/acetone 
7. BOL 
8. EOL 
70 catalyst / 24 Nafion / 6 PVDF nanofiber DMF/THF/acetone 
9.   BOL 
10. EOL 
64 catalyst / 24 Nafion / 12 PAA nanofiber Alcohol/water 
11. BOL 
12. EOL 
70 catalyst /15 Nafion / 15 PVDF slurry DMF/THF/acetone 
13. BOL 64 catalyst / 24 Nafion / 12 PAA slurry Alcohol/water 
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14. EOL 
15. BOL 
16. EOL 
70 catalyst / 30 Nafion slurry Alcohol/water 
 
6.2.2 Electrochemical Characterization  
After fabrication, each 5 cm² MEA was individually tested in a Scribner Associates Inc. 
850e single cell test station using a test fixture with a single serpentine flow channel. MEAs 
were conditioned at 80 °C and ambient pressure by alternating potentiostatic and 
galvanostatic holds for two minutes each at 150 mA/cm2 and 0.2 V. This was performed 
until steady state was reached (~3 hours).  The MEA is now considered to be at beginning 
of life (BOL) (i.e. after conditioning and before the AST). At this point, polarization data 
were collected at ambient pressure, 80 °C, and with fully humidified hydrogen and air 
streams with flow rates of 125 sccm and 500 sccm, respectively. Cathode mass activity 
was obtained at 150 kPaabs, 80 °C, 100 sccm H2 and O2 using a current-controlled scan 
from high to low current (1.0 A to 0.01 A at four points/decade for a total of 8 points). 
Mass activities were determined as current normalized to mass (from a loading of 0.1 
mgPt/cm
2) at 0.9 V by plotting the IR-free voltage (corrected from a separate HFR 
measurement) against hydrogen-crossover corrected current densities.[22] Electrochemical 
surface area was obtained from the area corresponding to hydrogen adsorption from a 
cyclic voltammogram, where the fuel cell was operating at 30 °C and 100% RH, with a 
nitrogen-purged cathode and a hydrogen-feed of 100 sccm at the anode.[23] 
After collecting all BOL data, MEAs underwent a carbon corrosion accelerated stress 
test (AST). As originally outlined by the fuel cell commercialization conference of Japan[24] 
and the United States Department of Energy[25], the voltage at the cathode was cycled 
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between 1.0 and 1.5 V at a scan rate of 500 mV/s with a triangular voltage wave for 1,000 
cycles. This number of cycles was chosen because it was sufficient to determine a 
difference between the types of electrodes used. The operating conditions during the AST 
were 80 °C, ambient pressure, 100% RH, and feed-gases were 125 standard cubic 
centimeters per minute (sccm) hydrogen at the anode and 250 sccm nitrogen at the cathode. 
The voltage cycling was performed by an external potentiostat (Gamry Instruments 
Reference 3000). For the duration of the AST, as the carbon supported is oxidized into 
carbon dioxide as shown in Reaction 6.1, this emitted CO2 was monitored from the cathode 
outlet using an infrared CO2 detector from CO2 Meter Inc. (Model No. CM-0152). 
C + 2H2O → CO2 +4H+ + 4e−    Reaction 6.1 
6.2.3 Electron Microscopy Characterization 
The series of membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) shown in Table 1 were 
characterized at BOL and EOL for cathode catalyst layer (CL) thinning, and changes in 
pore-size distribution. Samples were prepared for analysis by diamond-knife 
ultramicrotomy. For each sample, an approximately 100 micron cross section of MEA was 
imaged using a Hitachi S4800 scanning electron microscope (SEM) with an yttrium 
aluminum garnet (YAG) scintillator detector for backscatter electrons (BSE). Across this 
section of MEA, three 10,000 x magnification images were taken of the CL to obtain a 
representative average thickness and to measure variation in thickness along the length of 
the CL. Each of these images was analyzed for thickness using FIJI ImageJ software by 
taking 15 measurements per image for a total of 45 separate measurements to obtain a 
statistically significant CL thickness. This process was performed for both BOL and EOL 
MEAs.  
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Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) was performed using an FEI Talos 
F200X to obtain high resolution images of the cathode at BOL and EOL for porosity 
determinations. Porosity measurements are made by using FIJI ImageJ, to obtain a 
distribution of pore-size in a cathode cross section. The images were first binarized such 
that each pixel returns either a signal of black or white. In each case, white pixels 
corresponded to solid particles (either platinum, carbon, Nafion, or PVDF) and black pixels 
corresponded to void-space. The void space areas were summed up using a “classic 
watershed” algorithm which is designed to mark boundaries of regions that are segmented 
based on pixel intensity.[26] 
6.3 Results and Discussion 
6.3.1 Characterization of Catalyst Layer Thinning 
A decrease in the thickness of a cathode catalyst layer (CL) after carbon corrosion 
voltage cycling indicates several types of damage, including loss of carbon as CO2, collapse 
of pores, and platinum agglomeration.[27] These changes affect the electrochemical 
performance of the cell by reducing ECSA (increasing activation overpotential) and 
inhibiting access of oxygen to catalyst sites (increasing cathode hydrophilicity, flooding, 
and mass transport overpotential).[28] Measuring the CL thickness of each MEA in Table 
1, provides a deeper understanding of how PVDF binder affects cathode durability. Figure 
1 shows the beginning of life and end of life thicknesses of four representative MEAs. 
Figure 1 (a) and (b) show back-scatter electron (BSE) SEM cross sections of a conventional 
slurry electrode with neat Nafion which exhibits a >50% decrease in thickness which is 
consistent with previously published data.[27,29] Watanabe and coworkers noted that 
corrosion resulted in catalyst layer thickness reduction of 53% accompanied by Pt 
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detachment from the carbon black support when using a triangular voltage wave AST.[30] 
Caqué et al. showed that thinning of the cathode catalyst layer in a fuel cell MEA is 
accompanied by Pt agglomeration, reduction in electrical conductivity due to an increase 
in carbon-oxygen moieties, and membrane failure near the thinnest portions of the catalyst 
layer.[27]  
Figure 1 (c) and (d) show BSE SEMs of a slurry cathode with a binder of 1:1 
Nafion:PVDF. In these images, there is no statistically significant change in the CL 
thickness. Given that the same type of carbon was used in both slurry electrodes, the 
retention of the original catalyst layer thickness is unexpected. Figure 1 (e) and (f) show 
BSE SEMs of a nanofiber cathode MEA with no PVDF, (a standard Nafion/PAA) binder 
as described in works by Pintauro and coworkers.[11,21] This electrode also shows 
significant thinning >50%. Figure (g) and (h) show BSE SEMs of a nanofiber electrode 
with a binder of 1:1 Nafion:PVDF. As was seen in the slurry electrode of the same 
composition, there was no change in the thickness of the CL. Therefore, MEAs with 
cathode binders that contain 50% PVDF or more show essentially no thickness change 
regardless of cathode morphology (e.g. nanofiber or slurry). This coincides well with the 
enhanced power density retention and lowered CO2 emission of both nanofiber and slurry 
cathode MEAs with PVDF as shown by Brodt et al.[14] 
Upon closer inspection, the back-scatter electron SEM images (in which a brighter signal 
corresponds to denser material) show that the distribution of platinum in electrodes that 
contain Nafion/PVDF is no less uniform at EOL, as compared to BOL. This is not the case 
in the neat Nafion CL indicating Pt agglomeration previously reported by Dubau et al.[27] 
Thus, retention of electrode thickness coincides with less Pt agglomeration.  
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Figure 6.1 Representative cross-sectional back-scatter SEM images of cathode catalyst 
layers in an MEA: (a) BOL neat Nafion slurry, (b) EOL neat Nafion slurry, (c) BOL 1:1 
Nafion:PVDF slurry, (d) EOL 1:1 Nafion:PVDF slurry (e) BOL Nafion:PAA Nanofibers 
(0% PVDF) (f) EOL Nafion:PAA Nanofibers (0% PVDF) (g) BOL 1:1 Nafion:PVDF 
Nanofibers, and (h) EOL 1:1 Nafion:PVDF Nanofibers. 
  
The results of measurements made on nanofiber electrodes containing varying amounts 
of PVDF are shown in Figure 2 and are overlapped with data showing the carbon loss as 
determined from CO2 emission in the air exhaust as was measured by Brodt et al.
[14]  
 
Figure 6.2 Nanofiber electrode carbon loss and retention of cathode thickness as a 
function of PVDF content. Carbon loss data obtained from Brodt et al.[14] 
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Each cathode thickness data point in Figure 2 represents 45 distinct measurements in 
three different areal sections of the cathode CL for each MEA. These large data sets result 
in a statistically significant thickness measurement after the AST. The observed trends 
correlate well: there is a greater retention of cathode thickness when there is less carbon 
loss. This is logical, as a certain amount of the thinning that takes place is due to carbon 
oxidizing to CO2 as per Reaction 6.1. The results in Figure 2 show that there is not a direct 
quantitative correlation between CO2 generation and thinning. For example, at 50% PVDF 
content in the cathode binder, a significant amount of carbon is lost as CO2 (12 wt.%), but 
thickness does not change. Since carbon from the catalyst support is being lost, the lack of 
thinning suggests that the PVDF helps to maintain the structural integrity of the CL. This 
is not seen at lower contents of PVDF which suggests that an optimal amount of PVDF 
exists to maintain CL thickness. The uncertainty in the CL thickness at low PVDF contents 
was due to non-uniform thinning. The error bars in Figure 2 were determined by 
multiplying the standard error (standard deviation/sample size) with the z-value for 95% 
confidence followed by normalizing to the mean of the thicknesses for each cathode. The 
statistical significance of the measured CL thicknesses was evaluated using analysis of 
variance (ANOVA). In this evaluation, the variance of the total measurements was 
compared to the variance within each MEA CL dataset and to the variance between each 
MEA CL dataset (p < 0.01). 
While there is qualitative consistency between the CO2 generation and catalyst layer 
thinning observations, fuel cell power loss is greater in painted slurry electrodes relative to 
nanofiber electrodes of the same Nafion/PVDF composition at both BOL and EOL.[14] 
Other groups such as Castanheira et al.  have been able to mitigate the effects of catalyst 
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layer thinning through the use of completely graphitic carbon supports[31] or by completely 
eliminating the carbon support as is the case with the 3M’s nanostructured thin film (NSTF) 
electrodes.[32] Castanheira et al. also observed that the use of a completely graphitic carbon 
support reduces the degree of agglomeration of the Pt nanocrystals in comparison to a high 
surface area carbon black support which contains fewer graphitic domains. While 
graphitized carbon supports retain a greater degree of total electrode surface area after 
aging, they often have lower ECSA due to hydrophobic surfaces that result in non-optimal 
Pt distribution.[33] This is in contrast to using a Nafion/PVDF binder with a nanofiber 
electrode morphology which does not reduce the electrochemically active surface area at 
BOL as was shown by Brodt et al.[14] Depending on the PVDF content, nanofiber electrodes 
with this binder lose 20-35% of initial ECSA after a carbon corrosion AST which is a 
similar loss in ECSA to fully graphitic carbon support and much lower than a traditional 
high surface area carbon support which can lose up to 80% of its original ECSA.[31]   
6.3.2 Porosity Collapse 
Porosity measurements from STEM images indicate that there is a much higher retention 
of porosity in both slurry and nanofiber cathodes containing PVDF after an AST as 
compared to those with a neat Nafion binder. Figure 3 shows the BOL and EOL STEM 
images of a Neat Nafion slurry cathode, a 1/1 Nafion/PVDF slurry cathode and a nanofiber 
cathode with 1/1 Nafion/PVDF binder. Next to each set of images is a histogram which 
details the pore area calculated from each image. The mean pore areas for the neat Nafion 
slurry cathode at BOL and EOL are 1180 nm² and 85 nm² respectively. The mean pore 
areas for the 1/1 Nafion/PVDF slurry electrode are 835 nm² and 779 nm² at BOL and EOL.  
The mean pore areas for the 1/1 Nafion/PVDF nanofiber electrode are 950 nm² and 1025 
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nm² at BOL and EOL. Additionally, the average pore size is larger for the nanofiber 
electrode compared to the slurry electrode of the same composition which explains the 
differences in performance seen at EOL between these two electrodes – larger pores (i.e. 
secondary pores as described by Uchida et al.)[30] act as channels that allow for oxygen 
access and better water removal. Retention of CL porosity, or in this case an increase in 
CL porosity, is associated with improved MEA mass transport properties.[34],[33]  
The slight increase in porosity observed for the nanofiber electrode is consistent with 
the observations of carbon loss and thickness retention. This is also consistent with the 
observed polarization data at EOL shown in Figure 6.4. This polarization data clearly 
shows that the neat Nafion slurry cathode MEA exhibits a sharper decline in current density 
at low voltages (below 0.35 V) whereas no such decline is observed in the nanofiber 
electrode MEA with PVDF. This indicates a difference in EOL mass transport properties 
and suggests that the neat Nafion slurry cathode MEA has a flooding issue whereas the 
Nafion/PVDF nanofiber cathode does not. 
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a. Neat Nafion Slurry 
  
b. 1/1 Nafion/PVDF Slurry 
  
c. 1/1 Nafion/PVDF Nanofibers 
  
Figure 6.3. STEM imaging analysis of pore area distribution for the BOL and EOL (1000 
carbon corrosion voltage cycles) accompanied by a BOL/EOL histogram of pore area 
distribution for (a) neat Nafion slurry electrode, (b) 1/1 Nafion/PVDF slurry electrode and 
(c) 1/1 Nafion/PVDF nanofiber electrode.  
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Figure 6.4. Polarization data for neat Nafion electrode, 1/1 Nafion/PVDF slurry 
electrode, and 1/1 Nafion/PVDF nanofiber electrode MEAs at BOL and EOL where EOL 
is 1000 carbon corrosion voltage cycles from 1.0 V – 1.5 V at 500 mV/s in a triangular 
wave. All MEAs have a loading of 0.1 mg/cm2 Pt at the anode and cathode, a Nafion 211 
membrane, and a Sigracet 29BC gas diffusion layer. The operating conditions are 80 C, 
ambient pressure, and 125/500 sccm H2/air feed gas flow rates.  
 
 
6.4 Conclusions 
The addition of PVDF to the binder of either a conventional slurry cathode or a nanofiber 
cathode MEA improves durability after a carbon corrosion voltage cycling accelerated 
stress test. After 1000 voltage cycles, MEAs with nanofiber cathodes containing PVDF 
retain more of their original thickness and a higher degree of their original porosity, as 
compared to a slurry cathode of the same composition or a slurry cathode containing neat 
Nafion. Regardless of morphology, for a cathode with a binder of 1:1 Nafion:PVDF, there 
is essentially no decrease in cathode thickness after the carbon corrosion AST. Thickness 
correlates well with the loss of carbon after the carbon corrosion AST for both a slurry and 
a nanofiber electrode with PVDF. The loss of ECSA, mass activity, and power at EOL for 
the slurry cathode containing PVDF relative to a nanofiber cathode with the same binder 
is explained by the loss in porosity of both cathodes. In summation, the presence of PVDF 
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in a nanofiber aids in the retention of carbon and provides structural support to retain 
cathode thickness and prevent collapse of porosity which help to retain ECSA after carbon 
corrosion. 
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CHAPTER 7 
7. SULFONATED SILICA NETWORK AS A HIGH IEC-BINDER  
7.1 Introduction 
H2/air fuel cell electrodes typically contain an ionically conductive binder to maintain 
low ionic resistance for the transport of protons to/from the catalyst sites at the anode and 
cathode.[1] This is generally accomplished by utilizing a polymeric ionomer such as a 
perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA).[2,3] The ionic conductivity of PFSA polymers are highly 
dependent on the relative humidity and range from 0.01 S/cm to greater than 0.1 S/cm.[4] 
While the PFSA ionomers are widely used in fuel cells due to the superacidity of their side-
chains, these polymers can face several issues including degradation[5], poor retention of 
conductivity at low RH and high temperature[6], excessive in-plane swelling leading to 
mechanical failure during the operation of a fuel cell,[7] and the synthesis of PFSAs is 
damaging to the environment. In addition to their manufacturing process being 
environmentally harmful, the degradation products of PFSAs may also be dangerous to 
both humans and the environment. For these reasons, alternatives to PFSAs are being 
examined. The most mature technology competing with PFSA polymers include sulfonated 
hydrocarbon polymers. The proton conductivity of a sulfonated hydrocarbon polymer such 
as poly(4-phenoxybenzoyl1,4-phenylene) or Sulfonated poly(etheretherketone) range from 
10-6 at low relative humidity to 10-2 S/cm at high relative humidity, making these types of 
polymers generally less conductive than PFSAs at all humidities. In addition to this, 
hydrocarbon-based proton exchange polymers may be very brittle in the anhydrous state 
which can intermittently occur in a fuel cell operation, and the chemical durability is 
suspect. A more recent advancement as an alternative to PFSA is to utilize a sulfonated 
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silicate precursor to generate a hybrid organic/inorganic ionically conductive network 
through the use of a sol-gel reaction.[8,9] The conductivity measured by Maneeratana et al. 
was 101 mS/cm at 120  °C and 80% RH which is comparable to Nafion under the same 
conditions.    
 While there have been several papers published about the use of sulfonated silica 
in a membrane[8–10], there is also one reference of the use of sulfonated silica in a fuel cell 
electrode.[11] These authors utilized a similar scheme to membrane fabrication and 
incorporated TEOS and a sulfonated precursor in an electrode ink. The sulfonated 
precursor used in this study was 3-(trihydroxysilyl)-1-propanesulfonic acid (TPS). This 
organosilane sulfonated precursor was hygroscopic and did not contain a phenyl group 
which helped to promote hydration of the catalyst layer. The electrochemical analysis of 
this electrode in an MEA was only provided in H2/O2 at 80 °C, 170 kPa absolute between 
20% RH and 100% RH, with a Nafion 212 membrane and a cathode loading of 0.34 
mgPt/cm
2. At these conditions, the maximum power densities reported were ~300 mW/cm2. 
The durability of the slurry-based sulfonated silica electrode binder was not provided. 
 In this chapter, the preparation of nanofiber fuel cell cathodes with a sol-gel 
reaction taking place during the electrospinning process is described. The fuel cell 
electrodes contained a hybrid organic-inorganic sulfonated silicate network. In the present 
study, the sol-gel reaction occurred in polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) nanofibers to 
provide mechanical and chemical stability to the electrode mat.  
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7.2 Experimental 
Nanofiber cathodes were prepared with Pt/C catalyst and a polyvinylidene fluoride binder 
(PVDF), with/without a highly conductive sulfonated silica inorganic network created 
from tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) and (4-chlorosulfonylphenyl)ethyltrichlorosilane 
(CSPTC). The total inorganic content (sulfonated silica network resulting from the sol-gel 
reaction of TEOS and CSPTC) was held constant at 23 wt.%. The TEOS/CSPTC mass 
ratio was either 1/1 or 1/2, giving a theoretical electrode ion exchange capacity (IEC) of 
0.75 mmol/g or 0.97 mmol/g. In an electrode that contains 23 wt.% Nafion, the effective 
IEC is (23% ∙ 0.909 mmol/g) = IEC of 0.21 mmol/g. These IEC values are smaller than the 
pure ionomer IEC because they are based on the total electrode weight, including the mass 
of the catalyst and PVDF. (E.g. neat Nafion has an IEC of 0.909 mmol/g, and a 1/2 
TEOS/CSPTC network has an IEC of 4.2 mmol/g). 
 Two primary types of nanofiber cathode inks were prepared and are distinguished 
by their components: (1) (Pt/C)/PVDF and (2) (Pt/C)/PVDF/(CSPTC/TEOS). All inks 
contained the same type of catalyst, Johnson Matthey HiSPEC 40% Pt/C. Each ink was 
prepared by dispersing the carbon supported catalyst in dimethyl formamide (DMF) 
followed by mechanical mixing with a magnetic stir bar and sonication. All sonication 
steps lasted 30 minutes in an ice bath using a Fisher Scientific FS20D sonication bath. A 
stock solution of 10% PVDF (1:1 wt. ratio DMF:acetone) was added and mechanically 
mixed overnight. For type 2 inks, TEOS and CSPTC were added after the catalyst and 
PVDF ink components were mechanically mixed overnight. Once the TEOS and CSPTC 
were added, the dispersion was magnetically stirred at 70 °C for 1 hour, and then directly 
electrospun. One drop of H2SO4 was added to ensure that the ink was acidic to create the 
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desired network. The hydrolysis reaction begins as soon as the TEOS and CSPTC are added 
to the ink, during the 70 °C stirring, and during the electrospinning process. Anodes for 
this study were all 65/23/12 – (Pt/C)/Nafion/PAA nanofibers prepared as previously 
discussed in this dissertation in Chapters 4, and 5.   
 For electrospinning sol-gel fibers, electrode inks were drawn into a 3 mL syringe 
with a 22 gauge metal needle tip. The electrospinning conditions for the electrode inks are 
provided in Table 7.1. 
 
Table 7.1 Electrospinning conditions for two types of electrode materials. 
 
Electrode Type 1 Electrode Type 2 
Solution Components (Pt/C)/PVDF  (Pt/C)/PVDF/(CSPTC/TEOS)  
Electrode Composition  65/35 65/12/23 
Voltage (kV) 12 10 
Ink flow rate (mL/h) 1 0.75 
Spinneret to collector 
distance (cm) 
8 10 
Relative Humidity (%) 75% 70% 
 
 Nanofiber mats were imaged using electron probe microscopy, which was carried 
out at Vanderbilt Institute of Nanoscale Science and Engineering using a Zeiss Merlin 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) with a 10 kV accelerating voltage. Samples were gold 
sputter coated to increase their conductivity and inhibit unwanted image artifacts. 
 Membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) were prepared from the materials 
electrospun using conditions in Table 7.1. Mats were cut into 5 cm2 squares and hot pressed 
with a Nafion 211 membrane at 140 °C and 4 MPa, for 5 minutes. MEAs were used with 
Sigracet 29BC gas diffusion layers (GDLs). The final MEAs were tested in a Scribner 850e 
fuel cell test station where. 
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 After collecting BOL polarization data, MEAs underwent a carbon corrosion 
accelerated stress test (AST). As outlined by the United States Department of Energy, the 
voltage at the cathode was cycled between 1.0 and 1.5 V at a scan rate of 500 mV/s with a 
triangular wave for 1000 cycles. The operating conditions during the AST were 80 °C, 
ambient pressure, 100% RH and H2/N2 gas flow rates of 125/500 sccm. The voltage cycling 
was performed using a potentiostat (Gamry Instruments Reference 3000).  
7.3 Results and Discussion 
7.3.1 Ion Exchange Capacity of the Sulfonated Silica Network/Sulfonated Precursor 
 The structure of the starting compounds used to prepare the sulfonated silicate 
network are shown in Figure 7.1. The sulfonated silicate network that forms from these 
compounds is 3-dimensional; the chlorine groups leave the CSPTC and the ethyl groups 
leave the TEOS. Then the silicon atom in the CSPTC then bonds to an oxygen in the TEOS, 
or TEOS precursors can bond to each other. This propagates until the network is formed. 
The exact structure of the network is not easily depicted. 
 
Figure 7.1 Structure of [2-(4-Chlorosulfonylphenyl)ethyl]trichlorosilane (CSPTC) and 
tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS).  
 
 To calculate a theoretical ion exchange capacity (IEC) of the inorganic binder of 
the electrode, the moles of the sulfonic acid sites and the mass of the total inorganic 
network were determined using Equations 7.1 and 7.2. IEC values from these equations 
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are upper bounds assuming the sol-gel reactions (hydrolysis and condensation) proceed to 
completion.  
Hybrid Network Mass = (𝑚𝑇𝐸𝑂𝑆 ∙ (
𝑚𝑇𝐸𝑂𝑆,𝐴𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑠
𝑀𝑇𝐸𝑂𝑆,𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑠
) + 𝑚𝐶𝑆𝑃𝑇𝐶 ∙ (
𝑚𝐶𝑆𝑃𝑇𝐶,𝐴𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑠
𝑀𝐶𝑆𝑃𝑇𝐶,𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑠
))   (7.1) 
 
Where “m” is the mass of either TEOS or CSPTC (grams), and “M” is the molecular weight 
of the component either before or after hydrolysis (grams/mole). This results in the total 
mass of the sulfonated silicate network. To determine the IEC of the network, Equation 2 
is used. 
IEC = 
𝑚𝐶𝑆𝑃𝑇𝐶
𝑀𝐶𝑆𝑃𝑇𝐶,𝐴𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑠
(𝐻𝑦𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑 𝑁𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠)
    (7.2) 
 The ion exchange capacity is equal to the moles of sulfonic acid groups per mass 
of total inorganic network; this value is dependent on the CSPTC content relative to that 
of TEOS after the sol-gel reaction has taken place. As the mass ratio of initially added 
CSPTC relative to TEOS increases, both the sulfonic acid sites and the total mass of the 
inorganic network after the hydrolysis and condensation reactions increase. For this reason, 
the IEC does not increase linearly with the amount of CSPTC added.   
7.3.2 Physical Characterization of Electrospun PVDF Fibers with Sol-Gel 
Sulfonated Silica 
 Top-down SEM images of the electrospun nanofibers composed of Pt/C, PVDF, 
and sulfonated silica network are shown in Figure 7.2a (1/1 TEOS/CSPTC) and 7.2b (1/2 
TEOS/CSPTC). The fiber structure was not significantly different between the two ratios. 
In both cases, the total sulfonated silica network content was held constant at 23%.  
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Figure 7.2. Scanning Electron Micrographs of Pt/C, PVDF nanofibers with (a) 1/1 
TEOS/CSPTC and (b) 1/2 TEOS/CSPTC. 
  
7.3.3 Electrochemical Analysis  
 Polarization data were collected for three MEAs: a baseline (Pt/C)/PVDF nanofiber 
cathode MEA, and two MEAs containing Pt/C, PVDF, and a hybrid organic/inorganic 
sulfonated silica network, where the sulfonated silica network had either a 1/1 or a 1/2 
TEOS/CSPTC ratio. The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 7.3 and in Table 
7.2 Fuel cell polarization data were collected at either 100% RH or 40% RH for the H2 and 
air feed gasses, where the cell temperature was 80 °C, the back pressure was 200 kPa, and 
the gas flow rates were 125/500 sccm H2/air. 
 20 µm 
 
 20 µm 
 
    
a b 
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Figure 7.3. (a) Polarization data for 1/1 TEOS/CSPTC ratio nanofiber electrode MEAs 
using Pt/C and PVDF as well as a neat PVDF baseline and (b) 1/2 TEOS/CSPTC ratio 
nanofiber electrode MEAs using Pt/C and PVDF as well as a neat PVDF baseline. (c) 
Maximum power density for each MEA from 40% to 100% relative humidity. Operating 
conditions were: 200 kPa absolute, 80 °C, 125/500 sccm H2/air. All MEAs had a 
cathode/anode catalyst loading of 0.1 mg/cm2, a Nafion 211 membrane, and Sigracet 29BC 
gas diffusion layers. 
 
 The polarization data from the neat PVDF nanofiber cathode MEA is in good 
agreement with previously published neat PVDF nanofiber data from Brodt et al.[12]  Power 
is low at 100% RH and 40% RH with a neat PVDF binder due to lack of proton 
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conductivity. The sol-gel nanofiber cathode MEA produced significantly more power 
compared to the neat PVDF electrode MEA. At full humidification, the MEA with the 
higher CSPTC content (1/2 TEOS/CSPTC) produced 27% more power as compared to the 
1/1 TEOS/CSPTC ratio. However, at 40% RH, the MEA containing 1/1 TEOS/CSPTC 
produced 39% higher maximum power.  
 
Table 7.2 IEC, and power density at for Nanofiber electrodes at 0.1 mg/cm2, using a Nafion 
211 membrane, with 29 BC GDLs. Operating conditions for power densities: 80 °C, 
125/500 sccm, 200 kPa.  
 
Calculated IEC of 
electrode (mmol/g) 
100% RH Power at 
Max (mW/cm²) 
40% RH Power at 
Max (mW/cm²) 
Neat PVDF 0.00 291 151 
1/1 TEOS/CSPTC 0.75 415 420 
1/2 TEOS/CSPTC 0.97 530 300 
 
 A related observation was made by Dos Santos et al.[13] Above a certain percentage 
of total inorganic content in a sol-gel membrane, the measured IEC decreased and swelling 
increased. Their results suggest that above a certain inorganic content and with a 
sufficiently high CSPTC content, there may be some loss of material due to precipitation 
of sol-gel silica particles and/or particle leaching.  
 Given that the electrodes in this dissertation utilized a 23% total inorganic network 
content, a similar phenomenon to that overserved by Dos Santos et al. may be occurring. 
Too much sulfonated silica may cause precipitation of individual particles which could 
leach over time, causing the conductivity to decrease and power to drop. 
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7.3.4 Electrode Polarization after a Carbon Corrosion Accelerated Stress Test 
 MEAs made with nanofiber cathodes using neat PVDF, and PVDF/sulfonated silica 
networks underwent the DOE carbon corrosion AST for 1000 cycles to compare BOL and 
EOL power density. Polarization data at beginning of life (BOL) and end of life (EOL) are 
plotted in Figure 7.4. and summarized in Table 7.3. The results of the neat PVDF nanofiber 
electrodes are consistent with that published by Brodt et al.[12] in that the power at EOL is 
slightly higher than the power at BOL. The EOL power density of the nanofibers with the 
sulfonated silica network is strongly dependent on the relative amount of CSPTC to TEOS. 
The nanofiber electrode MEA with 1/1 TEOS/CSPTC lost only 12% of its max power at 
100% RH and lost only 5% of its max power at 40% RH (suggesting that the electrode had 
become more hydrophilic after the carbon corrosion AST in a similar fashion to what was 
previously reported by Brodt et al.)[12] However, the MEA with the higher CSPTC content 
lost much more power (44% loss at 100% RH and 58% loss at 40%RH).  
 
Figure 7.4. Polarization data at BOL and after 1,000 voltage cycles (EOL) from 1.0 V to 
1.5V vs SHE following the DOE protocol for nanofiber electrodes with neat PVDF and (a) 
PVDF/(1/1 TEOS/CSPTC) and (b) PVDF/(1/2 TEOS/CSPTC). Operating conditions: 80 
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°C, 200 kPa, 125/500 sccm H2/air. Anode/cathode loadings: 0.1 mgPt/cm2, Nafion 211, and 
Sigracet 29BC GDLs. 
 
 The lower EOL power density of the electrode containing a higher amount of 
CSPTC could be a result of it being more hydrophilic (as Brodt et al. observed[12], the more 
hydrophilic electrodes had lower EOL power density relative to BOL).  
 
Table 7.3. Power density at BOL and after 1,000 carbon corrosion cycles (1.0 V – 1.5 V) 
where the AST was performed at 100% RH. 
 1/1 TEOS/CSPTC 1/2 TEOS/CSPTC Neat PVDF 
 100% RH 40% RH 100% RH 40% RH 100% RH 40% RH 
BOL Max 
(mW/cm2) 
415 420 530 300 291 151 
EOL Max 
(mW/cm2) 
365 397 295 127 310 132 
EOL/BOL 88% 95% 56% 42% 107% 87% 
 
7.4 Conclusion 
 A hybrid organic/inorganic network of sulfonated silica was created in nanofiber 
electrodes containing Pt/C and polyvinylidene fluoride. This was accomplished through 
the use of a sol-gel reaction before, during, and after particle/polymer electrospinning. The 
resulting nanofiber electrode mat had a high theoretical ion-exchange capacity without the 
use of a PFSA or a hydrocarbon ionomer. H2/air fuel cell MEAs with such cathodes 
produced higher power at low RH as compared to a baseline nanofiber cathode MEA with 
neat PVDF as the binder. The power density at low RH was also higher than that obtained 
from previously published spray electrodes containing a sulfonated silica network.[14] 
Increasing the amount of sulfonated silica precursor (CSPTC) relative to unsulfonated 
silica precursor (TEOS) significantly decreased the power density at low relative humidity 
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and decreased the EOL power density after 1000 carbon corrosion voltage cycles. The total 
content of inorganic silica network was held constant at 23 wt.% in this study; previously 
presented results suggest that when the inorganic network content is greater than 15 wt.% 
there is a decrease in measured IEC and increase in swelling due to leaching of highly 
charged silica particles and/or incomplete sol-gel reaction. This may be the case in the 
electrodes and more work should be done using a total sulfonated silica network content of 
15 wt.% or less. More work can be also done to increase the power density at low RH by 
examining different ratios of sulfonated silica and TEOS. Additionally, precursors should 
be examined that do not contain a phenyl group (such as 3-(trihydroxysilyl)-1-
propanesulfonic acid), since aromatic (hydrocarbon) sulfonates are prone to chemical 
degradation during fuel cell operation. 
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CHAPTER 8 
8. SUMMARY 
1. Nafion/PVDF was used as a binder for electrospun nanofiber cathodes containing 
PGM-free catalysts provided by Pajarito Powder LLC for proton exchange 
membrane fuel cells (PEMFC). Ink composition and preparation techniques were 
identified to successfully prepare membrane-electrode-assemblies (MEAs) that 
contained  either: 
a. Neat Nafion sprayed cathodes with 70% catalyst and 30% binder at 3.0 
mg/cm2 loading with a Nafion 211 membrane and a Pt/C anode at 0.1 
mgPt/cm
2. 
b. 1/1 – Nafion/PVDF sprayed cathodes with 70% catalyst and 30% binder 
(15% PVDF and 15% Nafion) at 3.0 mg/cm2 loading with a Nafion 211 
membrane and a Pt/C anode at 0.1 mgPt/cm
2. 
c. 1/1 – Nafion/PVDF electrospun nanofiber cathodes with 70% catalyst and 
30% binder (15% PVDF and 15% Nafion) at 3.0 mg/cm2 loading with a 
Nafion 211 membrane and a Pt/C anode at 0.1 mgPt/cm
2. 
d. 1/2 – Nafion/PVDF electrospun nanofiber cathodes with 70% catalyst and 
30% binder (20% PVDF and 10% Nafion) at 3.0 mg/cm2 loading with a 
Nafion 211 membrane and a Pt/C anode at 0.1 mgPt/cm
2. 
2. Each PGM-free cathode MEA was tested at BOL with no break-in procedure for 
initial performance evaluation and was subjected to a 300 hour voltage hold at 0.5 
V. The current output over time was monitored. The current was measured across 
the entire timespan at a rate of 1 point every 10 minutes. The resulting Neat Nafion 
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curve agreed well with the literature while the MEAs containing PVDF resulted in 
a completely different trend – an increase in power density with respect to time. 
The nanofiber MEAs remained stable over the course of 300 hours while the slurry 
with PVDF lost 10% of its peak power which occurred around 100 hours.   
3. PGM-free MEAs were subjected to a carbon corrosion voltage cycling accelerated 
stress test which ran under H2/N2 feed gases and operated from 1.0 V – 1.5 V. 
Traditional PGM-free catalysts lose ~90% of their initial power after only several 
carbon corrosion voltage cycles due to their high carbon content. This was observed 
for the Neat Nafion slurry cathode with PGM-free catalyst, whereas MEAs that 
contained PVDF in the cathode compartment were seen to withstand up to 500 
carbon corrosion voltage cycles. Nanofiber electrodes that contained PVDF 
actually increased in power after 50 and 150 cycles. For example, the 1/1 
Nafion/PVDF nanofiber electrode MEA increased from 150 mW/cm2 max power 
to 180 mW/cm2 max power.  
4. Platinum-based inks for H2/air PEM fuel cells were prepared in two ways – (1) 
catalyst was sonicated in the presence of water and alcohol and (2) catalyst was 
sonicated in the presence of water only. These two methods of ink preparation 
resulted in significantly different structures. Sonicating first with water and alcohol 
in the presence of catalyst and then electrospinning the resultant ink yielded fibers 
that melted upon hot pressing. Fibers that were electrospun from an ink that was 
sonicated in water only first did not lose their structure after hot pressing. 
5. PtCo/C and PtNi/C from TKK were used as cathode catalysts in fuel cell MEAs. 
Electrodes were either painted at Vanderbilt University, sprayed at Nissan 
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Technical Center of North America (NTCNA) or electrospun into nanofibers with 
Nafion/PAA as the binder. The catalyst/binder ratio ranged from 55% to 65% wt.%. 
Electrochemical data was collected at both Vanderbilt and NTCNA including 
polarization data, electrochemically active surface area, and mass activity. Rated 
power data at elevated temperature was also obtained. These results were also 
supplemented with verification from Los Alamos National Lab (LANL) by sending 
nanofiber electrode MEAs to their facility to test.  
6. NTCNA performed limiting current analyses to determine gas transport resistance 
(GTR). This analysis used 5 different oxygen concentrations in an O2/N2 feed at 4 
different total pressures to determine the pressure dependent and pressure 
independent contributions of the gas transport resistance and to decouple the 
catalyst layer GTR from the diffusion media and the flow channels. Nanofiber 
electrodes were shown to have lower GTR at BOL as well as a smaller increase in 
GTR at EOL compared to a baseline slurry electrode MEA. 
7. Scanning electron microscopy and scanning transmission electron microscopy was 
performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to determine electrode 
microstructure and intra-fiber properties. The analyses included looking at porosity 
from microtomed nanofiber cross sections, taking a tilt-series sequence of images 
to form a 3D reconstruction, using energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy to analyze 
the distribution of ionomer and catalyst, and looking at low-magnification images 
of both MEA cross sections and planar views of the electrode to determine the 
structure and quality of the nanofibers used in fuel cell experiments.  
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8. Two types of accelerated stress tests (ASTs) were performed on Nafion/PAA-based 
nanofiber electrodes. The first accelerated stress test was a carbon corrosion AST 
which is defined by the United States Department of Energy as a voltage cycling 
protocol from 1.0 V – 1.5 V for up to 5,000 cycles. The second type of accelerated 
stress test was designed to simulate acceleration and deceleration in an automotive 
setting and is a metal dissolution stress test in which the voltage is cycled from 0.6 
V to 0.95 V for up to 30,000 cycles. At Vanderbilt, these experiments were run at 
both 100%RH and 80% RH.  
9. An electrospinning ink containing catalyst powder, Nafion in the sodium form, and 
polyethylene oxide was used to create an electrospun nanofiber electrode with a 
removable carrier. Unsuccessful attempts were made to electrospin the in using 
proton-form Nafion as well. Eventually, the electrospinning conditions of 20 cm, 
20%RH, and around 8 kV was determined after much experimentation. The 
resultant nanofiber mat was hot pressed to a membrane and soaked in acid and 
water to remove the carrier. The fibers retained their structure and the performance 
in the fuel cell was improved relative to a nanofiber that still retained its carrier 
(e.g. PAA) 
10. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments were performed to determine the 
quantitative amount of PEO that was being leeched from the electrode structure 
during the 1 hour soak. NMR was performed after soaking an electrode for 1 hour 
and again after a second hour. The first soak water showed that 97% of the PEO is 
removed while the second soak showed that there was only a trace amount of PEO 
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that remained in the electrode material after the first hour. These two experiments 
combined to confirm that the PEO is being removed.  
11. The Nafion/PEO electrodes were tested at both high and low RH and it was 
determined that the performance was essentially constant from 100% RH to 40% 
RH. These results were verified at both Nisan Technical Center of North America 
and at Los Alamos National Laboratory.  
12. STEM imaging was performed on the Nafion/PEO electrodes and revealed that the 
Nafion in the fibers was drawn toward the edge of the fiber diameter, leaving an 
I/C in the core of the fiber around 0.4 and an I/C at the edge of the fiber closer to 2. 
This structure is not fully understood and more work needs to be done to understand 
how it is affecting the performance of the fibers. STEM analysis also showed that 
the average pore size of the Nafion/PEO nanofiber cross section was smaller 
compared to the pore size in the Nafion/PAA nanofiber. This lead to the hypothesis 
that water may be condensing in the small pores of the fibers. This was tested by 
changing the pressure at low RH to see if performance increases more with 
pressure. 
13. Oxygen reduction kinetics were tested for Nafion/PEO nanofibers vs RH compared 
to a slurry baseline. These experiments involved running H2/O2 feed gases, 
correcting the current due to hydrogen crossover, and correcting the voltage based 
on the ohmic voltage losses associated with the HFR. These results showed that the 
Tafel slopes of the nanofiber electrodes were shallower than the slurry at low RH.  
14. A structural study on Pt/C, Nafion, and PVDF based electrodes was performed by 
analyzing MEA cross sections at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. These analyses 
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included cathode thickness measurements and STEM porosity measurements both 
at BOL and after 1000 carbon corrosion voltage cycles. The analyses showed that 
the greater the PVDF content, the less the cathode layer thinned and that above 50% 
PVDF, there was essentially no cathode thinning. Additionally, there was very little 
decrease in the porosity of the nanofiber electrode with PVDF compared to a neat 
Nafion slurry that also underwent the carbon corrosion AST.  
15. Using a sol-gel reaction during the electrospinning process, a hybrid 
organic/inorganic sulfonated silicate network was generated within the electrode 
structure. This structure showed an improvement at low RH compared to a neat 
Nafion slurry electrode. Experiments were performed at varying concentrations of 
the sulfonated silica component (CSPTC) vs. the un-sulfonated component (TEOS) 
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CHAPTER 9 
9. CONCLUSIONS 
1. The use of electrospinning and polyvinylidene fluoride as a binder for a PGM-free 
catalyst system significantly improves the power generation of the MEA after a 300 
hour hold at 0.5 V vs SHE. After this voltage hold, the current generation of a 
nanofiber MEA with a 1/1 Nafion/PVDF binder was stable and was more than 60% 
higher compared to a neat Nafion slurry baseline. In addition, the Nafion/PVDF 
nanofiber electrode was able to maintain significant power output after 500 carbon 
corrosion voltage cycles while the neat Nafion slurry diminished by nearly 90%. 
The use of PVDF in a slurry decreased the BOL power density compared to a neat 
Nafion slurry, but did improve the EOL/BOL power density.  
2. Platinum alloys can be electrospun into a nanofiber cathode mat. The benefit of the 
nanofiber structure is most evident at EOL. The ways that the nanofiber 
morphology improve the power density of an MEA were determined to be by (1) 
lowering the gas transport resistance (2) decreasing the ionomer resistance in the 
catalyst layer (3) increasing surface area by introducing significant void-space 
within the fiber structure (30% surface area comes from internal porosity 
determined by STEM) and (4) by improving resistance to metal dissolution 
(evidence from both polarization data and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 
elemental analysis of cobalt retention in PtCo nanoparticles).  
3. The use of polyethylene oxide (PEO) as a removable carrier polymer for nanofiber 
electrodes is possible. This is accomplished by protecting the PEO from the 
superacidity of the ionomer in the ink by performing a Na+ ion-exchange with the 
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ionomer in the ink. The carrier was proved to be removed through the use of 
repeated NMR experiments that show 97% of the PEO is removed in an hour soak 
at 80 °C. The result of this carrier removal in an MEA that generates significantly 
more power compared to both a slurry and a nanofiber that retains its carrier 
polymer. This high power is seen at both full humidification as well as at low 
relative humidities. The power output is essentially constant, the high frequency 
resistance determined by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy does not 
significantly increase with decreasing RH, and the oxygen reduction kinetics do not 
decrease as much as predicted with decreasing RH. All of these results suggest that 
the MEA is holding onto water at elevated back pressure. To study this possibility, 
STEM cross sectional analysis was performed on the Nafion/PEO nanofiber 
electrode. The results show that the pore size is significantly smaller than the 
Nafion/PAA nanofibers and may be sufficient to condense water via capillary 
condensation. The pore sizes measured were compared to predicted pore sizes to 
condense water according to the Kelvin Equation and were found to have 25% of 
the pores that were sufficiently small to condense water. This effect is further 
illustrated by observing a more drastic decrease in power at low RH and ambient 
pressure compared to 200 kPa absolute whereas there is a more mild decrease in 
power at full humidification.  
4. The Nafion/PVDF system in a Pt-based electrode was shown to improve EOL 
power density by decreasing the amount that the catalyst layer thinned as well as 
decreased the amount of porosity that was lost after carbon corrosion. The evidence 
suggests that the PVDF is acting as a scaffolding material to prevent the collapse 
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of the catalyst layer as the carbon support is corroded and leaves as CO2. The 
measured increase in pore size at EOL is consistent with the loss of material since 
there is no catalyst layer thinning and CO2 is measured to leave during the corrosion 
AST.  
5. The use of a sol-gel sulfonated silicate network in a nanofiber electrode produced 
higher power at low RH compared to a nanofiber electrode MEA with neat PVDF 
as the binder. This is the first electrode to be made in this way. Increasing the of 
sulfonated silica precursor, 4-chlorosulfonylphenyl)ethyltrichlorosilane (CSPTC) 
to unsulfonated silica precursor, tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) significantly 
decreased the power density observed at low relative humidity and decreased the 
EOL power density after 1000 carbon corrosion voltage cycles. 
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CHAPTER 10 
10. FUTURE WORK 
1. Only two different Nafion/PVDF ratios were prepared for nanofibers containing 
PGM-free catalysts. More work should be done to determine the optimal ratio of 
Nafion and PVDF for this system. Different ratios of Nafion and PVDF should be 
used to determine what the optimal ratio is.  
2. Only one MEA was made using Nafion/PEO as a binder for PGM-free catalysts. 
More MEAs should be tested with this binder to determine its effectiveness in 
producing higher power with Pt-free systems. 
3. Nafion/PEO nanofiber electrodes (anode and cathode) are still poorly understood. 
There are many experiments that must be done to answer important questions 
regarding why these nanofibers have increased performance at both high and low 
relative humidity. For example: 
a. A more careful quantification of PEO removal should be performed to 
determine the exact percentage of PEO that is removed in a water soak with 
varying time.  
b.  Polarization loss analyses should be performed to de-couple the effects of 
the anode and cathode. 
c. More work needs to be done to understand the effect of the core/shell 
structure of fiber cathodes with Nafion/PEO binder, including modeling of 
the interactions of water in pores, the protons conducted through that water 
and how the distance of the ionomer to the catalyst sites affects ion 
transport. 
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d. Work should be done to understand how/why residual PAA increases 
flooding in a PtCo/C cathode, reduce proton conductivity of Nafion, and 
how it affects ORR kinetics. (The power density is observed to decrease 
from 80% RH to 100% RH). 
e. Future work should also include examining homogeneous solution cast 
films and fiber mats of Nafion/PAA and Nafion/PEO mixtures: specifically, 
how these compare in terms of sorption, conductivity and other properties. 
f. Hot pressing conditions should be examined for MEAs that use the sodium-
form of Nafion. Nafion(Na+) is known to have a higher glass transition 
temperature – work should be done to determine how this affects fuel cell 
power and at BOL and EOL as well as to answer what happens to the 
sodium ions after a Nafion(Na+)/PEO electrode is placed into a fuel cell. 
The effect of these ions on EOL power density (after a metal dissolution 
AST as well as a carbon corrosion AST) should also be determined. 
4. MEAs using higher loading Pt/C in PEO-based electrodes should be tested in an 
effort to meet the demands of automotive companies.  
5. Scale-up processes should be optimized so that nanofibers containing Nafion/PEO 
can be produced on a mass-scale.  
6. Sulfonated silica electrodes are not well understood or optimized. Future work 
should include: 
a. Continued physical characterization including elemental mapping of sulfur 
and silica throughout a (Pt/C)/PVDF-based nanofiber electrode. 
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b. More work should be done to both understand what causes differences in 
polarization behavior at different ratios of TEOS to CSPTC as well as total 
inorganic content.  
c. Nanofiber electrodes using a total sulfonated silica network content of 15 
wt.% or less should be fabricated. These should undergo all the treatments 
that have shown to improve conductivity and reduce swelling of membranes 
containing the same type of networks: i.e. base treatment and annealing.  
d. Investigate sulfonated silica precursors that do not contain a phenyl group 
(such as 3-(trihydroxysilyl)-1-propanesulfonic acid) instead of CSPTC. 
